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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the role

of co-operative housing resource groups in Canada through

a case study of the Co-operative Housing Association of

Manitoba (C.H.A.M. ) . It is based on the central hypothesis

that a single, relatively large resource group such as

C.H.A.M. is unable to effectively provide educational,/group

developmental services while at the same time offering more

technically-oriented services to individual housing co-operatives

Analysis of the problem was performed on three levels.

Fírst. a detailed. descript.ion of C.H.A.M. as a business

organízation was provid.ed. Constraints within which C.H.A.M.

must operate were highlighted. With this framework in mínd,

an evaluaÈion r¡ras then d.one of the work of C.H.A.M.'s

Development Division. This evaluation took the form of
a user-satisfaction study of the Division. Having evaluated

the organization over the relat.ively short term, consideration

$/as then given as Èo what the future might hold in store for

C.H.A.M. . In this regard a survey of C.H.A.M.'s membership

$ras ad.ministered in order to determine the extent to which

factions exist. within the organization.

Many of C. H.A.M. 's problems vrere found to be related

to its dual nature as a co-operatj-ve organization (i.e. on

one hand. it. is a social institution, on the other, it is
a business organization) .
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C.H.A.M., through its Development Divisionr' was found

to be quite effective in its work with housing co-operatives

which are in the developmental stages. On the whole the

members of these co-operatives were found to be very knowledge-

able about co-op housing and the development process. Further,

they expressed a relatively high level of overall satisfaction

with C.H.A.M.'s services.

It was noted that whether or not C.H.A.M. will continue

to be successful as a resource group in future years is

d.ebateable. Factions which may or may not pose a serious

problem to the organization v/ere identified. Consideration

v/as also given to the possible implications for C.H.A.M. of

the recent change in the government which has occured in

Manítoba at the provincial 1evel. Having recognized such

factors, two extreme scenarios regarding C.H.A.M.'s future

\^/ere set forth.

Based on C.H.A.M.'s experience to date and its present

position within the co-op housing development process in

Manitoba, the author concludes that C.H.A.M. is at a crossroads

in its development as a co-operative housing resource group.

Several recommendations aimed at ameliorating potential

problems for the organization are offered. The main

reconrmendations pertain to the need for C.H.A.M. to become

financially self-sufficient and independent of governments

and more representative of the co-operatives which it

serves. It. is emphasized that there is a need for C.H.A.M.

to clarify its purpose as a resource group and to avoid

situations in which its objects might seriously be mis-

understood.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Contj-nuing non-profit housing co-operativesl are a fairly

new phenomenon in Canada. fn fact, Vüillow Park, which was

officially opened in !{innipeg in August, 1966 became the

first housing co-operat,ive of its kind. in Canad.a.

A consíderable amount of activity has taken place in

co-operative housing in Canada since the beginnings of Willow

Park. At present well over 100 housing co-operatives

comprising some 60OO units have been 1-ncorporat.ed across the
)country.- lrlhen compared to Canada's total housing stock

of 6.5+ million units3 hor"rr.t, co-operative housing still

only makes up a very sma1l , íf not mj-nuscule portion of

the housing market. !,Ihile this may be so at present,

lcont.inuing non-profit housing co-operatives are "Iìon-
profit corporaÈions in which the residents are the share-
holders. The member residents own the co-operative develop-
ment collectively and pay a monthly housing charge (to
cover the costs of providing the housing) to the corporation
on an individual basis. No one person owns his or her
individual unit. Instead, each has shares in the co-operative" "(Co-operative Housing Development Department, Co-operative
Credit. Society of Manitoba Lt,d.., Sites On Co-operative Holsing) "This reéearch concentrates
housing co-operatives. Throughout the remainder of this thesis
the shortened form of tco-operative' or 'housing co-operative'
will be used. to refer to a continuing non-profiÈ housing co-op.

2'Co-operative Housing For,rndation of Canada, From The
Rooftops, Aprilt 1976.

3_. . ,
J-.O]-O. .
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indications are that in future co-operative housing will
play an increasingly significant role in Canada's housing

market. One factor which can account (at least in part)

for this trend is the existence across the country of a

nu¡nber of co-.operative housing resource groups which have

been established. specifically to promote co-op housing in
their respective areas.

1. Co-operative Housing Resource Groups

r." group, is
used to refer to an organization which specializes in the

promotion and/or development of co-operative housing.

As a rule, members of a resource group do not intend to

líve in the housing projects which they develop.

Resource groups have been init.iated by labour unions,

church groups, social planning councils and. creclit unions.

Such groups have also been st.arted by. individuals who

joined together originally to develop a specific co-operative

housing project for themselves. By seej-ng a project through

from beginning to end, such individuals manage to acquire

many of the ski1ls (some of which are quite complex) which

are necessary to develop co-operative housing.

Such ind.ividuals, for instance, are aware of the potential
problems inherent in handling such tasks as preparing legal
documents for incorporat.ion, obtaining interim and long-

term financing, accountJ-ng for hundreds of thousands of
doIlars, negot.iating land leases and various contracts, and

obtaining necessary zoning and servicing approval. Such a
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group knows the pitfalls to beware of, which people or

companies tend to be most helpfuI, and which tasks necessarily

require the services of an 'expert'. Having gained such

specialized knowledge, the group may then decide to pulI

it together by forming a resource group and. thereby make

their expertise available to other ind.ividuals who may be

int.erested in developing co-op housing for themselves.

So important has the existence of a resource group

become that the absence of such a group in a particular

city or region is often cited as being one of the main

reasons for the lack of co-op housing activity in that city
,4or region.- Vühy is a resource group seen as being such

an important factor to the development of co-operative

housing? A look at some of the functions which a resource

group can perform (if operating effectively) provides

some insight into the importance which often is attached to

such a group

CulI identifies four (4) main advantages to centralizíng
(into a resource group) the skills and resources required

4Marion Lips, for instance, in her study entj-tled An
Evaluation Of The DevelopmenÈ Process Of Housj-ng Coopera-tives

of Environmental Desi-gn, University of Calgary, Jan:uary, L977,
p.89), concluded. that the lack of co-ordinated promotion of
the concept of co-operative housing was one of the main causes
for the small number of co-operaÈive units in Calgary. She
therefore recommends the establishment of a resource group in
order to foster a wider acceptance of the co-operative concept
and to provide much-needed organizat.ion within the co-operative
housing movement in Calgary.



for the successful completion of housing co-operatives.5

These advantages may be stated as follows:

1. The skills necessary for developing co-op

housing are frequently complex (as noted

above) and. beyond the capabilities of even

the most dedicated co-operative group. By

having to rgo-it-alone' a co-operative group

is forced (in essence) to 're-invent the wheel' .

On the other hand, by being able to obtain

Èhe services of an established resource group,

a co-operative group is able to approach its

project in a much more effective manner.

2. A resource group can become the voice of the

co-operative movement - it can lobby for

co-operatives, .r"gotiate with financial

institutions and governments, and publicize

the idea of co-operative housing. As such,

it can become a focus for energy.

3. Large multiple-family housing co-operat.ives

may take two or. more years from start to

finish; consequently, membershíp turnover 
t

may be very high. A resource group can provide

continuity throughout the planning and d.eveloping

stages of individual co-operaÈive housing

Strlizabeth Cull, The Rise And Fal1 Of The United Housing
Foundation; A Case Stud.

itv
and Regional Planning, University of British Columbia, May, L976) ,
Pp.2-3.
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pro j ects .

4" A group of individuals or an organization

requires a certain amount of credibility in

order to enter into the 'big business' of

housing effectively. As a single agency,

a resource group is able to d.evelop working

contacts with various government departments,

architectural firms, financial institutions

and other groups with whom co-operatives

must deal. Having established 'credibili-ty' ,

a resource group is like1y to have better

success in negotiating with these groups than

is the inexperienced housing co-operatj-ve.

!'Ihile co-operative housing resource groups are similar
in that they are able to fuIfill the above-noted functions,

a close look at the resource groups now operating in Canada

indicates that there are many forms that resource groups can

assume and equally as many 'modus operandi' which they can

adopt.

2. Co:operative Housing Resource Group Activity In Canada

A number of resource groups have been established and

many have 'come and gone' since the Co-operative Housing

Association of Manitoba (C.H.A.M. ) , Canadar s first. co-operative

housing resource group, was incorporated in January, 1960.

Over the years, as co-operatj-ve housing gradually gained

wider acceptance by ÈLre Canadian public as being a legitimate

form of housing, resource groups ttremselves have come to be
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looked upon with more and more favour by the rpowers-that-be'.

Most indicative of the latter phenomenon is the Federal

Governmentrs Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation's (C.¡¿.H.C.

Community Resource Organizations Program (C.n.O.P.) which was

introduced in 1g74.6 rh" c.R.o.P. has as its main objective:

To provide financial assistance to resource
groups offering technical and professional
services to non-profit and co-operative
housing groups in the development of low
and moderate income housing proposaLs.T

Apparently the amount of funds granted to a resource

group under the program is related to the type of service(s)

it. will provid.e, its proposed client population, the demand.

for it.s services , its target goaIs, and the capability of

its clients to pay for its services within a reasonable time
-8frame.- As of Januârlr L977 five(5) major co-operative housing

resource groups had received financial assistance from the

C"R.O.P.. These are included in Table 1 which provides an

overview of the resource groups which are involved in developing

continuing housing co-operat.ives in Canada.

As can be seen from Table 1, resource groups range in

size from MonÈrealrs Groupe De Resource Techniques En Habitation

with its full time staff complement of only one individual and

6tot"1 financial assistance provided under C.R.o.P.
amounted to $237,000 in 1974, $479,L84 in L975, and $441,000
in 1976. Ind.ividual grant.s over the years have ranged fnom
$10r000 to $75r000; the average grant being approximately
$40,000. (c.¡,t.H.c., National office, C.R.o.P. files) .

7C.*.H.C., Community Resource organizat.ions Program,
(mi-meographed paper, November 26, L975) , p. 1.

's)

8rbid., p. 3.
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its annual operating budget of $2L,000, to C.H.A.M., with its

full time st.aff of forty-four (44) and an annual operating

budget of ç362,800"

The type and. range of services offered also varies from

group to group. Some resource groups only get involved in
the initial oggani-zation and d.evelopment of core working grorp=.9

Others provid.e a fuIl range of services including development

work with core groups/ co-op housing education, architectural

and design work, construction servicesr âs well as on-going

property management..

All of the resource groups in Canada are subsidized in

one way or another. Besides grants from the Federal Government,

groups have been receiving assistance from various sources

including religious institutions, the labour movement, provincial

gTovernment.s, and financial institutions within the co-operative

movement.

Most of these resource groups do not limit their activities

Èo the development of co-operative housing. Six (6) of the

nine (9) included in Table 1 are also involved in the d.evelop-

ment of non-profit housing. A few are even into the construction

of single family and triplex units for the pri-vate market.

Because potential revenue from the development of co-operative

housing is limited, it is quite likely that many of these groups

have had to extend themselves into other areas in order to

9A 
"ot. working group typically consists of people who

intend. to move inËo Èhe co-operative once it is constructed.
They usually participate in t|re development process and make
key decisions regarding design etc.... Und.er such circumstances
the resource group generally acts mainly in an advisory capacity.
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obtain sufficient funds to cover their operating costs.
I{hile co-op housing resource groups in canada differ

from each other in a variety of ways, they nevertheless do

have s j-milar problems which are inherent in their operations.
These probrems include a common dilemma which aIr are faced

with regarding their role as well as certain basÍc constraj-nts
which they must contend'with. These constraints serve effecti-vely
to limit the manner in which they are abre to operate within
the co-operative housing development process.

3. Ahe Dilemma Ahd Constraints Of Co-opera.tive Housin
Rêsource Groups

co-operaÈive organizations of all types are unique in
Èhat they possess a dual ,ru.trrr..lO on the one hand. they are
i-nt.ended to promote a social movement (i.e. the co-operative
way of life) and as such can be looked upon as being.social
institutiorr=.11 on the other hand. they provide an economic

service, and must be competitive in doing so thus they are
also business organizations. The dual nature of co-operatj-ves
as it relates specifically to co-operative housing might be

conceptualized as in Figure 1.

the manner in which a co-operative housing organization
deals with its dual nature constitutes a basic dilemrna.

10or. A.F. Laidlaw comments on thishis article "Some Basic Concepts", A Roof
dual nature in
Over Your Head: Co-operative llousing (Winnipeg : oepartmGãEõ,f Co-operative

Development, November, L975) , p. 5.
11_--fnformation relating to co-operaÈives as a socialmovement is included in section g.l óf the Appendix.
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Experience has shown that, in the final analysis, the way

in which this dilemma is handled f.or a particular co-operative

housing organization depends to a great extent upon the

ideological bent of its leaders and consequently upon how

they perceive their respective organizationrs role. For

instance¡ ân individual housing co-operative whose leaders

look upon it, as beíng a vehicle to promote the co-operative

phi-losophy, is more likely to incorporate inÈo its operations

activities which tend to foster membership interaction. On

the other hand, a housing co-operative whose leaders see

it strictly as a means to provide affordable shelter, will

tend to operate in a manner much like that of a typical rental

project characterized by a complete absence of organized

resident interaction, favouring instead the promotion of

an environment. which fosters individual privacy or raÈher

anonymitY.

The dual nature of co-operative housing also makes the

role that a resource group should be playing extremely d.ifficult

to define. As is the case with individual housing co-operatives,

the way in which the leaders of a particular resource group

perceive co-operative housing will have a major bearing on

how their organization will operate. For instance, if the

resource group sees the process of developing co-operative

housing as a means, not just of producing housing (a tangible

product) but of instilling within groups of individuals a

feeling of self-reliance and. co-operative self-help, it is

then more likely to attempÈ to nurture the development of
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strong, faírly autonomous core working groups for each of

the projects with whi-ch it becomes involved. On the other

hand, if the group views co-operative housing as a product

(i.e. simply as an alternative form of shelter) and therefore

sees its role as being simply a 'producer' of housing, it will

lhen be more inclined toward adopting a more efficient approach

toward developing individual housing co-operatives. In the

lat,ter case there would Iikely be a total absence of core

working groups. Instead., the resource group would attempt to

handle all of the planning and development work required; the

future residents of the individ.ual projects would only come

ínto the picture at the end of the process simply to occupy

the finished units.

The manner in which a resource group opàrates is of course

not èntirely dependent simply upon the attitudes adopted by

its leaders regarding the dilemma as to the role that they

feel it. should be playing. On the contrary, a resource group,

just like any other organizat.ion, is subject to certain constraints

which, to some extent, liJnit what it can and cannot do.

As a business organization, a resource group must contend

with the fact that it, must 'produce' in order to survive. In

this vein it should be noted. that the revenue which most (if

not all) co-operative housing resource groups can generate,

is tied, in one $/ay or another, to the number of housing units

which they are able to assist. in bringing onto the market.

It goes wittrout saying that as a business organization there

is real pressure on a resource group to operate efficiently -
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to keep its costs down to a minimum while at the same time

encouraging the production of as many housing units as

possible. A resource group, regiardless of the ideological
bent of it.s leaders, which is unable to control its costs and,

perhaps more importantly, a group which maintains a poor 'track
recordr as far as the procluction of housing units goes, is
sooner or later 1ikely to find iÈself insolvent, and, for all
intents and. purposesr oo Ionger in existence.

The manner in which a resource group can function t or
rather the role that it can play is further constrained by

the fact that it does not. operate in a vacuum. Rather, a
resource group operates in a most dynamic environment - an

environment which contains a wide variety of organizations

all of which have certain expectations of the resource group

and all of which consequently place definite demand.s upon it.
Dave Leland once alluded to a resource group's predicament

in this regard. as follows:12

ïÈ seemed to me that mother societiesl3
had to bridge a larqe gap between local boards
and citizen groups and hierarchical decision-

12_--Dave Leland, Program Manager, Co-operative College of
Canada, personal correspondence, 26Eh January, L977.

13rh" term rmother societies' is synonymous with rresource
groups' . In an attempt to move a\¡ray from the maternal-type
of relationship implied by the term rmother society' many of
the more recent writers and researchers have adopted the termtresource group' when referring to such an orgianization. In
the same vein, the term 'core working group' (or simply 'coregroup') is synonymous with the older term rdaughter society'.
It should be noted that, 'daughter society' is also used to refer
Èo ej-ther a developing housing co-operative or an existing
housing co-operative which is a member of a resource group.
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makers (government bureaus, development com-
panies, lenders, etc...) . on one side, an
impatience, a need, a face to face group with
lots of energy. On the other side, a very
patient, risk-avoiding impersonal hierarchy.
fhre mother society in between, functioning
as translator, mediator, counsellor, etc. "..

This thesis will explóre the difficult role that a

resource group must play in the development of co-operative

housing in Canada. In order that the nature of this role

might be bet,ter understood, a case study approach has been

adopted. As such, a study of the first co-operative housing

resource group in Canada the Co-operative Housing Association

of Manitoba (C.H.A.M.) - will be undertaken in the pages to

follow. First however it. is essential that the reader be

familiar with some very basic background information to this

stu.dy. Chapter 2 will ouÈline this background informat,ion.
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CHAPTER TWO

BACKGROTTND ÏNFORMATION AND DTRECTION OF THE STUDY

This chapter provides pertinent background information

to this study. It also defines the problem, outlines the

hypotheses, and describes the general approach taken to the

study. The chapter concludes with a description of how the

thesj-s as a whole is organized.. ,

1. A Brief History Of C.H.A.Irf. And Co-op Housing Tn Manitobal4

In the early 1950's a group of people, most of whom v¡ere

employed at the University of Manitoba, got together to plan

and. develop a co-operative housing project for themselves near

the university. Their plans came to an abrupt halt when the

land which they had hoped to use became unavaj-Iab1e. While

many of those who had been involved in these original plans

went on to satisfy their own housing needs individually, their
continued interest in the concept of co-op housing lead them

to get togeÈher in the fall of 1959 lvith a view to making a

study of co-operative housing. These meetings ultimat.ely lead

to the formation of the Co-operaÈive Housing Assocj.at.ion of
Manitoba (C.H.A.M. ) .15

On January 23, 1960, C.H.A.M" hTas incorporated as a
co-operative with capital stock under the provisions of the

Province of Manitoba ' s Companies Act. C. H. A.M. I s individ^uaI

14rhi" section will only deal with co-op housing whj-ch
C.H.A.M. and,/or C.C.S.M.'s Co-operative Housing Development
Department has had a major hand in developing. A description
of Village Canadien Coop Lt,ee and. Brandon Housing Co-op and the
development problems encountered by each is therefore omitted.

15Wi11ow Park Housing Co-op Ltd., lriillow Park: A
Co-operative Community (a brochure, undaffi
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members possessed professional skills including accounting,

engineering and land development. They also had basic

knowledge of and connections with the credit union and

co-operative movements. Having the basic requirements for
building a co-operative housing development, C.H.A.M" then

immediately began to prepare plans to buíld a comprehensive

housing projecÈ on city-owned land in north west Vüinnipeg.

The city looked upon C.H.A.¡,,I. wj-th much skeptj-cism and

as such refused to co-operate wj-th the organization. Finally
however, in L966, after having overcome many roadblocks to
the development, c.H.A.M. managed to build a 200-unit housing

co-op - !{illow Park - Canada's first continuj-ng housing

co-operat.ive. lc'

From L966 to L973 most of C.H.A.M.'s efforts \^/ere di-rected

torvard further d.eveloping the area immed.iatåry aaiacent to
Willow Park. During this time C.H.A.¡4. developed Ï.riillow

Park East, â 174-unit housing co-op. on the same site C.H.A.M.

also developed. a community store as well as a murti-purpose

building' housing a variety of community services and. facilities
(including a co-operat.ive day care and co-operative health care

centre). while c.H.A.M. had contracted. the actual building of
Èhe first phase of Willow Park to a general contractor, it chose

to act as general cont,ractor and actual builder with its o\^¡n

work crer¡rs for the remaining phases of the development.

16rh" details regarding the negotiatj-ons which C.H.A.M.
went through with the city of !,iinnipeg and c.M.H.c. in building
lnrillow Park are werr documented in vüiIlow park's brochure
Ifillow Park: A Co-operative Community.
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In L973 C.H.A.M. began to make arrangements to develop

Carpathia Housing Co-op (140 units) on a site which was owned

by the provincial government. Everything appeared to be

proceeding quite smoothly until C.M.Il.C. began to voice

concern over the tendering procedures followed, the projected

costs of the project, and the absence of a core working group.

On the latter point, it appears that while C.H.A.M. had acquired

expertise in the construction area, ít never managed to develop

conrnunity animaÈion and co-operaÈive educat.ion abilities.

Hence it failed. to encourage the formation of a truly

representative core working group which would meet the

requirements of C.M.H.C. .

The si-tuation became crit,ical for C.H.A.M.. Vfhile

many people were on staff and salaries had to bê paid,

little revenue was coming into the organization. On 14th JuIy,

1974, Mr. S.J. Borgford., who was then C.H.A.M. rs general

manager, wrote a letter to the Hon. Ron Basford, the tvlinister

of Urban Affairs in Ottawa; in it he noted:

"If the d.evelopment of co-operative housing
in Manitoba is neither "tangibly supported by
g:ovenrment nor the working policy of government,
then the function oi the eo-operative Housing
Association of Manitoba Ltd. becomes irrelevant.

As such, should. a guarantee of mortgage
funding for the Carpathia Housing project not
be received^ before August 15, 1974 the Co-operative
Housing Association of Manitoba Ltd. will
terminate its operations. "

Basford replied a few weeks later, outlining his concerns

with the project and asking that C-H--A,-M. co-operàÈe viitfr

C.M.H.C. in assessing the need to make certain changes to

the project. The matter ulÈjmat,ely was resolved and a loan
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commitment \üas made prior to the end of September, 7974.

C"H.A.M. proceeded to build the project.

During this time of crisis, C" H.A.M" submitted an

application for core fund.ing to the Province of Manitoba's

Department of Co-operative Development. C.H.A.M. requested,

in short, that the province provide it with a grant of

$150,2L5 to help subsidize its operations for Èhe '74-'75
fiscal year.

Consequently, the province undertook an aud.it of C.H.A.M.'s

books and found that the organization had a net loss position
of approximately $160,000 most (if not all) of which v¡as

owing to the Co-operative Credit Society of Manitoba (C.C.S.M.) -
C.H.A.M. rs banker. Apparently the auditor concluded that
C.H.A.M.'s problems resulted in part from the fact that it
had a largre number of staff on its payro11, many of whom were

contributing very litt.Ie to its physical operations.

In considering the problem, C.C.S.¡{. agreed that there

$ras a need. for a co-op housi-ng resource group in the province.

Rather than close C.H.A.M. d.own completely therefore, C.C.S.M.

decided to take control of its operations and. to limit C.H.A.M.

to its construction activities. fn so doing, many of
C.H.A.M. rs staff were laid off . It was hoped thaÈ C.H.A.M.

would. be able to work itself ouÈ of debt over time so that
eventually it would. be in a position to again assume the

role of a co-op housing resource group.

C.C.S.M. then established its own housing department to

help recruit membership for Èhe Carpathia project and to
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generally promote the orderly development of continuing housing

co-operatives in l4anitoba. During the latter part of l-974,

with a S50,000 grant from the provincial government, C.C.S.M.rs

Co-operative Housing Development Department began its operations

as a resource group.

However, hope that C.H.A.M. would again at some future

date assume the role of a co-op housing resource group never

died. The provincial government evidently favoured such an

occurence. In a letter (dated 22nd January I L975) to the

Hon. Barney Danson, Premíer Ed Schreyer reviewed a number of
aspects regard.ing the development of co-operative housJ-ng in
Manitoba. Among other things, he attempted to obtain agreement.

from Danson that:
. "...the Co-operative Housing Associati-on of

Manj-toba LÍmited would be accepted as the
agency responsible for co-operative housing
development within the Province of Manitoba. "

Nevertheless, over Èhe following year-and-a-half , C.H.A.IvI.

operated. soIeIy as a construction company. In an attempt to

remain so1vent,, C.H.A.M. took on jobs which were outside the

realm of co-op housing; this included the construction of
credít union buildings as well as the construction of a

public housing project. for the provincial government's

Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation.lT

In the meantime, C.C.S.M. 's .Co-operative Housing Development

L1c.H.A.M. lvas the general contractor for 95 unit.s of
¡4.H.R.C. rs Nassau Square project located in Vüinnipeg's Ft.
Rouge area.
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Department (C.U"D"D.) made tremendous progress in encouraging

the development of co-op housing in winnipeg" rn the summer

of 1975, C.H.D.D. organized a public meeting at which core

working groups were formed for three (3) new housing projects

which were being proposed in various parts of the city. For

just under a year, C.H.D.D. worked crosely with each of these

groups, providing them with technical assistance and advice

through the co-op housi-ng development process. At the same

time the provincíal government's Department of co-operative

Development assisted c.H.D.D. by providing these groups with
its co-operative-oriented educational services.

Finally in June, L976 C.H.D.D. merged with C.H.A.M. so

that once again C.H.A.M. took on the role of a co-operaÈj-ve

housing resource group. Concurrent to this mergier, C.H.A.M.

invited the various d.eveloping and existing housj-ng co-operatives

in Manitoba to take up membership with it.18 A" such, C.H.A.M.

in effect also became a federat.ion of non-profit housing

co-operaÈives, whose board of d.irectors nov/ could be controlled.

by ind.j-viduals who $rere directly involved in a specific
co-operative housing development.

Today C.H.A.M. provides a full line of services ranging

from the iniÈial organization of core working groups to the

18_--For purposes of this research the term 'developing'housing co-operative refers to those core working groups
which are at some stage in the process of developing a
housing co-operative. They are different from 'exi-sting'housing co-operatives in that while they may have proceeded.
well into the construction stage, none õf their reËpective
units will have been occupíed. re is when some of its units
become occupied that a developing housing co-operative may
be said to be 'existing'.
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provision of on-going property management.

Vlhile it may appear to some that C.H.A.M. is well

'on the road' to reaching the epitomlz of development as a

co-operat.ive housing resource group, it is interesting to note

that most of the literature which has been written in recent

years on such groups would not. support the merger which took

place between C.H.D.D. and. C.H.A'.1{.. The literature suggests

in fact that a large resource group, such as C.H.A.M., is
unable to fulfiII all of the functions for which it generally

is intended.

2. Review Of The Literature And Development Of The Theory

When one considers the fact t.hat co-operative housing

resource groups have only been in existence in Canada (to

any notable degree) for the past six to seven years, it is
not surprising to find that very little research has been

done on them to date. Essentially there have been only

three studies which have dealt (at least j-n part) with

Canad.ian co-operative housing resource groups.

In spite of the small number of studies done however, a

Itheoryt of co-operative housing resource groups appears to
'ìo

be evolving.-' While this theory has never been stated

19_*-George A. Theodorson and Achilles G. Theodorson in their
A Modern Dictionary Of Sociology (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell

eing "A set of interrelated
principles and definitions that serves conceptually to organize
selected. aspect.s of the empirical world in a systematic way.

Through the process of DEDUCTION a theory provid.es specific
hypotheses for research, and. through INDUCTION research data
provide generalizations to be incorporated into and. to modify a
theory. The essence of theory is that it attempts to explain a
wide variety of empirical phenomena in a parsimonious way".
pp. 436-437.
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explicitly as such, i-ts existence is founded implicitly in
the observations made and conclusions reached in the various

studies.

This section will revi-ew these three studies. A

I theory of co-operative housing resource groups' will then

be proposed.

A. Review Of The Literature

The first study was done in January, 1975 by Christopher

Hai-re under the sponsorship of the Canadian Council on Social

Development. In actual fact,, Hairers In !.iant Of A Policy

is noÈ restricted sole1y to co-operative housing resource

groups but rather covers, more broadly, activity within the

third sector as a whole.20 However, in reviewing the process

which one has to go through in developing third sector housing,

Haire makes a number of observations whj-ch are particularly

relevant to co-operative housing resource groups. In

particular he notes that ".....the perseverance needed to

develop family housing requires full-tj-me staff resources" (p. 7) .

With this in mind, Haire recommends (among other things) the

establishment of add.itional resource groups.such that the

servj-ces which Èhey typically provide might then be made

available over a wider geographical area of the country.

In considering the pros and cons of C.M.H.C. rs then

20rh" 'third sector', al-so known as Lhe 'third. force, in
housing, refers to actívities outside the spheres of Èhe private
'free marketr sector and the public sector (government enterprise).
It should be noted that Haire omits from his study two types
of housing which commonly are includ.ed in the third sector
namely' building co-operatives and. municipal housing corporations.
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recently introduced Community Resource Organizations Program

(C.n.O.P. ) , Haire (p. 30) takes a rather prophetic stand and

cautions that:

"...It is certain that organizations funded
under this program will not help the third
sector overcome the impediments of market
conditions, lack of reasonably priced' land'
d.ifficulty of obtaining construction services
or the need for socially sensitive maintenance
and management systems. In fact, it is a
distinct possibility that, the inability to
overcome these hurdles will eventually be
blamed on lack of competence by community
resource organizations .

These dangers are great enough that they
deserve some comment. What is at stake is the
creaÈion of a third force i-n housing in Canada. -..

Haire goes on to.suggest the following specific dangers

which C.R.O.P., and. consequently organizations fund'ed' by it,

may pose to the third. sector:

1. the possibility of interfer"rr." with and dilution

of leadership wiÈhín the co-operative and non-

profit housing movementi

2. the potentially divisive effect which might

occur if such resource groups appear to be

frustrating the expect.ations of the groups which

they serve. Here, Haire refers to the possibility

that the virtual production quota, which the

C.R"O"P" levies on the resource groups which it

funds, might cause these resource groups to be

disposed toward meeting the requirements of

C.M.H.C. in attaining their respective 'housing

targets' . Haire warns that this pressure to
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tproduce' may Iead. to "high powered development

practices. ". " which will "...not go down well with

democratically const.ituted groups and their wish

to be in rcontrol' of project development through

each stage... " (p.31) :

3. the problems of insufficient funding (available

under the C.R.O.P.) leading to a shortage of st,aff
members may result in inefficiencies and poor

quality service below professional standards

compatible with privat,e property development;

and 4. t^he possibility that resou.rce groups could become

the target of political pressure which would be

more effectively directed at C"M.H.C. .

Haire emphasizes throughout. that the structural'relationship
of resource groups to the groups served by them should be one

of subord.j-nation rather than domination. Resource groups

in effect should be managed through a process involving
membership parÈicipaÈion in their decision-making. Haire argales

tÏ¡at, even though such a process may occupy more executive time

than would otherwise be the case, in the long run, for most

resource groups, beÈter results would then more like1y be

attainable.

Elizabeth Cu1l in her thesis entitled The Rise And Fall
Of The United Housing Foundation: A Case Study Of A Cooperative

Housing Resource Group (Uay, L976) at.tempted to explore some

of Haire's suspicions by stud.ying Èhe rore and operations of
British Columbiars United Housing Foundation (U.H.F.). She

accepted the 'dangers' which Haire had suggested v¡ere inherent
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in the Conrnunity Resource Organizations Program as being

applicable to all resource groups, regardless of whether or

not they are funded by C.R.O.P..

At a time when U.H.F. was beginning to flounder, CuIl

underÈook a survey of its Board of Directors in an attempt

to assist it in defining the organization's role. Cull found

that a basic difference of opinion existed on the Board as

to what. U.H.F.rs role should be. llvo opposing factions had,

in fact, emerged. One factj-on on the Board felt that U.H.F.

should act as an information and. resource pool, stressing

parti-cipation, self-education, consensual decision-making and

political activity. The other faction was of the opinion that
the co-operative philosophy was meaningless v¡ithout the

product and as such felt that U.H.F.rs role simply should

be to provide expert advice and managerial and technical

services. The two factions \^¡ere so far apart in their

thinking that it was virtually impossible for them to reach

a consensus orl the organizationrs role. CuII suggested.

that the inability of U.H.F.'s Board of Directors to come

up with an acceptable role for the organization, $/as a

major contributing factor which ultimately lead to U.H.F.rs

d.ownf all. Cull notes (p. 53 ) :

. . . .. It is nearly impossible for an organization
to funcÈion well without explicit goals that
are accepted and understood by the organization's
policy makers and staff . lrlithout a clear
definition of their role, the Board was unable
to d.evelop consistent policy. Hence the staff ,: being largely undirected by the Board, made
policy through "hit and miss" in their day-to-
day d.ecisions.
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Cull concludes that U.H"F. was a divisive force in the

co-operative movement in British Columbia. In undertaking

her case study of U.H.F., Cu1l discovered that the organization

was frustrating several individual housing co-operatives by

not meeting up to their expectations of it. Part of the

problem here lay in the close financial relationship which

U.H.F. had maintained with the provincial governm"rrt.2l CulI

observed that this relationship lead. to U.H.F. adopting

priorities which were being determined by interests other

than those of the co-operatives which it was serving. Cu1l

also noted that U.H.F. rs limited fund.ing base lead to inadequate

and poor quality services which vrere below the required

professional standards.

The problems of U.H.F. !üere found to pertain, to a large

extent, to difficulties inherent in the dual nature of co-

operative housing,22 as well as to a distinct lack of

co-operation arnong the various co-operat.ives. CuIl's main

recoîrmendations pertain to the need for resource groups to

become self-financing and ÈruIy representative of Èhe co-

operatives which they serve. To ensure that the latter

21*h" provincial government's involvement in U.H.F.rs
affaj-rs was significant. At one time it provid.ed, U.H.F. with
an operating grant of $160,000. It also had a policy whereby
it encouraged all developing housing co-ops in the province to
enter into a contract with U.H.F. to obtain its services. T\¡¡o
provincial government appointees also sat on U.H.F.'s Board
of Directors.

))--It should. be noted that while
on this d.ual nature, her discussion on

CuII briefly comments
it is rather limited-
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occurs, cull recommends that the Board of Directors of a

resource group should be made up of representatives of its
various housing co-operatives. she also concludes that it
is virtually impossible for one resource group to satisfy
all of the demands which are made on it. by individual
housing co-operatives. In this regard CulI makes the following
statement. (pp. 69-70) :

...Co-operatives are not all alike. They have
different needs, different indigenous skills, and
therefore require differenÈ resource groups. What
might be needed is not one resource group trying
to arrive at the compromise role of specialized
consultant. to co-operatives, but several groups' a community development g'roup, a consulting group,
and a housing developer too.

cul1's latter reconmendation is very much in line with
Leonard Pomerleaurs thinking. rn his A st.rategy of Development

For The canadian flousing cooperative Movement (March, L976) ,

Pomerleau analyses the various operating strategies which

have been adopted by a cross-section of co-operative housing

resource groups in Canada. In so doing, he identifies
four distinct strategies which various resource groups

have used. to foster and aid the development of co-operative

housing in their respective localities; These strategies
may be summarized as follows:

1" The rturn-key' strategy has as its maj-n

characteristic the fact that co-operative

housing is ptannáa and d.eveloped. by the

resource group" The future residents have

no control of, or input into the design and
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planning of their housing; they come into

the picture at -uhe end, only to occupy the

finished housing.

The 'social activationr strategy refers to

the approach whereby the future residents

control the whole development. process, from

initial concept,ion and feasibility analysis

to the on-going management of the housing once

it has been completed. Here the resource

groupts main role is to act as a social-

activator (i.e. to facilj-tate the coming

together of people who share a cofitmon housing

need, to facilitate the development of avrare-

ness in this group about housing in general,

etc...).

In the 'non-profit developerr strategy the

resource group tries to emulate the housing

developer of the private sector and. as such

acquires a ful1 complemenÈ of management,

professional and construction experts on it,s

staff. The non-profit developer may or may

not produce 'turn-key' housing.

The 'co-operative developmentr strategy most

closely resembles the social activation strategy

but differs from it in two essential ways. First,

Èhe co-operative d.evelopment strategy has a

clearer social movement orienÈat.ion, and seeks to

3.

4.
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provide the co-operative groups with an ideological

rat,ionale the co-operative philosophy for

adopting the continuing housing approach to the

satisfaction of their housing needs. The second

difference is that it is more paternalistic in

nature; it ís housing developed 'with' people for

their use rather than housing developed 'by'
people for their use.

Pomerleau agrees that the strategy of creating resource

groups which are initially (or will eventually evolve into)
non-profit. developers is sound if one is ever to expect

co-operative housing to become a separate and important

sector of the Canadian housing development industry. He

v/arns however that the danger inherent in this strategy is

that it might result in the rapid product.ion of housing starts,

but not in the development of viable co-operatives and quality

living places. He adds that housing which is produced by

a marginally funded non-profit developer is not likely to

be of a better quality than that produced by the private

sector. Pomerleau expresses his concern that the promulgation

of poor quality housing is likely t.o seriously jeopardize

the chances of co-operative housing evolving into a significant

social movemenÈ in Canad.ian society.

As a result of his analysis of groups which have adopted

Èhe non-profit d.eveloper strategy, Pomerleau observes (p.23) :

All in all, the non-profit developer
sÈrategy has not. been highly successful. The
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revenue required to keep such a group in operation
is considerable, and it will tend to get impatient
with the group development activities, which
prepare the local housing group to assume the
responsibility of managing their housing
collectively. A non-profit group tries to provide
expert development services as cheaply as possible,
but since it lacks the venture capital of a privat.e
developer and. usually provides its services too
cheaply to accumulate growth capital and cont.ingency
reserves, it often gets into cash flow crises which
ultimately result. in its demise. And of course the
pressure to rdo a\¡Jay with nonsenset and get into
turn-key development gets greater and. greater as
the financial situation of the developer gets r¡¡orse.

Pomerleau adds (p.24) z

¡o¡-profit d.evelopers will often tend to do
more for their client groups than is really
necessary and may manipulate and control them.
Thus they may often fail to help their ',clj_ent
groups" to develop the self-sufficiency that they
need to become autonomous, which a co-operative
hould always be.

Pomerleau argues that the co-operative housing sector

should not develop a separate housing development/construction

capability; rather it should make use of such capabilities
which are readily available j-n the prj-vate sector.

Pomerleau also comments on the extreme concern over

the need for democratic structures which is prevalent

within the co-op housing movement. He notes (p.46):

StrucÈures which do not result in a learning
orientation, open communication and the capability
to arrive at consensus, have little value. A
popular movement "moves" first, if there is
basic agireement on goals and secondly if the
commitment, knowledge and skil1 of its members
is adequate; democratic structures cannot
replace these essential factors of success.

The alternative strategy which pomerleau sets forth
combines some aspects of the 'social activation' strategy
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as \^¡e11 as the 'co-operative developmentr strategy" Pomerleau

emphasizes that if co-operative housing is to be successful

as a social movement, it. should not be "forced" - "it should

be stimulated, encouraged, and facilitated and nothing more"

(p.43). The basic point to note regarding his proposed

strategy is thaÈ it underscores the importance of learning and

communication processes, and defines the capabilities that a

resource group should have to be essentially those of community

animation.

Resource groups as envisaged by Pomerleau would be

smaLl, consisting of 3 to 4 core staff people and associated

volunteers and having operating budgets not exceeding

$150r000. Pomerleau's strategy also emphasizes the great

importance of ensuring the autonomy of individual co-operatives

as well as the movement, as a whole"

B. The Theory

Three basic princi-ples regarding co-operative housing

resource groups can be identified from the studies as described

above. The author maintains that these principles constj-tute

the 'theory of co-operative housing resource groups' as it
has evolved to date.

On the whole, the 'theory of co-operative housing

resource groups' (as inferred from the literature) suggests

that it is virtually impossible for one group effectively

to hand.Ie, in a direct manner, all aspects relating to the

co-operat,ive housing development process (i"e" all of the

activities ranging from the facilitation of core group formation
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and co-operative education to the actual construction of
projecÈs).

The 'theory of co-operative housing resource groups'

further suggest,s that viable co-operative housing projects

are more likeIy to be developed if the formation of fairly
autonomous core working groups is encouraged. by resource

groups. In this regard, it is essential that the structural
relatlonship of resource groups to the groups served by them

is one of subord.ination rather than domination.

Experience has shown that resource groups can come in
a 'wide variety of shapes and sizesr - there are many'faces'

which a resource group can assume and equally as many roles

that it can play. In order to ensure that members of a

resource group all 'pull togethef i-n the same direction', they

must share a common commitment toward. co-operative housing as

we}l as have consensus in their thinking regarding their
organi-zation's role and goals.

3. Need For Study

In view of the literature which had been written on

co-operative housing resource groups, it appeared that the

decision to merge C.H.D.D. with C.H.A.M. was a bad one.

Whereas the responsibility for developing co-op housing in
Manitoba had been delegated. to a number of actors who appeared

t,o be progressing quite well with their work, the merger

resulted in 'Èhe ball being handed off' (or rather 'the game

being given') to just one of Èhem. C.H.A.M. in effect became

a resource group (much like U.H.F. had been in B.C.) which
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would be employing the 'non-profit developerr strategy of which

Pomerleau had been so critical.

Officials involved in co-op housing in Manitoba were well
aware of U.H.F.rs demise in British Columbia and they were

anxious to ensure that a similar crisis was avoided with
C.H.A.M.. Consequently, in the early part of the summer of
L976, when the author interviewed these various officials in
an attempt to narroÌ^r down a research topic, tthe role of a

resource group' invariably came up as being their priority

concern.

The co-op housing climate in Manitoba proved timely for

this study. In effect an opportunity existed to investigate

over time two very different co-op housing resource group

structural systems - one, being more rdecentralized' in nature

had a number of 'resourc" nroon=' involved in the co-op housing

development process; the other, tnewer' system being more

'centralized.' in nature had a single group responsible for
virtually all aspects of the pro".==.23

It was felt that a systematic study of Manitoba's

23th" 'd.ecentralized.' system existed. from the end. of Lg74
until the middle of 1976. During this period (as noted
earlier) , C.H.A.M. acted as a contractor which specialized
in co-op housing projects. C.C.S.M.rs Co-operative Housing
Development Department (C.ti.D,D. ) initiated the formation
of three developing housing co-operatives. fn addition the
provincial government's Department of Co-operative Development
got quite involved d.irectly in the development problems of
some of the housing co-ops (specifically erandoñ Housing Co-op
and Village Canad.ie.n) . In June I L976 C.H.D.D. merged with
C.H.A.M. which Èhen (in a sense) became somewhat of arcentralized.' resource group. Thereafter the Department of
Co-operative Ðevelopment tended to limit its co-op housing
actívities to the provision of co-operative ed.ucational services.
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experience might be of assistance to the C.H.A.M. as wel1 as

to the co-op housing movement in general. In particular it
was noted that much of the literature to date on co-op

housing resource groups had been quite opinionated and/or

theoretical in nature. A definite need existed to develop

some type of a data base to which future studies might be

able to refer and. perhaps buíld upon.

4. Purpose Of Research

the intent. of this study is to examine in detail the

difficult position whi-ch co-operaÈive housing resource groups

fill in the co-op housing d.evelopment process. By undertaking

a case study of the Co-operative Housing Associatj_on of
Manitoba (c.H.A.M. ) practical tests can be made on various

aspects of the.'theory of co-op housing resource groups! which

have evolved. rn the end, it is hoped that a study of G.II.A.M.'s

experience will provide useful lessons to be learned by

other resource groups as well as various individuals interested
in co-op housing across the country.

Of major interest to the study is the d.eterminat.ion of
C.H.A.M.'s ability as a 'non-profit developer, to foster the

d.evelopment of strong, autonomous core working groups. Another

major interest of the study is to determine the degree to

which specific signs of imminent failure (such as Cull had

observed with U.H.F. in B.C. ) might be manifest in C.H.A.M. rs

operations.

The major research questions can be stated as follows:
1. Is C.H.A.M.'s relationship with the core working

groups which it serves perceived by members of
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these groups as being one of domination or

subordination?

2 " Did the services which were being provided to the

three (3) core working groups, which had been

initiated by C.H.D.D., change in qUality over

time to any noticeable degree as a result of

C.H.D.D. I s amalgamation with C.H.A.M.?

3. Do factions exist on C.H.A.M.'s Board of Dírectors

as to the rol-e that they feel C.H.A.M. should

be playing?

4. Do factions exist within C.H.A.I,I. r s membership

as a whole regarding the role that. they feel the

organJ-zation should be playing?

5. Research Hypotheses

From the 'theory' which has evolved to date, the following

research hypotheses have been d.eveloped:

Hypothesis A: C.H.A.l4. as a co-op housing resource

group cannot effecti-vely provide educational/group

development services while at the same time offering

Èechnical,/construction services to housing co-operatives.

Sub-Hypothesis A-l : C.H.A.M. I s relationship with

the core working groups whj-ch it serves is perceived

by these groups as being one of domination.

Sub-Hypothesis A-2: The services being provided

to the three (3) core working groups which had

been initiated by C.H.D.D. decreased in quality

over time as a result. of C.H.D.D. rs amalgamation

with C.H.A.M..
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Hypothesís B : Factions exist withj-n C. H.A. M. regarding

the role that the organization should be playing.

Sub-Hypothesis B-1: Factions exist within

C.H.A.M.'s Board of Directors

Sub-Hypothesis B-2: Factions exist within

C.H.A.M.rs membership as a whole.

It should. be noted that all of the above hypotheses relate

to Hypothesis A which essentially is the central hypothesis

to this research. The hypotheses are sub-divided (as above)

for purposes relating to the organization of this thesis.

6. Methodology

This study deals with a rather unique subject matter

a subject matter on which very 1itt1e research has been

done to d.ate. While an abundance of questions regarding

co-op housing resource groups exists, very little by way

of ansÌ^/ers is available. By approaching the topic through

the use of a case study, the author automat,ically becomes a

'field researcher' . In discussing methodology as it relates

to field research, Schatzman and Strauss make some very

interesting comments (p. 7 ) ,24

24s"huErman and. Strauss j-n their book - Field. Research,
ed.byHerbertL.CostnerandNei1Sme1Ser'prffithods
Of Social Science Series (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hal1,
Inc., L973) provide an excellent. overview of field research.
They outline a number of problems which one should. be a$¡are of
and provide advice on a number of strategies which could be
adopted Èhrough tlre various stages of field research. Fie'ld
Research is an excellent reference book and should be reaã--fn
AãEffi'y anyone who is contemplating this kind. of a study.
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Method is seen by the field researcher as
emerging from operations from strategic
decisions, insÈrumental actions, and. analytic
processes - which go on throughout the entire
research enterprise.... The field researcher
is a methodological pragmatist. He sees any
method of inquiry as a system of strategies and
operations designed at any time for getting
answers to certain questions about events which
interest him.

As can be inferred from the above, the methodology which

was finally employed in this study had not been worked out in
detail prior to undertaking the research; rather it evolved

as a result of strategic decisions which were made by the

author at various points throughout the invesÈígation.

Of course, from the outset a general approach to this
research had been determined. Basically the author decided

to try !,o avoid (as much as possible) conclusions regarding

C.H.A.M. rs operations which would be based on his o\^rn personal

viewpoints or opinions. Presumably if C.H.A.M. has been

established. to meet the needs of individuals who are interested

in developing housing co-operatives, íÈ then follows that these

individuals should be in the best position to evaluate the

organizat.ion in terms of its effectiveness in meeting their
needs and expectations. V{ith this in mind the author chose

to approach Hypothesis A (and its two sub-hypotheses) through

the use of a 'user-satisfaction' study.

In order to identify the existence of factions with-in the

organízation, the author decid.ed to try to build upon methods

used by Cull in her research. In short it was felt that a

test of Hypothesis B (and its two sub-hypotheses) could be
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made by obtaining and comparing the views of individual

representatives within C.H.A.M.' s membership regardj-ng matters

which are basic to the organization's operations.

This study could not have been worked out. without the

author becoming (as much as possible) 'immersed' in the co-op

housing movement in Manitoba. As Secretary of the. board of
d.irectors and resident,/member of an existing housing co-op,

the author alread.y had a fairly good grasp of the types of
problems which generally are inherent in co-operative housing.

Early on in the study the author at,tended the boards

of directorsr meetings of all of the exj-sting housing co-ops

in Vüinnipeg. Similar contact was made with the boards of
d.irectors of the three developing co-ops which C.H.D.D. had

inj-tiated. The rapport which the author was able to establish
with these various groups proved invaluable to the study.

Throughout the school year, the author also attended,

on a regular basis, the meetings of C.H.A.M.'s Board of
Directors as well as the co-ordinatlng meetj-ngs which C.H.A.M.'s

senior staff held regularly with the various government

agencies involved in co-op housing. Beginning the study

simply as an observer, init.ial reservations gradually disappeared,

and in time the auÈhor became more of a 'participant/observer'
at these meetings. The relat,ionships which the author developed.

at. these meetings became a critical part of the methodology.

The various methods which r¡¡ere used in this study

include a review of C.M.H.C.'s (local, regional, and national
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office) records on co-op housing, a review of C.H.A.I"1.rs

past Board minutes, attendance and participation at a number

of co-op housing meetJ-ngs and conferences, personal interviews,

telephone interviews, mail-back questionnaires, and. finally

participant techniques involving direct presentation and feed-

back sessions with C.H.A.M. rs Board. Details regarding some

of the more important techniques which have been used wíl1 be

included in separate sections in the appropriate chapters to

follow.

In the words of Schatzman and. Strauss:

This may not be how methodology is taught
or written about, but it is how origi-nal
non-replicative research takes place.
Originality has no absolute, prog:rammatic
model to work from; it has its 'own ways'
and logic necessarily consistent only with
the general reggirements of order and
communication. z 5

7. Organization Of The Thesis

The introductory chapter to this thesis provides a

familiarization with continuing housing co-operatíves in

Canada generally, and more specifically with co-operative

housing resource groups and. the difficult nature of their

role in the housing development process.

In the second chapter a brief history of C"H.A.M. (i"e.

the organization to be looked at) is given, Èogether with a

review of the pertinent literature. It outlines the theoreÈical

underpinnings of the problem, the hypotheses, and the general

approach taken to the study.

2Slbid., p. r44.
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Chapter three contains a description of C.H.A"M. as a

business org'anization and as such outlines some of its

constraints.

Chapter four looks at the constraints which face C.H.A.M.

as a result of the inter-organizational environment within

which it must operate.

In chapter five an evaluation is done of C.H.A.M.rs

Development Division. In particular, an attempt is made to

determine the nature of the Divisionrs relationship to the

groups which it serves. Similarly any effects which C.H.D.D.'s

amalgamation with C.H.A.M. might have had on the quality of
developmenÈ services being provided are noted.

The sixth chapter analyzes the d.ifficult nature of

C.H.A.M.'s role in terms of the expectations which are placed

on it by its various membership categories. Factions rvithi-n

the organization are identified and possible effects which

their existence may have on the organizationrs ability to

formulate goals and objectives for the future are considered.

TVo scenarios (regard.ing C.H.A.M.'s future), each presenting

an extreme view, are set forth.

A summary of the thesis is included in the final chapter

overall conclusions are drawn and recommendations are then

made-
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CHAPTER THREE

C.H.A.M. - A BUSTNESS ORGANIZATTON

As a business organization, C.H.A.M. is subject to

certain constraints (financial and otherwise). regarding the

manner in which it is able to approach its role as a co-operat.ive

housing resource group. This chapter will describe C.H.A.M.

its objectives, the services which it offers, its development

strategy, and. its financial situation. The concludi-ng section

to the chapter will outline the main constraints which face

C.H.A.M. as a business organization.

1. Its Objectives

According to its General By-Laws, C.H.A.M.'s objectives

are as follows:

1. To promote continuing Co-operative Housing
Associations, Co-operatj-ve Building Groups
and in general to promote improvement in
housing.conditions in Manitoba by the use
of co-operat,ive techniques.

2. To build, buy, sell, lease, administer, improve
and. maintain land, property, buildings owned
and controlled or otherwise acquired by
the Association on the co-operative plan.

3. To provide, buy, sell and otherwise merchand.ise
goods and servj-ces for the members.

If one \¡rere to t.ry to evaluate C.H.A.M. in terms of
these objectives one wouId. readily conclude that the organization

has met with rather limited success to date. Tndeed, C.H.A.M. rs

area of activities has been much narrov/er than that which is



suggest,ed by its stated ob jectiv"=.26

if not all, of the people involved in
see it continue to operate along these

2. Services Offered

42

And what is more, most,

C.H,A.M. would like to
27Ir-nes.

A glance at its organization chart (see Figure 2) provides

one with a quick overview of the basic services which C.H.A.M.

has been set up to provide. As can be seen from the chart,
C.H.A.I,I. is organizecl around three main divisions.

The Development and Design Division facilit.ates the

formation of core working groups and. then provides these

groups with a number of support services (including secretarial
services, bookkeeping, etc...). The Division assists these

groups in acquiring land, securing financing, and entering

into various contractual arrang'ements which may be necessary

to get their respective projects 'on the ground'. It also

offers advice on varj-ous aspects of housing desigrr.28.

26^--One of C.H.A.M.'s most notable founding members , NIr.
Scotty Borgford. once explained to the author that C.H.A.Ir{.'s
orj-gina1 by-Iaws r^rere based Èo a great extent on a model
provided by Sweden's H.S.B. organization. The intent of C.H.A.M.'s
founders in adopting the H.S.B. model was to provide the
organizat.ion with a certain amount of flexibility. Thus rather
than attempting to formulate relaÈively narrow objectives, these
broader ones were adopted. from the outset.

27tn May, i.g77 C.H.A.M.'s Board of Directors as well as
its general mãmbership went through an exercise whereby future
objectives for the organization were consid.ered. The objectives
thus formulat.ed were on the whole much narro!{er in scope than
those found in C.H.A.M. rs General By-Iaws. A detailed discussion
of the exercise which C.H.A.M. went through in May, L977 can
be found in Chapter Six of this thesis.

28---Recently the division has developed the capacity to do
the actual d.esign drawings for project,s. The prepara¿isn-sr¡-},\--
working drawings is stilI contracted out. -,'ìi.
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Finally, through its education co-ordinator, the Development

and Design Division provídes educational services relating to
co-operative hous íng .29

C.H.A.M. I s Construction Division which is the organization's
longest established. division, has been set up to provide either
project managenent or construction management services to
housing co-operatives, cred.it unions or government ag"rci.=.30

The Property Management Division only began operating in
April , r.977 - During its first 6 months of operation it
provided on-going property management services (on a contract
basis) to carpathia Housing co-op, wirlow park rEast, Housing

co-op, and vÍillow centre (vtiLlow park,s multi-purpose building
which h.ouses a variety of community services and. facilities
incrud.ing a non-profit. senior citizens I apartment brock) .

29th. main activities in this area over the past year
have included a major conference on co-operative hóusing andllifestylesr whi-ch was put on by c.H.A.M. together with theprovince's Department of co-operatj-ve Development in February,1977. Similarly a seminar on 'board duties and responsibililies'
was organized by C.H.A.M. in May, 1977. Among othei things the
education co-ordinator is responsible for publishing and.distríbuting a nev/sletter which goes out tó all houÃing
co-operatives in Manitoba.

30_.--Tt should be not.ed that generally speaking a project
Manager can be an archit.ect, engineer, or contractor who has
been engaged. by the owner to assume total responsibility for
developing the design, obtaining building permíts, arraãging
financing, budgetary control, scheduling and constructioñ oi aproject. construction management on the other hand. is a team
approach whereby the owner acting as team lead,er engages design
consultants and an experienced contractor each with their own
areas of specific responsibility and a commitment to cornment .

upon each others work and. to advise the owner on various
problems and alternatives, (C.¡¿.H.C. ) .
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3" Its Development Strategy

As can be noted from the previous section, C.H.A.M. has

evolved to such an extent that it is now able to work directly
with individual housing co-ops right from their inception
through to their development as existing, functioning housing

co-operatives. In rgoing about its businessr as such a

resource group, c.H.A.M. has adopted a rather interesting
development strategy.

Prior to encouraging the formation of a core working group,

c.H.A.M. (with the assistance of the provincial government)

generally obtains an option on a specific parcel of land which

is suj-table for d.evelopment. Having such an option 'in hand.',

c.H.A.M. then organizes a public meeting at which interested
ind.ividuals are encouraged to form a core working group.

C.H.A.M. rs Ðevelopment. Division, with assistance from the

province's Department of Co-operative Development, guid,es

this group through the incorporat,ion process so that it can

then become a recognízed housing co-operative (i.e. a regal

entity) .

At this point C.H.A.M.'s Development Division formally
offers its services to Èhe newly formed co-op and. a contract is
entered into. rn exchange for the Ðevelopment Division's
services the co-op agrees to pay C.H.A.M. a sum equivalent to
LZ of the total capital cost of its proje"t.3l

31zsa of this fee is due when the design for the project
has been finalized. A sum sufficient to increase payments to
503 of the total fee is then due when Èhe co-op receives a loan
commitment for its project. The remaining porti-on of the fee
is paid over a period extending up to 3 months after the project
has been completed and all units are ready for occupancy.
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A staff person from C.H.A.M.'s Development Dj_vision is
assigned to the co-op and as such works closely with it
throughout the development process. when the time comes to

choose a contractor for the project, the Development Division,
as a result of a mand.ate given to it by C.H.A.¡¿.Js Board

of Directors is to "actively promote the co-operativer s use

of C.H.A.M.rs Construction Division for construction management
. ..32services. "-- Vlhile a similar mandaÈe regarding C.H.A.M.'s

Property l{anagement Division has as yet not been given to it,
presumably the Development Division will also be expected

to promote the use of C.H.A.M.'s property management services

once the co-op has reached a stage of development whereby it
is ready for such =.rrri""=.33

From a business-generaÈing point. of view this strategy

has been reasonably successful for C.H,A.M.. Of lrlinnipeg's

three most advanced. developing housing co-operatives (i.e. the

three which were first initiated by c.H.D.D. in mi-d-Lg7s), two

have chosen to employ C.H.A.M.'s Construction Division, and

one of these has also decided to use C.H.A.M.'s property

management -services.

32c.H.4.M. , I4inutes of Board of DirecÈors' Meetings,
Meeting of 24üi. January, 1977, p.6.

33rt should be noted. that under existing circumstances
C.H.A.M.'s Development Division acts in an 'advisory' capacity
only. The final decision as to whether or not a contract will
be entered into with C.H.A.M.'s Construction Division and/or
Property Management Division rests with the individual
developing housing co-operative.
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I.lhile it may be true that its strategy has been fairly

successful in terms of its being able to obtain much-needed

business for the organization, C.H.A.¡,t. feels that there is
still much room for lmprovement. On the whole, C.H.A.M. is
of the opinion that its present strategy is rather clumsy -
too much is left up to chance in that the organization's
future programmes are greatly influenced by the decisions of
the individ.ual housing co-operatives.

C.H.A.M. would. in fact prefer to adopt a 'project
management' strategy in developing housing co-operatives in
¡,tanitoba.34 By thus being hired from the outset to see a

project Èhrough (in all aspects) from beginning to end, such

a strategy would of course enable C.H.A.M. to better
rat,ionalize its operations. Mgre importantly perhâps, a

project management strategy wouId. 1ikely serve to provide the

organization with a greater amount of construction business

and thereby bet.ter enable it. to become financially self-
sufficient over time. This latter point will be clarified
in the following section.

4. f Ès Financial Situat.ion

C.H.A.M.'s financial position has never been one to be

envied. Indeed, were it not. for the financial backing at
various critical times of either the provincial government

or the Co-operative Credit Society of Manito,bâ, it is quite

34 _-
IJIEASE

of the role of
see supra, p. 44, n.30 for a brief d.escription
a project managier.
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likely that C.H.A.M. would long ago have had to declare itself
insolvent.

During the past year however, considering the nature of
its work as a co-op housing resource group, C.H.A.M. appears

to have enjoyed an unusual amount of financial stability.
While it is not in a position as yet to be able to claim

financial self-sufficiency, it nevertheless certainly appears

Èo be head.ing in that d.irection.

Tab1e 2 outlines C.H.A.M.rs L977 budgeted figures on

a divisional bu.sis.35 rrlhile the ,77 bud.get. may present a

rather good picture, it is interesting to note that if the

provincial g:overnment's grant of $50r000 were suddenlli taken

a\^/ay, C.H.A.M. rs Development and Design Division I s 'net
incomer figure of ç27,290 would change drastically to become

a $22r7L0 rnet loss'. Consequently, such an occurence would.

also result in the organizat.ion as a whole experiencing a
deficit, position of about $40,000 rather than its budgeted

profit position of just over $10,000.

From Table 2 íE would. appear that the Construction

Division is subsidizing the operations of the Development and.

Design Division to a significant. exteot. However, iÈ is
d.ifficult to determine just how much this subsidy is in

35---As of June 30, L977 C.H.A.M.
to its budgeted figures. If things
to plans then, C*H.A.M. should have
S10r000 at year-end.

was operating very closely
continue to go according
a net income of just, over
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ÎABLE 2

A SUMMARY OF

C.H.A.M.rs 1977 BUDGET

Net
Revenue Expenditures Income

Development And
Design Division $L76,725d $149 ,435 ç 27,2g0

Construction
Division 179,800 71,310 10B,4gO

Property Management
Division 68,946 60,900 g ,046c

General And
Administration

Notes:

133,51Ib (133,51r)

TOTATS $425 ,47I $415 ,156 $ 10,315

alncludes a $50,000 grant provid.ed by
the provincial government.

bïncludes interest payment.s of $40, OOO,
rent and maintenance of premises of $10 r 500,
admini-strat.ive payroll expenses of
$51,500 etc...

1--C.H.A.M. f s properÈy management services are
offered to co-ops on a 'non-profit' basis.
In accordance with its property management
agireement, C.H.A.M. may have to transfer
all (or part) of this 'neÈ income' of
$8,046 back to the housing co-ops which
are receiving its property management
services.
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'real terms'.36 Regardless, one is no doubt quite safe in
assuming that, under existing circumstances, the work of
C.H.A.M. I s Development Division is not very lucrativu.3T
In fact, it would. appear at present that 'the road. to
financial independence' lies , for c.H.A.M., in its abirity to
successfully promote the use of its construction Division's
services.

5. Constraints As A Business Organizat.ion

Having acquired a fairly ful1 complement of staff,
C.H.A.M. must now try to ensure that it has an adequate number

of projects 'in the works' and revenue coming in so that
salaries can continue to be paid. on time etc... Indeed,

C.H-A-M.'s present size, to some extent, can be looked upon

as being a,constraint in itself . In essence, C.H.A.M.'s

size as a business organization determines the magnitud.e of

36rh. d.ifficulty lies in the fact that the organization,s
'general and admj-nistration' expenses are rumped Èogether in
one large sum. Hence it, is impossibre to determine whatproportion of these expenses are attributable to each of its
operating divisions. rn order that it. mighÈ be abre to
obtain a clearer understanding of its operations in future,
it may well be worth C.H.A.M.'s trouble to have j-ts accounting
system adjusted. such thaÈ these general expenses are allocated.
accordingly to each of its d.ivisions.

37rh. type of work which c.H.A.I4rs Development Divisionperforms is similar in many \^¡ays to that done by Communitas Inc.in Edmonton. Early this year Communitas und.ertóok a detailedfinancial analysis of their work. rn short, they kept, a record.
of the costs which they incurred in providing théir services to
Èwo different housing co-operatives. Among other things, they
concluded that: "The whore question of recovery from groups aña
the possibility of operating a resource program that woutã be
totally dependent upon collecting from groups j-s doubtful. Asid.e
from the cash flow problems such a group wourd encount.er, it is
doubt,ful Èhat the resource group could. collect enough to support
the cost of the prog:ram. ". , (Communitas, Recovery fiom Croupè
That CROP Serves, mimeographed paper, I97ñ
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its operating and fixed. costs which in turn must be met through

revenu.e gienerated by the organization. since the bulk of
C.H.A.M. rs revenue is tied, in one \^/ay or another, to the

number of housing units which it can produce, C.H.A.M.

possesses, in effect, a tbuilt in' incentive to rproduce in
order to survive'.

At the same timer âs a business organization C.H.A.M.

must try to operate as efficiently as possibre. rn so doing

it must be particularry cognizant of j-ts costs, ensuring at
all times that they are being kept withj-n reasonable limits.
Hence, there may be ti-mes in which C.H.A.M., while it may

feel somewhat obligated to assist a member housing co-operative
with a particular probrem, wilL have to forgo provid.ing its
assistance to that co-operative unless that co-op is able and.

willing to compensate c.H.A.M. adequaÈeIy for the costs which

it. might. have to incur in providing its services.

lfhile it can be seen that C.H.A.M. as a business

organization must operate wíthin constraints which basically
require a certain amount of efficiency on it.s part, there are

other equally limit.ing constraint.s which can be id.entified
and which are not so much aÈtributable to the fact that.

C-H-A.M" is a business organization per s€r as they are to
the unique inter-organizational environment within which

C.H.A.M. r ërs a co-operative housing resource group, must

operate. Chapter Four will describe this inter-organizational
environment and. in the process will outline the constraint.s

which it, imposes upon C.H.A.M..
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CHAPTER FOUR

C.H.A.M. AND TTS TNTER.ORGANTZATTONAI

ENVTRONMENT TN MANITOBA

rn pursuing it.s role as a co-operative housing resource

group, C.H.A.M. necessarily must work, in one lvay or another,

with a wide variety of organizations. Each of these organizations

has its own particular interest. in c.H.A.M.'s operations; each

consequently has its own particular expectations of C.H.A.M.,

and each is in its ov/n vray able to exert a certain amounÈ

of influence on the manner in which C.H.A.M. conducts its
affairs.

This chapter will describe the main organizations in
Manitoba with which c.H.A.M. has to deal. An attempt will
be made to outline each organization's particular int.erest
in co-operative housing as well as the nature and degree of
its respective influence over the operations of C.H.A.M..

1. Central Mortgage And Housing Corporation (C.M.H.C.)

C.M.H.C. (Manitoba) in its capacity as the representaÈive

of the Federal Governmentrs housing agency, which is responsible

for administering the National Housing Act, has considerable

control over most of the 'purse sÈrings' which are attached

to the development of continuing non-profit housing co-

operatives in the province. Needless to say however, C.M.H.C.

(Manitoba) does have specific guidelines (which have been
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established by its head office in Ottawa) which it must

follow when working on various co-operative housing matters.

In particular, C.M.H.C. makes a clear distinction

between what constitutes a housing co-operative as opposed to

a non-profit, exclusively charitable housing project. This

distinction may be summarized as follows:

;h;' åi:,ä:å,':: ;:J::i=:ätå;'ilã'å::i"3T1.,."
charitable can be put this way in the
exclusively charitable ttre non-residents
have the responsibility for developing the
housing while the residents are the advisors,
in the co-operative the residents are responsible
for developing and. managing the housing while
ttre non-residents are the advisors.3S

In keeping with this principle C.M.H.C. has come to

insist upon user participation in the co-operative housing

development process and. consequenÈIy it npw generally rejects

lhe rturn-key' type of co-op housing project which had. become

so coilrmon in the past. In an attempt, in part, to encourage

the development of fairly autonomous housing co-operatives,

C.I,I.H.C. makes grants of up to $10,000 available to core

working groups to help cover part of the rstart-up' costs

which ttrey have to incur in getting their respective projects

planned and launched

Similar1y, und.er the National Housing Act, C.M.H.C. makes

loans available (for ne\¡/ construction or for the purchase and

improvement of existing dwellings) to individual housing co-

operatives and not to their respective resource groups or

38c.M.H.c., "suggest.ions For Developing Group ob jectivês,,,
Draft - Technical Information On The Development Of Non-Profit
Housing, Spring, L976, code 1.2.4., p. 1.
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sponsors. These loans, which may cover 100å of the lending

value of a project, may be given with a preferred interest rate

and a repayment period extending up to fifty years. In addition,
a capital grant of up to 10? of the lending value of a project

may be awarded. Instead of receiving such a capital grant

however, a housing co-operative (particularly if it is located

in an area characterized by high land costs) may choose to

take advant.age of C.M.H.C. I s land-lease progranìme which aIlows

C.M.H.C. to purchase a specific parcel of land for the co-op

and then to lease it back to the co-op at subsidized ru.t"=.39

Once it has made a loan commitment, C.M.II,.C. may then

offer the housing co-operative interim financing (at the

preferred. interest rate) in the form of a cash advance of up

to $5,000 per unit. C.M.H.C. may also advance up to.75Z of

the nonlienable costs to assist in interim financing for a

project

In ord.er to obtain such preferential terms under the

National Housing Act, a housing co-operative must be planned.

expressly to accomodate'low-to-moderate' income members.

In Ju1y, L976 C.M.H.C. (Uanitoba) outlined relevant guidelines

which housing co-operatives would have to conform to in order

to qualify for these subsidies in Manitobu..40 In short, these

39_--Because the provincial governmenÈ operates its own
relatively attractive co-operative housing land-lease program
(this will be described in sect,ion 2 of this chapter), to
date none of the housing co-operatives in Manitoba have opted
for C.M.H.C. I s land.-lease program.

40_'-A copy of the guidelines which C.M.H.C. drew up are
included in the Appendix (section 8.2).
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guidelines define quite specificalry just what c.M.H.c.
considers (in terms of costs as well as unit sizes) 'modest'
accomodation in the province.

while under the terms of its preferential financing
c.M.H.c. expects t low-to-moderate r income people to move

into the housi-ng co-operatives, in an attempt. to promote a
better 'mix' of people, it a1lows co-ops to utilize an

'internal-subsidy' system which enables people with somewhat

higher incomes to become members. Basically und.er this
system surcharges are levied against members with higher
incomes such that they pay the economic rent for their
respective housing units. Monies thus collected in surcharge

payments are then used by the housing co-operative to provide

correspond.ing rent subsidies to its lower income *.*b"r=.41
rn considering c.M.H.c.rs guiderines and its overall

policy regarding fi-nancial assistance to housing co-operatives,
ïan spencer, the manager of c.H.A.M.'s Deveropment Divísion,
in a brief (dat.ed July, L976) to c.M.H.c., summed up a number

of concerns which have been expressed at varj-ous t.imes by

individuals in the co-operative housing movement:

Many concerns have been expressed about C.M.H.C.
attitude toward co-operatives developing und.er
section 15.1. üIhilst the terms of repaymenÈ are,
on the surface, very favourable we feel that the
conditions imposed. are contrary to the true concept
of a co-operative development which caIls for a
high degree of member (user) participation in

41-'-A more d.etailed discussion on how this
operate in Manitoba is contained in C.M.H.C. I s
attached in Appendix 8.2.

scheme i-s to
guidelines as
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development and operation. It appears to us that
C.Ff .H.C. regards the terms of repayment as a subsidy
solely for the purpose of reducíng housing charges
to a leve1 acceptable to families with a low income,
whereas the housing co-operative movement is seeking
to provide non inflationary housing for the eventual
benefít of all types of families.

Due to the responsibilit.ies involved in operating a
housing co-operative it is essential that the nature
of the development attract a membership capable of
meeting these responsibilit,ies. If this is not
possJ-ble, particularly due to inferior accommodation
then the co-operative will always be under the' influence of exterior resource agencies.

A large number of non inflationary co-operatively
owned housing units will have a sígni-ficant effect
in restraining inflatÍonary trends in the traditional
rental and ownership market as well as providing all
families. with a vehicle for improving their living
environment.

The fact that co-op housing in Manitoba is being developed

through a financing scheme that. involves a significant public

subsidy has lead to a number of major confrontations between

C.M.H.C. and C.H.A.M.. Of particular note in this regard is
C.I4.H.C.rs stand on C.H.A.M.'s desire to adopt a project

management strategy toward the development of co-op housing

in Manit. ob^.42

Basically, it appears that C.M.H.C. is opposed to such a

strategy for C.H.A.M. on two main grounds:

(i) Under the circumstances it might appear that

a public subsid.y was being dírected by C.M.H.C.

toward the support of a particular developer -

42_--A discussion outlining
desire for such a strategy was
p. 47). A copy of C.H.A.M.'s
also included in Appendix 8.3.

the main reasons for C"H"A.M. r s
included earlier (see supra.,

position paper on the matter is
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namely c.H..A,.M..43

(ii) The 'construction management' approach which
j-s now being employed by C.H.A.M. places the

individual co-op in a better position to provid.e

effective input into the project and therefore
is more in keeping with one of the principles
of co-op housing re.

d.evelopment process.

user input into the housing
44

43-'-As an integral part of this issue it should. be notedthat while C.H.A.M. is attempting to obtain approval for itsproject managetent approach, it is also tryin!- to j_mplement
what may be referred to as an 'inter-locking ¿irectorshipscheme'. The latter refers to C.H.A.M.'s d.esire to have tworepresentatives of either its staff or its Board. of Directorss_it as recognized members on the provj-sional boards offuture developing co-ops. c.H.A.M. argiues that such an
arrangement would facilitate continuity within each co-op.rÈ also points out that because of a quorùm requiremenÈ, itsrepresentatives alone would never be able to cõnstitute amajority at co-op meetings. on the other hand., c.M.H.c.argues that while c.H.A.M. rs representatives may not make
u-p a_majority on a co-op's board in absolute telms, d.ue tothe fact that, tÌ¡ey would in all likelihood. possess a better
knowledge of co-op housing than the other members of the board,
i! i= quite probable that thej-r views wouId. carry adisproportionate amount of weight, In addition, when a decisionis to be made as to whether or not the co-op should employC-H.A.M. as it,s project manag:er, c.M.H.c. mãintains trràt -
c.H.A.M. r-s representatives will be placed. in somewhat of arconflicÈ of interestst position.

44_- -Apparently one of the considerations to support thisargument relates to the timing of a co-op's decision toenter into a project management as opposéd. to a constructj_on
management, contract. Generally speaking a decision to adopËa project management approach would occur much earrier on i-nthe life of a project, when members of the core working groupare sÈil1 verv new to the housing d.evelopment process.
supposedry a core group which haÃ been involveä in the processfor a longer period of time should. be able t,o make a morerational d.ecision re. a construction management. contract.
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C"H.A"M" has rejected C"M"H.C. 's arguments against

the project management strategy and as such is in the process

of trying, through various means to pressure it to change

its stand on the matter. rn the meantime, it appears that
C.H.A.¡4. will experience a difficult time in trying to get

a loan commitment from C.M.H.C. for any co-op housing

project for which it has been designated to act as a project
manager.

2. The Manitoba Housing And Renewál Corporation (M.H.R.C.)

The Manitoba Housing And Renev¡al Corporation (M.H.R.C. )

r¡/as est,ablished. by the provincial government in Lg67 .45 As

a provincial housing corporation M.H.R.c. has concentrated

its efforts at providing housing assisÈance to Mani-tobans of
low income. Its Puh1ic Housing Program, which is a subsidized

rental program for low-income families and elderly persons,

is by far its main area of activity. As such, ât the end. of
its firsÈ nine years of operations M.H.R.C. could boast of
having prod.uced some Lr,7L2 public housing units in Manitobu..46

rn recent, years, M.H.R.c. has become fairly instrumental
in encouraging the development of co-operative housing in
Manitoba. In particular, M.H.R.C. (which incidentally
operates a public land banking program on behalf of Èhe

Lq'-M.H.R.C., The Manitoba Housin And Renewal Co
Annual rt 1975 Winnipeg: The Manito

rporation,Renew

46tbid., p. 23.

January, L977) , p. 2L.
a Hous

rat.ion
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provincial government) has made land available for development

to continuing non-profit housing groups. Such land is

offered to a housj-ng co-op by way of a long-term leasing

arrangiement which calls for an annual rental equal to only

Seo of the cost of the land per rrrrr.,r*.47 In exchange for such

favourable terms, a housing co-operative must agree to set

aside 252 of its units for use by M.H.R.C.'s Public Housing

Program for low income families.

In February, 1976, M.H.R.C. established a policy of
provid.ing a guarantee to the Co-operative Cred.it Society of
Ûlanitoba (C.C.S.M.) to cover interim financj-ng of up to

$1,000 per unit as required. by a housing co-operative under

developm"rrt.48 Such interim financing is intend.ed to cover

costs which housíng co-operatives have to incur in getting

their respective projects to the loan aoproval stage.

Thereafter interim financing as provided by C.M.H.C. is used

to retire the co-op's debt to C.C.S.M., and M.H.R.C.'s

guarantee is then cancelled.

More recent.ly, M.H.R.C. introduced a programme through

which it is now able to provid.e a grant in the amount of
103 of the C.M.H.C. approved mortgage value for a particular

47_"In determining the cost of the land per annu.m, M.H.R.C.
includes not only tlre specific cost of the land but also the
i-nterest, carrying charges and any 1ocal improvement charges
or servicing costs to the perimeter of the site.

4SManitoba Government, "Guarantees Facilitate Co-op
Housing Start-Up", News Servíce (i{innipeg: Tnformation
Services Branch) , rffiÇïft 97 6.
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cc-op housing project. such a capital grant is to be applied.

on a declining balance basis over the first seven years of
a particular project's life. By providing such a 'front-end'
capital grant !I.H.R.C. hopes that rents within a co-op 

t
housing project will be more within the reach of families
with moderat.e irr"o*"= . 

4 9

I\4.H.R.C. policy is such that assistance to housing

co-operatives is cond.itional on it being satisfied that.:50

(i) the co-operative organization is a bonafide
co-operative organization duly registered and
acceptable to C.M.H.C. and the Department of
Co-operative Development of Manitoba.

(ii) C.M.H.C. accept and. approve the co-op's
application in respect to design, building
code requirements, unit and. square foot costs,

M.H.R.C. rs involvement in co-operative housing has of
course brought it into direct contact with C.H.A.M. and

its operations as a resource g=olrp.51 rt goes without

49l,tanitoba Governmentr "Additional Assistance Set For
co-op Housing Designed To vüiden l4oderate rncome Famiry
Eligibility", News service (winnipeg: rnformat.ion services
Branch), septeñËFT6liF7.

5o¡¡. H. R. c. , october Lg77 .

51^-*One should perhaps recall the fact that M.H.R.C.,s
involvement with c.H.A.M. has not been restricted. solely to
co-operative housing" As noted earlier (see supra, p. 19),
through its Public llousing Program, !t.H.R.C. r^ras able toprovide c.H.A.M. with much-needed construction business at
a very critical period in its development as a resource group.
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saying that in facilitating the development of co-operative

housing in Manitoba as it does, M.H.R.C. makes C.H.A.M.rs

work as a developer of co-op housing that much easier. On

the whole, experience has shown that M.H.R.C. is very much

of an 'a111" of C.H.A.M. and the co-operative housing

movement in general in Manitoba.

3" The Department Of Co-operative Development (D"C.D)

The provincial governmentrs Department of Co-operative

Development. (D.C.D.) had its beginnings as the Co-operative

And. Credit Union Branch within the Department of Agriculture.

In L971, it was removed from the Department of AgrJ-culture to

become a separate Cabinet departm"r,t.52 This shift. was

accompanied by a change in the Department's focus from that

of being a regulatory control agency to that of being more of

a promotional and 'development' .g"rr"y.53 over the years the

Department. has extended its activities to encourage co-operative

endeavors in such fields as retailing, agriculture, housing,

day care and various other community services.

While the D.C.D.'s current budget of $1,634,400 appears

quite small in comparison to most other provincial government

departments, it is interesting to note that it was one of the

few departments to experience a significant budgetary increase

Housing Prospects Are
February 20, L976, p.

53_. . -I-bl-d .

52w"11y Dennison, "Deputy Minister Says Co-operative
Bright", Winnipeg Free Press,
25.
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for the government's current fiscal y..r.54 This apparentry
was in keeping with the provincial g'overnment's decision to
continue to actively promote co-operative d.evelopment as being

"a superior form of economic organization,,.55

Of the D.C.D.''s total budget of $f .6 million for the
current fiscal year, some $149,000 has been earmarked to fund.

its housing prograrnme which is aimed at "enabling more

Manitobans of moderate income to acquire good housing at
reasonabre costs".56 Housing types covered by the Department,s

programme include both continuing housing co-ops as well
as 'sweat equityt .o-op=.57

. The D.c.D. supports and encourages the d,evelopment of
continuing housing co-ops in Manitoba both by provid.ing annual

core funding to C.H.A.M. in the amount, of $50,000 as well as

through its own promotional and ed.ucational services. rts role

54rh. D.c.D.'s Lg77/''lg current budget of $1,6 34 t4oorepresents an 113 increase over its Lg76/77 bud.get. For the1977/78 fiscal year only four government d.epartrients receivedbudgetary increases of more than l1?; in taät, a nunber ofdepartments have had to contend with decreases to theirbudgets. (nobert Matas, "NDprs Estimates Hold,ing The Line",
The Tribune (Winnipeg), March 2, !977, p. 5.)

55th. Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, ,,Estimates
Co-operative Development", March 31, Lg77 (remarks of the Hon.Minister of co-operative DevelopmenÈ Mr. Rene Toupin), p. 1410.

56rbid.., p. r438.
57rh. rsweat. equity' co-op, also known as the buildingco-op, refers-t,o the type of housing co-operative whereby agroup of families "form a co-operative soðiety with charlerf?t the purpose of construct.ingr or having coãstructed. forthem, a number of houses to be occupiea ana eventually owned.by the members individ.ually. This is co-operative uuitaingfor home ownership." (Laidlaw, A Roof Ovei your Head, p. A.l
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in the continuing housing co-operative development process in
ManiÈoba has not been insigníficant.

Besides ensuring that existing continuing housing

co-operatives operate in compliance with the provincial
governmentts recently introduced cooperatives Act, the D.c.D.

assists developing housing co-operatives througrh the

incorporation process. ft also acts as a resource to continuing
housing co-operat.ives which are trying to progress through

the co-op housing developmenÈ process. As a resource, it
specializes in particular in providing co-operative oriented
educational services.

The D.C.D. is careful to ensure that its services do not
duplicate those which are avàilable to housing co-ops through

C.H.A.M.. As such it tends only to work with continuing

housing co-operatives as and when requested by C.H.A.M. to
do so.

The D.C.D., as evidenced by its substantial core funding'

of C.H.A.M., has taken considerable interest. in C.H.A.M., s

operations as a resource group. Over the past year, a

representative of the Department has attend.ed c.H.A.M.'s Board

of Directorsr meetings on a fairly regular basis.58 The

Department, to a limited extent, has also made its Research

58of Èhe ten board meetings which C.H.A.M. held from
october, L97 6 to August, L977, the Department of co-operative
Development's representative v¡as present at. five of them. rt
should perhaps be noted that contrary to the situation which
existed in British Columbia where two representatives of theprovincial government were full-fledged members of u.H.F. I s
Board of Directors, the D.C.D. representative attends
C.H.A.M.'s meetings only as an observer and/or a resource person.
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And. Planning Branch's services available to c.H.A.M, .59

Ir{ore recently, the D.C.D. appears to have taken a

particularly keen interest in c.H.A.M.'s d.ispute with c.M.H.c.
over its proposed project management strategy. The D.c.D.

has taken c.H.A.M.ts side wholeheartedly in this dispute. As

an indicatj-on of its support, it is interesting to note that
the first d.raft of the paper entitled the "Role of co-
operative Housing Associat.ion of Manj-toba Ltd. ", the main

purpose of which was to make a case for c.FI.A.M.rs ad.option

of the project management strategy, was prepared by the
Department of co-operatj-ve Deveropment and presented to
C.H.A.M.'s Board of Directors at their meeÈing on 2nd I,Iay,

1977. C.H.A.M. rs Board made a few changes to this draft and

the paper consequently became the main thrust of a brief which

r¡/as presented to c.M.H.c. (Manitoba) at a meeting in
Augrust , L977 .60

Perhaps one of the most important. contributions mad.e

by the D.c.D. to the d.evelopment of continuing housing co-

operatives in Manitoba came in the suinmer of 1976 when it
initiated the formation of the ConÈinuing Co-operativ.e Housing

co-ordinat,ing committee. Acting as a faciritaÈor, Èhe D.c.D.

brought together representatives of c.M.H.c., M.H.R.c. and.

tro-'At C.H.A.M.'s request, during the past year the D.c.D.,s
Research And Planning Branch produced a paþer which investigatedvarious aspects involved in converting eiièting dwellings i-ñtohousing co-operatives .

60_--A copy of this paper is included in the Appendix(Section 8.3) .
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C . H. A. M. in an attempt to clarify each organJ-zation ' s

respective rore in the co-op housing development process.

useful dialogue was thus established and the various
representatives agreed to meeL regularly as a committee in
future "

The Co-ordinating Committee has continued to meet once

every month or so over the past year. rn the author's
opinion it has been most effectj-ve in fostering much-needed

communicat.j-ons (both formal and informal) between the various
actors invorved in the co-op housing development process.

4. The City Of Vüinnipeg

while the city of winnipeg has no preferential policy
(as such) with regard to co-operative housing, recent events

suggest that it is now much more favourabry disposed toward.

the concept than it had been in the early 60's when proposals

for the development of vÍilIow park were first being mad.e. A

major indication of the city's change in outlook toward.

co-op housíng came in the lat.ter part of 1976 when it considered

a brief which was bei-ng presented to iÈ by the New village
P1ace Housing Co-operative Ltd..61

Basically, New village place approached the city with
its proposar to develop a housing co-operative on 13 acres of
city-owned land in north-west Tniinnipeg (on a site ad.jacent to

61_ .--IÈ should perhaps be noted.
presented under the auspices of the
of the co-op's board members at the
and board members of C.H.A.M..

that while the brief was
housing co-operatj-ve, most
time consisted. of employees
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Wi11ow Park). fn exchange for undertaking the development,

the co-op asked the City to grant it a subsidized 60-year

lease for the land. On 3rd November, L976 | in spite of

objections voiced by its finance committee, City Council

overwhelmingly approved the housing co-op's proposal with

a 35-to-I1 ,rot..62

The most important on-going influence that the City of

!,Iinnipeg exerts on the d.evelopment. of co-operative housing

relates to the role that it plays generally as the 'regulating
agency' of Winnipeg's housing d.evelopment industry. A

sÈudy which was done in L975 indicated that the average t.ime

required for a typical subdivision to venture through the

various stages of implementat.ion (i.e. from the subdivision

design stage to the housing construction and. marketj-ng stage)

ranged. from 43 to 59 months.63 of this total, a development

apparently takes some 20 to 27 months to go through the City's

subdivisi-on plan approval process and its housing design

approval pto""==.64

Co-operative housing projects in Winnipeg have had to

contend with all of the various rules and regulations which

the City generally imposes throughout the housing development

process. The t,ime thus consumed in dealing with the City has

62"Hoo=ing Co-op Gets Land. Bargain"
November 4, 1976, p" 54.

, The Tribune (Winnipeg),

63w. R. Bloxom, The City of Winnipeg: Steps rn The Land.
Development Process (Winnipeg: S.T.E.P. Research Project for
Planning Secretariat. of Cabinet, Summer, L975), p. 39.

64r¡i¿.
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placed. considerable hardship on many of the developing

housing co-operatives. rn particular, experience has shown

that housing co-operatives which are to be built on land

requiring rezoning can take up to two years or more before

they are able to get underruay.65

C.H.A.M. has expressed concern over the d.ifficulty
which it. faces in trying to keep the board members of the

various developing co-operatives active in the development

process over such a long period of t.jme. Experience has

shown that the average board. member's interest tends to
v¡ane unless real, observable progress can be achieved over

a reasonable period of time.

Indeed, given the nature of C.H.A.M.rs work and the

Ci-ty'q regulations etc.... the CÍty of Winnipeg, in its
capacity as a regulatory agency, can be considered to be

very much of a consÈraint to C.H.A.M. and the manner in
which it is able to pursue its role as a co-operative

housing resource group.

5. The Co-operative Cred.it Society Of Manitoba Ltd. (C.C.S.M. )

The Co-operative Cred.it. Society of Manitoba (C.C.S.M.)

which was incorporated in 1950 as the central servj-ce agency

(or resource group) to Manitoba's credit unions, has evolved

inÈo a major financial institution within the province of
Manitoba. fn L976, C.C.S.M., under Èhe ownership of some

63o"p"rt*ent of Co-operative Development, Minutes Of
The continuing co:operative Housing co-ordinating committee
Meeting, Meet,ing of June 20 , 1977 , p. 2 .
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65 credit unions and 90 other various tlrpes of co-operative

enterprises, had total assets exceedì-ng $11O millior.66
C.C.S.M. I s involvement in continuing housing co-operatives

dates back to the mid-1960's when it became the main financier
behind the first phase of T¡[il1oiv park Housing co-operative.67

since then c.c.s.M. at various times has provid.ed financial
backing to a number of housing co-operative projects in
Manitoba.

C.C.S.M. has played a major role in assisting C.IT.A.M.

to achieve its present stage o{aeveropmenÈ as a resource
6Bgroup. -" Besides serving as C.H.A.M. 's banker and thereby

providing it with a substantial line-of-credit, C.C.S.M. has

in more recent times provided C.H.A.M. with management

services in the form of ltr. g. Henschel , c.c.s.M. rs corporate

secretary. As a result of an ag'reement which was reached

between c.c.s.M. and c.H.A.t4., in october, Lg74 Mr. Henschel

became c.H.A.M.'s Acti-ng Manager a position whj-ch he has

filled on a part-time basis. under the present agreement.,

C.C.S.M. and C.H.A.M. are to share the services of Mr.

Henschel until his retirement from C.C.S.M. in June, LgTg

aft.er which he will assume¡ on a full-time basis, the position

66c.c.S.M. , I976 Annual Report (winnipeg:
credit society or @o), p. re.

Co-operative

67*i11o* Park Housing Co-operative, rrrlillow park: A Co-
operative Community (!,'Iinnipeg: Co-operat.i@

. 2.
68_--some of the details regard.ing the events which lead up

to c.c.s.l{. rs d.irect involvement in c.H.A.M. were outlined
earlier in Chapter Tv/o, (see supra, pp. 15-19) .
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of C.H.A.M. 's Chief Executive Of fice t.69

As a financial institution which is capable of making

sizeable loans available for the development of housing,

C.C.S.M., in the long run presumably, has much to gain if it

can capture a good portion of the co-operative housing market.

At the sarne timer âs C.H.A.M.rs banker and. 'managier' (in

part at leasÈ), C.C.S.M. is able to exert a fair degree of

influence over C.H.A.M.'s operations as a co-operative housing

resource group.

6. Developing Housing co-operativesTo

As far as C.H.A.M. is concerned, developing housing

co-operatives can be looked upon as being two dist,inct

entities. As a housing d.evelopment agency, C.H.A.M. must

view developing housing co-operatives as being 'clientsi, and

as such, important sources of revenue. On the other handr âs

a federation of non-profit housing co-operatives, the member-

ship of which is comprised of a number of developing housing

co-operatives, C.H.A.M. must look upon developíng co-ops as

being, in part, its owners. As member/o$/ners of C.H.A.M.,

d.eveloping housing co-operatives are able to exert a considerable

amount of influence over policy decisions regarding the

organizationr s future direction etc. . . .

As of May, L977 C.H.A.M. had five developing housing

69_'-Brian F. Squair, "President's Report" as attached to
the Minutes of C.H.A.M.'s Eighteenth Annual General Meeting,
May '7 | L977, p. t.

70rh" basic difference between a 'developing' housing
co-operative as opposed to an 'existing' housing co-operative
r¡/as noted earlier (see supra, p, 20, n. 18) .
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co-operaÈives on its membership list; these were:

(i) Brand.on Housing Co-op Ltd"
(ii¡ New ViIIage P1ace Housing Co-op Lt.d"

(iii) Pembina Wood.s Housing Co-op Ltd.
(iv) Seven Oaks Gardens Housing Co-operative Ltd.

ancl (v) Westboine Park Housing Co-op Ltd.

Three of these co-ops have had representatives elected to
C.H.A.M.rs Board of Directors - one representative from Seven

Oaksr orrê representative from Brandon Housing Co-op, and. two

representaÈives from Pembina hloods now sit on C.H.A.M. rs

Board. In taking up four out out of the seven posj-tions of
C.H.A.M. rs Board. of Directors, it would appear in particular

thatr âs a group, developing housing co-operatives are able

to exert a consíderable amount of influence over policy

decisions regarding C.H.A.M.'s operations as a resource group.

7. Existíng Housing Co-operatives

As is the case with developing housing co-operatives,

exj-sting co-ops may play a dual role as far as C.H.A.M. is
concerned. As member/ov/ners of C.H.A"M. these co-ops among

other things, are in a position to influence policy decisions

regarding C.H.A.M.. Similarly, some of these co-ops, having

taken on C.H.A.M.'s property management. services, can also be

looked upon as being C.H.A.M. I s tclientsr .

At present all of the existing cont.inuing housing co-

operaÈives in Manitoba have become members of C.H.A.M. these
â?ô.

(i) Carpathia Housing Co-op Ltd.
(ii) College Housing Co-operative Limited.

(iii) Village Canadien Co-op Ltee.
(iv) i¡Iillow Park East Housi-ng Co-op LÈd.

and (v) lVillow Park (West) Housing Co-op Ltd.
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Of these, two - namely Carpathia and Willow Park East -
have been employing C.H.A.M. as thej-r respective property

managiers and as such are 'clients' of C.H.A.¡4. . Similarly,
one of the co-ops - Vitlage Canadien has had a representative

elected to C.H.A.M.'s Board of Directors and as such is
particularly able to exert a certain degree of influence

over decisions regarding C.H.A.M. rs future direction.
8. Summary

Figure 3 provides a simplified conceptual view of
C.H.A.M.' s inter-organizational housJ-ng development environment

in Manitoba.

In considering the number of actors involved in the

co-operative housing development process it becomes quite

evident that C.H.A.M.'s position is not a 'straightfo:rn¡ard.'
one. All of the varíous ractors' have their own respective

interest in co-operative housing and all have their own

particular expectations (some of which are quit.e conflictíng)
of C.H.A.M. as a resource group.

Given such an environment it is obvious that C.H.A.M.

most definitely is not entirely free to operate as it may

wish. On the contraryr ês a resource group C.H.A.M. must

at.tempt to operate in such a r¡lay that it. is able to strike
a delicate balance between all of the d.emands which are placed

upon it by the various organizations which are involved in
the co-operative housing development process.

Having considered some of the basic contraints within
whj-ch C.H.A.M. must operate as a resource groupr ãrr evaluation
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of the manner in which C.H.A.¡{" has in fact operated over the

past year or so would now appear to be in order" The

following chapter will present such an evaluation.
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CHAPTER FÏVE

CENTR.ALIZATTON OF RESOURCE GROUP FUNCTIONS OR

THE INON-PROFIT DEVELOPER STRATEGYI -
AN EVAT,UATTON OF C.H.A.M. I S

DEVELOPMENT DTVISTON OVER TIME

As a co-operative housing resource group which employs

the 'non-profit d.eveloper strategy' (as described by Pomerleau) ,

how successful has C.H.A.M. been to d^atea7l A thorough

handling of this question would among other things, require

one to analyze and evaluate C.H.A.lv1.'s core group development

services as well as its more technically-oriented property and

construction management services. A meaníngful evaluation of

C.H.A.M.'s more technical services however is beyond the

focus of this study. The following evaluation of C.H.A.M.

is therefore limited to the core group development activities

of its Development and Design Division. In the concluding

section to this chapter, interpretations of the findings of

the evaluation are made in terms of research Hypothesis 'A'

and its two sub-hypotheses.

1. Background

Vlhen C.C.S.M.' s Co-operative Housing Development Department

71th" 'non-profit developer strategy' and Pomerleau's
views on it were outlined earlier (see supra, pp. 28-30).
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(C.H.o.o.) merged with C.H.A.M. in the summer of Lg76,72

C.H.A.M., in the process, adopted the responsibility for

provj-ding development services to the following three core

working groups:

(i) Pembina Woods Housing Co-op Ltd.
(ii) Seven oaks Gardens Housíng Co-operative Ltd.

and (iii) lVestboine Park Housing Co-op Ltd.

These groups had worked through the co-operative

housing d.evelopment process with C.H. D. D. ' s assistance for

over a period of some ten to eleven months before the merger

took place. It was felt by the author that, after they had

continued along in the process with C.H.A.M.rs assistance

over a similar period of time, these groups would then be

in a position to evaluate the quality of services which they

vrere receiving from C.H.A.M. under'its more 'central Lzed

resource group structuraL system in 
"o*pati=on 

to the quality

of services which they had receíved from C.H.D.D. under the

older more rdecentralized' resource group =y=t.*.73 lIence

the auÈhor conducted. an appropriate user-survey of these

three groups in the spring of L977. This chapter will describe

the method which was followed in this survey and it will

outline the resulÈs ttrus obtained.

2. Methodology

Structured telephone interviews lrere held wiËh each of

72TJn" events which lead up to this merger have already
been discussed (see supra, p. 18-20).

73th" basic attributes of these two systems were
outlined in Chapter T\¡¡o (see suprar pp. 33) .
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the members of the Board of Directors of Pembina Woods,

Seven Oaks and Westboine Park housing co-operatives. The

author attended board meetings of each of these co-ops in

March and thus obtained permission to conduct the survey

beforehand. Specific questions (as list.ed in section 8.4 of

the Appendix) v¡ere drawn up in consultation with some of
C.H.A.M.rs senior personnel. Printed forms \^¡ere used by the

int,erviewer to record respondentsI comments. The questions

utere pretested with one of the intervier¡ler's assoc j-ates who

had. been actively involved in one of the three co-ops during

the early stages of its development and as such was familiar

with most of the issues at hand.

The interviews r¡rere held from 21st April to llth May.

Twenty out of the twenty-two directors of tire three d.eveloping

co-ops urere intervier.d.T4 The duration of the interviervs

ranged from 15 to 40 minutes the average interview taking

about 25 minutes. Permission \^/as obtained from each individual
to tape hisr/her respective interview.

3. Constraints

Because a comprehensive user-satisfaction study of a

resource group such as C.H.A.M. had yet to be done, this
research had no directly comparable sÈudy on which to draw.

The nature of the d.ata to be collected in this study was

inherently value-laden. Given this fact, the researcher

74rh" two directors not interviewed were from two
different co-ops. One was out of town for over a month and
therefore v¡as not available for comment. The other simply was
not interested in participating in the study.
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made a concerted effort to avoid expression of bias in the

phrasing and intonatj-on of guestions. T5 While variables such

as 'satisfaction' are difficult to quantifyr ân attempt to
do so T¡/as made such that comparable results could. thereby

be elicited

The researcher v/as also faced. with definite time

constrairrt=.76 Hence the choice of telephone interviews as

opposed to personal interviews \^ras made. It was felt that
many of the limitaLions which generally are assocíated with
the use of telephone interview techniques could be overcome,

to a great extent, by the fact that the researcher \¡/as fairly
well known to the respond.rrt= .77

Befo::e highlighting the main find.inis of this user-survey,

a d.escript.ion of the respondents together with information

regarding their knowledge of and attitudes toward co-operative

housing will be provided.

75-'-Some of the questions used \^/ere borrowed from Davidson's
thesis (see Jill Davidson, Çq-operative Housing - A Study Of
User Satisfaction (unpublis
@Regiõna1 planning, university of British
Co1umbia, May, L976) , pp. 74-75) . Vfhile Davidson's main thrust
r¡ras more generally at providing a classic user-satisfaction
study of co-operative housing in British Columbia, she did
touch briefly upon the satisfaction of various groups with
the services which were then being provided by the United
Housing Foundation. The latter was particularly relevant
to this study.

76rh. timing of Èhe survey coincided with final examinations
and other course requírements which r^¡ere part of the authorrs
educational prograrnme.

77rn" researcher had attended at least two board meet.ings
of each of the co-ops and had met and 'chatted' with many of
the board members at co-operative housing conferences which
had been held at various times over the t.en-month ,period
prior to the interviews.
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4. Profile Of Respondents

Table 3 outlines, on a co-op-by-co-op basis, the

characteristics of the various individuals who \,vere interviewed.

As can be noted, 70% of respondents were male; 30% were

female. only 60% of those interviewed had been members of
Èheir respective Board of Directors for more than a year.

while most of the respondents were married, few (in fact
only 40?) had children living at home. Seventy per cent of
respondents were employed in 'white collar' occupations,

seventy-five per cent stated that. they had been invorved. in
some form of co-operative activity prior to getting involved
in the d.evelopment of their respective housing co-operatíve.78

The majority of respondents v¡ere renting their present

dwelling units. Qnly 40s" of respondents stated. that they
planned to move into their re'spective housing co-op once it
is buíIt. Those who stated that they would not be moving

into their co-op had either purchased their own home since
getting j-nvolved in the co-op housing process or else felt
that the projected housing charges for their co-op would be

beyond their financial means. Tirose who were undecided as

to whether or not they would be moving into their co-op stated
Èhat their decision ultimatêly would d.epend upon the final
costs and design of their respective projects.

Perhaps the most interesting factor to note about the

respondents is not so much where they sÈand as a group on

a number of characteristics (as has been noted above) but

78usua11y this rother,
of passJ-ve involvement as a

co-operative activity consisted
member of a credit union.
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rather how, on a co-op-by-co-op basis they differ on important

aspects.

In attending at least two board meetings of each of the

co-ops and. thereby being able to observe them in action as

they worked with the staff of C.H.A.M. rs Development Division,
the author acquired d.efinite impressions as to how each

group operated. with respect.to C.H.A.M.. From the manner in
which its Board meetings were conducted, the author basically
came to feel that Co-op B was much more autonomous in nature

than hrere either Co-ops A or C.79 ït appeared to the author

that the members of Co-op Brs Board had, from the outset,

made a concerted effort to nurture this autonomy from C.H.A.M..

This was evidenced. in part by the fact that while the other

two co-ops chose to collecÈ their correspondence rcare-of'

C.H.A.M. ts mailing add.ress, Co-op B maintained its own

separate mailing address.

Table 3 provides information which can furni-sh one with
greater insight into the basic differences between the members

of lhe Boards of Directors of the Èhree co-ops. In particular

it should be noted ttrat Co-op Brs Board of Directors, which

does not have a single femaLe member, is generally l¡ounger in
age than either of tlre other co-opsr boards. In addit.ion,

79tt should perhaps be noted that all three co-ops
impressed the author as being made up of fairly independent-
minded individuals who as three distinct groups did not allow
themselves to be dominated by C.H.A.M.rs staff . The discussion
here relates to a matter of 'degree' of autonomy in that
Co-op B appeared to the author to be 'morer autonomous than
either of the other two.
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50? of it.s members have been involved in the co-op housing

development process since their co-op was first established.
(i.e- for more than 19 months). As can be gathered. from

Table 3, Co-op B in many ways appears to be more of a

cohesive group than either of its counterparts.

co-op Brs relative autonomy becomes more evident when

one considers the fact that over 602 of it.s Board members

stated that they would not like to see C.H.A.M. managie their
co-op once it is completed. The following comment from a

Co-op B board member was typical:

" . . . . T don't think that C.H.A.M. should be
directly involved in managing our co-operative.
Vüe should manage our co-operative b1z ourselves
it's our co-operative and while v¡e would. stil1
be a member in the co-operaÈive movement, $¡e
should be. able to make some decisions on our
own.... "

one of his colleagues took more of an extreme view on

the matter and stated quite simply.

"If we can,t run our housing co-operative
ourselves to hell with it! "

I¡ihile co-op crs Board was fairry split on the matter,
co-op A was very much in favour of having C.H.A.M. look after
its property management requirem.nt=.80 The fact that co-op

A was so wílling to go to C.H.A.M. to solve its property

management problems indicates, to some extenl, that it is
less autonomous in nature and therefore more depend.ent upon

80_.--It is interesting to note
survey Co-op A did in fact make a
as its property manager.

that. consequent to this
decision to hire C.H.A.M.
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C.H.A.M. than is Co-op 8.81

5. Knowledge Of And Attitudes Toward Co-operative Housing

An attempt was made to determine the degree to which

co-operative housing was understood by the board members of

the three developing co-ops. It was felt that their knowledge

(or lack of it) would. provide some indication of the

effectiveness of the co-op housing education prograflrme which

was being followed in l,fanitoba.

The term 'co-operat.ive housing' can be interpreted in

many different ways. C.H.A.M., together with the provincial

government's Department, of Co-operative Development, attempts

to assist people in understanding the term through the use

of pamphlets, a standard slid.e presentationr âs well as through

verbal explanations at, group meetings and general conferences.

How clearly the concept of co-operative housing has

been understood was examined by asking those interviewed to

explain it as they would to a curious friend who knew nothing
82aþouÈ r_t.

Certain characteristics, such as the non-profit nature

of co-operative housing, v¡ere mentioned immediaÈely. Other

characteristics seemed to be part of the respondent's

8r_.--It should. be noted that a criticism of Co-op A¡ s final
decision to hire C.H.A.M. as its property manager i; not
intended here. Indeed in terms of Co-op A's abilities and. needs
its decision may well have been a verv good one" The main
point being made is that due to its views on property
management. it appears that Co-op A is less autonomous in
nature than is Co-op B.

E2David.son takes a similar approach to exploring this
aspect in irer thesis (pp. 4L-43).
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und.erstandÍng but these were mentioned onry after some

promoting. Tabre 4 summarizes the findings on this issue.

TABLE 4

CHARÄ.CTERTSTTCS OP CO-OP HOUSTNG

AS }TENTTONED BY BOARD MEMBERS OF

THE THREE DEVELOPING CO-OPS TN

DESCRTBTNG THE CONCEPT (å)

a-.-It is not realIy very suprising to note that only 15%
of respondents mentioned. that co-op housing is created. by peopre
to solve their own housing problems (Davidson came up with
similar results on this point) . rt is quite likeIy -that the
respondents were aware of the 'turn-key' co-op housing projects
which have been developed in vfínnipeg and eIsèwhere. -rhese
co-ops serve to indicate that co-op housing (at 1easÈ as
evidenced in past years) does not necessarily involve user-participation in the development process.

overall it appears that tlre board. members of the three

developing co-ops have a reasonably good understanding of
the concept of co-op housing. similarly differences in
understanding belween the three co-ops appear to be fai-rly

Characteristics Co-op A
(n=6 )

Co-op B
(n=8 )

Co-op C
(n=6 )

Total
(n=20 )

Non-Profit

Sense of Ownership

Democratically Run

Community Spirit

Securíty of Tenure

Created, by People to
Solve Own Housing
Problems

83

83

100

50

67

L7

75

75

63

75

38

13

67

67

67

33

50

L7

75

75

75

55

50

.-al5
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-83minimal" -- However, the author found that within each

housing co-op knowledge varied substantially betvreen individual

board members. While some members were able to mention as

many as five characteristics when describing co-op housing,

a few were only able to mention one characteristic (even

with prompting).

Individuals were also tested with regard to their

knowledge of their respective co-op's subsidized housing

agreement with M.H.R.C. as well as with regard to C.M.H.C.'s

internal subsidy system and the general manner in which it.

was to operate within their respective housing co-operatj-ve.84

Eighty-five per cent (85%) of the respondents \^7ere

ahrare that a subsidized housing agreement was bej-ng arranqed

f.or their respective co-op with M.H.R.C. (through the !{innipeg

Regional Housing Authority). Ten per cent (10?) stated that

such an agreement was not being considered while one

individual (i.e. 5?) stated that he did not know whether

such an agreement was being considered for his co-op. Of

the L7 people (i.e. 85? of the total) who stated that they

were aware of such an agreement, three (3) \^rere unable to

ind.icate the percentage (i.e. 252) of units in their co-op

which are to come und.er the subsidized housing prograrnme.

83P"rhu.p= tlre most inÈeresting point to note in this
regard is that unlike the other two co-ops, all of Co-op Ars
Board of Directors stated Èhat co-op housing is run through
d.emocratic processes. The democratic nature of co-op housing
would thus appear to be an exceedingly important, aspect to
the members of Co-op A.

84Th"=a schemes r^rere d.iscussed earlier (see supra,
pp. 55 and 59).
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Agai-n, of the L7, only twelve (]-Z¡ stated that they approved

of the subsidj-zed housing agreement in principle, three (3)

stated that they disapproved and two (2) v/ere undecided.

Only twelve (L2) out of thê twenty (20) respondents

(i.e. 603) knew that an internal subsídy system would be

operating in their respective co-ops. Two (2) stated. that
there was none, while six (6) stated that they did. not know.

Of the twelve (LZ) people who knew of the internal subsídy

system, only one (1) was unable to explain how it would work.

Eleven (11) of the twelve (L2) stated that they approved of
this system; one (1) stated tlrat she did. not..

Further insight. into the various attitudes held by the

respondents was obtained by asking them to indj-cate which

features of co-op housing had. aÈtracted them in particuJ-ar

Table 5 summarizes the responses which $rere given to this
question.

A few respond.ents stated that while initially they had

been att.racted. to co-operatj-ve housing for economic reasons,

after having been actively involved in the d.evelopment of
their respective co-op over a period. of time, they found. that
the community and social aspects related to co-op housing

had become increasingly more important to them.

It has generally been suspected that cost factors are

the príme motivation for people joining housing co-operatives.35

85tn Davidson's survey, for instance , 7!Z of the people
in completed projects and 762 of those invorved in projects
in the planning stage staËed that treasonable co5ts' lvere
one of the main reasons that they joined their respective
housi-ng co-operatives (p. 4L) .
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TABLE 5

CHARACTERÏSTTCS OF CO-OP HOUSTNG

WHTCH THE BOARD MEMBERS OF THE

THREE DEVELOPING CO-OPS FOUND TO

BE PARTTCULARTY ATTRACTIVE (U )

Characteristics Co-op A
(n=6 )

Co-op B
(n=8)

Co-op C
(n=6 )

Total
(n=20 )

Costs

Educational Experience
Through Participation
In Planning Process

Physical Characteris-
tics Of Units Planned

Security of Tenure

Sense of Support
From Neighbours

Co-operative (Be1ief
In Co-operative
Philosophy)

No Maintenance
f.tlorries

Sense of Ownership

Location

33

33

33

0

L7

50

L7

0

L7

50

50

38

25

25

0

13

13

0

50

50

L7

33

0

0

0

0

45

45

30

20

15

15

10

5

5
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While these findings (as illustrated in Table 5) indicate that
financial considerations played an important part in attracting
the board members of the three developing co-ops to co-

operative housing, of equal importance in this regard was

their desire Èo take advantage of the opportunity to participate
in the planning process. !,¡ith such a motivating factor fore-
most in their minds, one would expect these individ.uals to
be very critical of any organization or giroup which they felt
effectively hindered their participation in the co-op housing

d,evelopment proc.=" .8 6

6. Views On C.H.A.M. And Overall Satisfaction V[ith Its

Before obtaining each individualts views on C.H.A.M.,

an attempt was made to d.etermine the level of awalîeness which

he/she had regarding the basic development services which

C.H.A.M. provides. It initially lrras felt that a Iow Ievel
of satisfaction might be attributable to a general ignorance

of C.H.A.M. and. its Development Division' s acÈiviti.". 87

The level of a\^/areness regarding C.H.A"M. was found to

86^--One would further expect these individuals to take a
critical stand against such an organization given their grasp
of the co-operative housing concept. As was ind.icated. in
Tab1e 4 (see suFra, p. 83), 'sense of ownership' and
'democratically run' were the two characteristics which
(along with !non-profit' ) were most often mentioned. by these
individuals in describing' co-op housing. rndeed it is most
likely that these groups being so well aware of their position
relative to other organizations (such as C.H.A.M.) would
take a strong stand when it came to dealing with matters
concerning their individual housing co-operatives.

87soch a relationship was found. to exist to a significant
degree in the case of only one of the respond.ents.
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vary from respondent-to-respondent. one individual, although

he had been a member of his co-op's Board of Directors for
more than a year, was unable to comment on the type of
servj-ces which C.H.A.M. provid.es he sjmply stated.,'I
don't know too much about C.H.A.M. "'. on the other hand, a

few ind.ividuals were able to go on at length in explaining
c"H.A.M" rs services and thereby rnanaged to cover virtually
atl aspects of its Development Division's operati-ons.

some services v/ere mentioned more often than others.
Fifteen (15) out of the twenty (20) respondents noted that
C.H.A.M. acts as a consultant in the finalizati-on of the

d.evelopment programme. The next most often mentioned

services as provided by C.H.A.M. ï¡ere noted nine (9) out
of a possible twenty (20) times; these includ.ed.:

(i) co-ordinates relevant agencies involved
in the development,

(ii) keeps and maintains proper books of account,

and (i-ii) provides secretarial services.

Eight ( 8) of the respondents stated that C.H.A.M.

provides educational material relating to co-operative housing.

However not one of the respondents noted. that c.H.A.M", from

time-to-time, issues advertising material to at.tract member-

ship to the various housing co-ops.

An attempt was made to determine whether or not

respondents had any preconceived. ideas regarding co-operative
housing resource groups in general. specifically, respondents

were asked to comment'in principle'on C.H.A.M.rs involvement

in tlre areas of construct.ion and property management.
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Elghteen (18) out of the twenty (20) respondents (i.e.
902) agreed in principle with c.H.A.M.rs active invorvement
j-n construction. Generally their views on this matter v/ere

tempered as follows:

"If they can do it on an economical basis
and in direct competi-tion with the existing
commercial construction companies I see no
reason why they shouldn't be in whatever area
Èhey want to be in. As long as they don't
expect a co-operative to accept their bid
if it. is substantially out of line with
the commercial market. "

Of the two dissidents, one felt that the quality of
c.iI.A.M.'s construction work was very poor and as such it
should get out of this area. The other one was concerned

with potential conflict of interest. charges which c.H.A.M.

might be faced. with as a resurt-of its d.irect involvement

in both the development and. construction ph.=.=.88

A greater diversitl' of opinion was found to exist 'with

regard to c.H.A.M.'s involvement in property management.. only
eleven (11) of the twenty (20) respondents (i.e. 55?) agreed.

in principle with c.H.A.M. rs d.irect involvement in this area.

six (6) people t ot 303 were agáinst c.H.A.M.'s involvement

and the remaining 15? were undecided.

Measures of overall satisfaction with the quality of
c.H.A.M. 's Development. Divi-sion t s services r¡/ere obtained.

through both indirect and dj-rect means. rndirect measures

were acquired from questions concerning whether or not the

88__.
Hl_s

C.Df .H.C. I s
reasoning

(see supra,
on the matter \^ras very similar to
pp. 56-57).
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respondent fert that. ]nís/ner co-op could have reached its
present stage of development without C.H.A.M.'s help,
whether he/she felt that c.H.A.M.rs deveropment fee was a

fair charge, and whether or not he/she had recommended his/
her housing co-op to a friend or relative.89 A more d.irect
measure \¡/as obtained by asking the respondent to take all
things into consideration and to rank his/her evaluation of
c.H.A"M.rs Development. Division's services on a five-poi-nt.
scale (a score of'1r implying'poor'and a score of'5t
corresponding t.o texcellent' ) .

The findings thus obtained indicate thatr on the whole,

the users of c.H.A.M.'s Development Division's services are

quite satisfied with the quarity of services which they are

receiving. rn addition no major differences appear_to exist
between the three co-ops in their evaluation ratings of
c.H.A.M.rs services overall. Tabre 6 outlines the results
which r¡/ere obtained on the direct rating question.

TABLE 6

INDÏVIDUAI, CO-OP EVAÍ,UATTON RATTNGS

OF C.H.A.M.'s DEVELOPMENT SERVICES OVERÄLL

Measurements Co-op A
(n=6 )

Co-op B
(n=8)

Co-op C
(n=6 )

Total
(n=2 0 )

Range 2-5 3-4. s 3-4 2-5

Median 4 4 4 4

89Th.=" questions yielded fairly positive result,s forC.H.A.M.. Details regarding these results are includ.ed in theauthorrs interim report to c.H.A.M.'s Board of Directors.(Harry Finnigan, An rrnterim' Report on Research work Relatj-ng
To The Oper.tior=

V, Lg77r pp. 6-8) .
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7 " C.H.A.M. rs Relationship To The Groups

An attempt was made to explore the nature of C.H.A.M.'s

relationship wiLh each of the three developing co-ops.

specifically, the following research question was consj-dered:

Is C.H.A.M.'s relationship with the core
working groups which it. serves perceived by
members of these groups as being one of
domination or subordination?

First each intervie\^tee v/as asked to comment on whether

or not he/she felÈ that he/she had. enough opportunity to take

part in decisions which he/she considered to be important.

An overwhelming nineteen (19) out of the twenty (20)

persons interviewed (or 95U) answered this question in the j

af firmat.ive. Many of these however qualif ied their answers

along the following lines:

"Thatrs because our Board. insists on having
that i-nvolvement. If it wasn't. for our
insi-stence I feel that there would be a
tendency for decisions to be made without us. "

The one respondent who felt that he did not have enough

opportunity to take part. in important decisions appeared. to

be more upset with c.M.H.c. and. hj-s co-oprs architects than

with C.H.A.M.. He complained specifically about cutbacks

which had to be made in his co-op' s d.esign plans and. the

relatively liÈtle influence that he was able to exert in
limiting these cutbacks.

In order that some degree of comparison might be made

with u.H.F.rs past experience in British columbia, a question,

v/as asked of each interviewee as follows: "Some people

have suggesÈed that C.H.A.M. should take less responsibility
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for developing the housing and. have the co-op members take
more of the necessary steps themselves. other people have

suggested that co-op members don't have enough time and
j-nterest to take on more responsibility and. would rather have

c-H.A.M. make most of the d.ecisions. what d.o you think?"90
Contrary to the B.C. experience (see Davidson, p. 46)

not one of the respondents in this survey complained. about
the manner in which C.H.A.M. worked. with them as members of
developing housing co-ops. Most of the respondents in fact
objected to the suggestion that c.H.A.M. was making d.ecisj-ons

on their behalf.91 A typical reaction to this point was as

follows:

"No, r wouldnrt have them make the decisions
and I don't think they've mad.e them for usI can't see that, theyive made any d.ecisions
any that were nof brought to the Board, and
t¡r*at we okayed them t ot changed. them, or d.j_d.whatever v/e wanted to them before any acÈion
T¡¡as taken. ',

All respondents emphasized. that c.H.A.M.'s role was an

'advisory'one and that they would, like to see it continue to
operate along these lines. Most stated that their experience
ind.icated that. ma¡ry peopre, if interested in co-op housing,
could and wouId. find the time to take on a good d.eal of the

90e..rt for the use of the term 'C.H.A.M., in place ofru.H.F.r, the wording of this quest.ion is identicai to thatused by Davidson (pp. 45-46).
91s,r.h a reaction suggests in parti-cular that thisquestion, coupled perhaps with the one which preced,ed it

lsee Appendix 8.4), \Álas rather inappropriate as far asC.H.A.M. 's experience is concerned,. -
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responsibility which is necessary in developing a co-op

housing project. They added however that they felt that with-
out C.H.A.M.rs time and expertise being made avaj-Iable to them,

the efforts of individuals rike themselves would be fairly
futile

Each individual was asked to rate C.H.A.M. on a five-
point scale with regard to how satisfied. he/she is with the
amount of consultation which c.H.A.M. has with his/her
respective .o-op.92 Tabre 7 outlines the resurts which v¡ere

received. to this question.

TABLE 7

INDÏVTDUAL CO-OP SATTSFACTTON

RATTNGS OF C.H.A.M. VüTTH

REGARD 10 ICONSULTATTONT

Measurements Co-op A
(n=6)

Co-op B
(n=8 )

Co-op C
(n=6 )

TotaL
(n=2 0 )

Range 2-5 3-5 2-4 2-5

Median 3.5 4.5 3.75 4

From Tabre 7 iE would appear that on the whole (having

received a median ratj-ng of 4 from its user groups) that
C.H.A.M. rates fairly high as far as I consultat,ion, is
concerned. However it is interesting to note the apparent

diversity of opinion which exists on this issue between the

92 _.--ït was exprained. to each ind.ividual that a rating of
'1' would indicate that he/she was 'unsatisfied', a '5' wouldindicat.e that he/she was 'very satisfied.'.
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three co-ops" Tn particular co-op A and. co-op B appear to
hold somewhat disparate views. while co-op A has gi_ven c.H.A.M.
a rather 'lukewarm'median rating of 3.5, co-op B has rated
it verlz high with a median rating of 4.5. Nov¡ what could be

the reasons for such differences of opinion? vlhy would co-op

A feel more negative toward. C.H.A.M. on this issue than co-op

B? It is suggested tLrat. there are two possible reasons which

if taken together can account, ât least in part, for the
existence of this situation.

First it may be that because co-op B is relatively more

autonomous in nature than Co-op A,93 it ,forced ' c.H.A.M.

from the outset to go ouÈ of its way to consult with it on

all matters relating to its busj-ness. Hence a satj-sfactory
relationship between c.H.A.M. and co-op B may have developed

as a result of co-op B's insistence on consultation.
on the other hand, it may be that co-op A's expectat.ions

of c.H.A.M. with regard to consurtati-on $rere much higher
than either co-op Bls or crs. such a situatj_on is particularly
possible when one compares co-op A's understanding and

expectations of co-operative housing with those of the other
two co-ops. rt is particularly interesting to recaIl that.

while all (i.e. 100å) of the members of Co-op A's Board of
Directors noted as an important characteristic of co-op

housing the facË that it is 'democratically run', only 632

of co-op Brs members and 67e" of co-op cf s members noted

93Thi" *a= discussed earlj-er (see suprar pp. g0-g1)
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this as being an important characteristic.94 Hence it is
not unlikely that co-op Ars expectations of the pranning

process were relatively higher with regard to ,consultation'

than were those of the other two co-ops.

8- Effects of c.H.D.D.'s Amalgamation with c.H.A.M. on

This section will deal with the following basic
research question:

Did the services which v/ere being provid.ed.
to the three(3) core workj-ng groups, whj_ch
had been initiated by C.H.D.D., cñange inquality over time to any noticeable degree
as a result of C.H.D.D.,s amalgamation with
c.H.A.M.?

since the interviews were held. some ten months after
c.H.D.D. rs mergier with c.H.A.M. had. taken place, it was felt
that only those who had been members of their boards for a

year or more courd realistically be expected. to notice any

change in the quality of service which may have occured. only
twelve (I2) of the interviewees vzere therefore in a positi-on
to conrnent on this matter. Their views are outlined. in
Table 8.

It is interesting to note that none of these respondents

felt. ttrat the basic services which their co-op received. had.

decreased in quality as a result of the amargamaÈion. rn
fact seven (or 5eå) of the respond,ents stated. Ëhat no noti-ceable
change had occured i-n the quality of servi-ces received. while
the remaining five (or 422) felt that. the services actually

94rfri= i-nformation was outlined in Tab1e 4 (see supra.p. 83).
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had improved in quality since the amalgamation. possible

reasons which v/ere given for this improvement in the quality
of services incruded changes which had been made in personner,

experience in the process which the Development Division's
staff had been abre to gain over time, and the abirity of its
staff to more easily 'tapr expert technical advice (re.

construction considerations. . .) when required.

TABLE 8

VIE!üS ON C.H.D"D.rs
AMALGA},IATTON WITH C.H.A.M.

Only one (i.e. 8å) of these respond.ents felt that the

amalgamation itself had been a bad *or".95 Four (or 34?)

had no particular viewpoint to give on the matter while

seven (or 583) felt that the amalgamation was in fact a

good. move. Generarly speaking the latter group felt that

otrJJ_- -Basically he was disturbed. by the 'conflict of
interests' situation which in effecÈ had been brought abouÈ
by this amalgamation. Not coincidentally this perèon was
arso one of the two respondents who earlj-er on had. objected
in principle to C.H.A.Ir{. ts active involvement in conslruction(see supra, p. 89).

Co-op Sex Quality Of Service
Since Amalgamation

Was Amalgamation A
Good Move?

M F Down Same Tmproved. Yes No )

A 3 2 0 2 3 3 0 2

B 5 0 0 4 1 3 I 1

c 1 1 0 1 I t 0 1

Totals 9 3 0 7 5 7 1 4
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the amalgamation had fostered better communication between

Èhe group developmental peopre and the more technically-
oriented people who are involved in the co-operative housing

development process through c.H.A.M.. one respondent arso

noted that the amalgamation resulted in a larger resoilrce
group which inherently possesses more 'political clout'
than could otherwise be expected.

9. Interpretations And Conclusions

rn this section interpretations of the findings of the

survey are outrined in terms of research hypothesis A as

well as its two sub-hypotheses. From these interpretations,
conclusions are drawn about the study and its general

applicability to other situations.
Hypothesis A

This hypothesis, which was concerned with the mutually
exclusive nature of c.H.A.I{.rs operations, was not supported.

specifically it was found that c.H.A.M. apparently can d.o

arr effective job of its group and co-op housing developmenÈ

work whi-Ie aÈ the same time maj-ntaining its involvement in
its more technically-oriented. construction and property

I

managernent activities.

On the whoIe, the board members of the three

developing co-ops demonstrated that they have a good under-

standing of the concept of co-operative housing.96 Hence

96_- -As a group, their knowledge of co-op housing as
it. is being developed in Manitoba appeared only to wane with
regard to the subsidized housing agreement and the internal
subsidy sysèem.
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c.H.A.M" rs Development Division (together with the provincial
government's Department of co-operative Development) appears

to be doing a satisfactory job of ed.ucating Íts clients
about co-operative housing.

Perhaps the most significant findings of the survey,
which serve in effect to reject Hypothesis A outright, are

the overall evaluation ratings which were given to c.H.A.M.'s
Development Division by the board. members of the three

o?co-ops.-' Indeed, consj_dering the fact that C.H.A.M.

received. a median rating of t4' from each of the co-ops,

it appears (at least 'in the eyes' of its user-g'roups) that
it is quite effective at providing its d.evelopment services.

Sub-Hypothesis A-1

The assertion in this sub-hypothesís that c.H.A.M.
is perceived as dominating the core working groups which it
serves was not supported.

virtually all of the board members interviewed. felt
Èhat they v¡ere able Èo take part in important decisions.
Further, all looked upon c . H . A. M. as being an r ad.visor ' and.

not a I d.eci-sion-maker! . As such, c.H.A.M. recei-ved a
relaÈively high overalr median rating of ,4, with regard. to

'consultat.ion' (see supra, Table 7., p. 93). On the whole

then, c.H.A.M. rs rerationship with these core working groups

rÀ/as found to be one more of 'subord.ination' than 'domination'.
The credit for the development of such a relationship

certainly should not all go to C.H.A.M.. rn fact C.H.A.M.

97th.=. rÁ/ere outlined. in Table 6 (see supra, p. 90).
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was found to have a tendency to dominate the groups - or
rather to try to do more for them than is necessary. However

the groups themselves, being fairly independent-¡ninded and

assertive in nature and well aware of their position within
the co-op housing development process, were found to act as

a counterbalancing force to c"H.A.M.rs tendencj_es j_n this
regard. rndeed the relatíonship between a resource group

and its core workíng groups was found to be a very dynamj-c

one - one involving a su-bstantial amount of 'give-and-
take' on both sides.

An interesting rerationship appears to exist between

a core'working group's degree of autonomy and the amount of
satisfaction which it experj-ences with regard to the services
which it receives from its.resource group. Basically, the
tendency seems Èo be that the more autonomous a core working
group is, the more satisfied it, wí1l feer with its resource
group and the services which it provides.

Sub-Hypothesis A-2

The pred.iction in this sub-hypothesis that the quality
of services being provided to the three core working groups

would decrease in quality over t.ime as a result of C.H.D.D.'s
amalgamation with c.H.A.M. was rejected. rn fact the converse

was found to exist to some extent.
None of the board members of the developing co-ops felt

that the quality of services whi-ch they received. had d.ecreased

in quality as a result of the merger; on the contrary, many

felt that the services had. improved. in quality.
the findings of this survey ind.icate that C.H.D.D., s
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merger \''/ith C.H"A"M" brought with it a number of benefits as

far as many of the board members of the deveroping co-ops are

concerned. However, these results should not be interpreted
as an indication necessarily that the amalgamation itself
Inras a good move. The basic weakness of this particular
survey in attempting to d.eal with the latter issue is that
it looks only at the relatívely short term. while it appears

that c.H.A.M. has been fairly successful in working with its
core working groups through the development process to date,

what will the situat.ion be like a few years hence? This

survey also deals with onry one segment of C.H.A.M.'s total
client-member populat.ion. I¡lhat of the members of existing
housing co-operatives? Are they as satisfied. with c.H.A.M.rs

services as a resource group as their counterparts in
developing housing co-ops seem to be? rn considering some

of these questions, the following chapter wilr attempt to
provide some insight into some of the basic probrems which

C.H.A.¡.{. might be faced v¡ith in future years.
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CHAPTER STX

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD TN STORE FOR C.H.A.M.?

Having become fairly familj-ar wit.h c.H.A.M.'s historical
development and the const.raint.s within which it must operate,
and. having evaruated one aspect of its operations over the

relatively short term, it is interesting now to consider

various factors which may have a major bearing on c.H.A.M.'s
ability to operate successfully as a resource group over the

next few years.

This chapter deals with the difficult nature of
C.H.A.M.'s role as a resource group in terms of the diverse

.expectations which are placed on it by its various membership

categories. Factions within the organization are id.entified
(i.e. research hypothesis 'B' and j-ts two sub-hypotheses

are tested) and possible effecÈs which their existence may

have on c.H.A.M. rs ability to formulate goals and objectives
for t.he future are considered. consideration is also given

to possible implications whj-ch the outcome of the recent
Manitoba Provincial Government elections might have as far
as C.H.A.M. rs future operat.ions as a resource group are

concerned.9S rn the concluding section to this chapter,

98on october 11, Lg77 the N.D.p. Government was sound.lyroustedr from power-by the progressive conservative party. Ãtthe time of writi.g, the new provincial grovernment's houãingpolicies and thej-r implicaÈions for co-op housing had yet tóbe announced.
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two scenarios (one presenting a pessimistic viewpoint, the

oÈher an optimistic viewpoint) regard.ing c.H.A.M. 's future
as a resource group are set forth.
1. C.H.A.M. Membership Survey

A" Background

At a meeting of C.H.A.M.'s Board of Directors in
November, L976, a then recently erected Board member suggested

that it was essential for the organization to draw up a
meaningful set of groals and objectives. His suggestion was

met with varying degrees of acceptance. one of his colleagues
appeared to feel that the suggestion dealt with a 'non-
issue' , as to hiin C.H.A.M.'s ob jectives were obvious:

"C.H:A.M. r s ob jective is to build co-op
housing and everything else is a by-prod.uct.',

Another simply stated that C.H.A..M.,s objective is 'Jto

survive another day".

Discussion at the meeting came to no avai-l. A sub-

committee of the Board subsequently was set up to try to

deal with the maÈter. The difficult naËure of the task at
hand lvas manifested. by the fact that as of Apri1, Lg77

(i.e. 5 months later) the sub-commiÈtee had yet to take

action on the matter.

Recogni zíng a possible opportunity to further explore
the organization, the researcher offered. his services to the

sub-committee. An agreement was reached vihereby the

researcher subsequently was given permission to underËake

a survey of C.H.A.M. rs membership"
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B" Methodology

The researcher met with c.H.A.14. rs Board of Directors
at their meeting on 2nd May, 1977 and acting as a facilitator,
employing the Nominal Group Techniqu",99 assisted the Board

in formulating some thirteen (1:¡ possible objectj_ves for
the organization.l00 The exercise was consid.ered by all to
be only the first step in a longer process the aim of which

would be to produce meaningful objectives for c.H.A.M. rt
v/as agreed that an attempt should be mad.e to obt.ain some

feedback from c.H.A.M.'s membership on the tentative
objectives which had. been drawn up by the Board. The re-
searcher therefore $/as given the ,go-ahead, to develop (in
consultation with the president of the Board together with
C.i.e.M.'s Chief Execut.ive officer) an appropriate survey
which could be administered to c.H.A.M.'s membership at its
Annual General l4eeting which was scheduled. to be held on

7th May I L977.

A suitable survey form (a copy of which is included in
the Appendix section 8 . 5 . 3 ) consequent.ly was drawn up .

Besides containing a question which facilitated individual

oo
J J---For a description of how the Nominal Group Techniqueworks, the reader is referred to T.F. carney's No Limits ùo

Growth - Mind Expandinq Techniggeq (vrinnipeg: Hãñffi-

100 ^---opì-nions varied on the Board. as to the differencestretween rgoals' .g opposed to 'objectives'. The majorityfelt that 'objecti-ves' are rong-tãrm in nature and îgoalË'
are short-term. Hence for purposes of Èhis exercise -

f object.ives' qrere seen as pioviaing long-term guid.elines forthe organj-zation. The 13 objectives which were formulaÈed. by
C.H.A.M. rs Board are listed in Table lO.
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membership feedback on the Board's thirteen objectives, the

survey form also included an exercise (see parts 2 and 3 of
the form) which was aimed at assisting C.H.A.M. to 'come

to gripsr with the difficurt nature of its posl-tion in terms

of the 'role-dilemma'which it must face in its capacity as

both a social institution and a business organization. The

latter exercise incorporated cuIl's set of dichoÈomou.s-

pair elements which had. been used by her (amongr other things)
to highlight factions which existed on u.H.F.'|s Board of

. 101Directors.--- Hence it was hoped that some of the results
obtained from ttre survey could be compared Èo U.H.F.'s
experience in BriÈish Columbia.

The survey form was pretested with one of the

researcher's associates who was fairly knowledgeable about

C.H.A.M. and who (while he was e1i9ib1e to do so) did not
plart to attend its Annua1 General Meeting.

The survey was conducted as the fírst item on the

agenda at C.H.A.M.'s Annual General Meeting on 7th May. The

importance of the survey !ì/as emphasized by C.H.A.M.'s

President, Mr. Brian squair, d.uring his inÈrod.uctory remarks

(a copy of Mr. squair's remarks is included. in the Appendix,

section 8.5.I).102 Copies of parts 1 and 2 of the survey

101c',r11, u.H.F., pp. 53-66
102with ¡lr. squair,s prior agreement, the researcher

provided him with an outline of specific points which he felt
should be includ.ed j-n the introduction to the survey. Thesepoints consequently made up the bulk of Mr. Squair'è
introductory remarks
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v/ere then distributed by two of C.H.A.M.'s staff members to

all who were present at the meeting. In an attempt to play

down any possible misconception that the survey v¡as strictly
an 'academic exercise', it was printed on C.H.A.M.'s

stationary and it was distributed to the delegates in brown

envelopes which had very prominent 'C.H.A.M. ' labels
at.tached to them. The researcher then spoke to the meeting

and thereby provided supplementary instructions for the survey

(a copy of the researcher's verbal comments and inst.ructions is
included in section 8.5.2 of. the Appendix). It should be

noted that before receiving Part 3 of the survey, each subject

had to comptete Parts I and 2 and then put them in the

envelope which had been provided to him/her. In this way

possible cross-checking between Parts 2 and 3 was discouraged.

After completing Part 3 each subject then placed it in hisl
her respective envelope which was then handed in to the

researcher.

Tþe.survey took approximately one hour to complete.

Survey forms were filled out by thirty-seven (37) member-

delegates, six (6) staff members of C.H.A.M., two (Z)

representatives from the Department of Co-operative

Development, and one representative from C.M.H.C. (i.e.
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there were a total of 46 respondents).103

C. Opportunities And Constraints

Just prior to c.H.A.M. I s Annuar Generar Meeting (A. c.M. )

signs of dissension among its member housing co-ops began to
appear. of particular note in this regard was an attempt by

Brandon Housing Co-op to outline specific issues of concern for
discussion at. c.H.A.M. I s A.G.M. . A week before the A.c.M.,
as part of their strategy to raise these issues, members of
the Brandon Housing co-op maired out a package of issue-
orientedr papers to each of c.H.A.M.'s member housj-ng co-ops.

rncluded in this 'package' was a paper entitled some euestions
About cHAM's Role (a copy of this paper is includ.ed in section
8. 6 of the Appendix) . Because it. d.ealt with many of the issues
regarding c.H.A.M.' s roIe. which the researcher's membership

survey had been designed to encompass, the timing of the
paper $7as most opportune as far as the researcher's work

v/as concerned. rndeed, Brandon's paper served in effect to
rset the stage' at c.H.A.M. rs A.G.M. whereby member-delegates

generally proceeded to approach the task of completing their
respective copies of the membership survey forms with a

103th. ïesponses which were received from c.H.A.M.,s
staff members and the various governmenÈ personnel were notall that. revearing. Basi-ca11y c.H.A.M.,s staff (as a distinctgroup) saw the most importanÈ objective for C.H.A.M. to be
'lTo generate the necessary revenue t.o maintain the organj-zation(i.e. C.H.A.M. ) ". C.H.A.M. I s staff also tended. Èo be more
business-oriented in their responses when compared to its
membership as a whole

The small number of government personnel who completed.
'uhr: survey made it. difficuÍt to come io any meaningful
conclusions as far as their respective depãrtments are concerned.
lhese respondents will not be included. in the analysis Èhatfollows.
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seriollsness of purpose, the degree of which the researcher
could otherwise barely have hoped to have occurred.

Getting a large group of people to work independ.ently

for an hour on an assignment of this magnitud.e is no easy

task. Because the researcher had a fairly unstructured
(if not nebulous) ,relationship with the respond.ents, little
by way of control mechanisms (characteristic say of a 'teacher-
studentr relationship) could be employed. In fact the entire
exercise, to a great. extent, depended. upon the co-operation
of the various respondents. rn the final analysis the

' co-operati-on which was given was nothing short of ove:rshelmingl

rn developing the survey form the researcher had. to
weigh the benefits of being able to make direct comparisons

with cuIl's findings with u.H.F. in B.c. with possible
benefits which might accrue as a result of making certain
refinements to cul1's techniques. Generally speaking, the
more refinements which one makes to another's techniques,
the fewer are the dírect comparisons of results whj_ch can

later be made. Hence the researcher attempted. as much as

possibS.e to adopt 'as is' the method which was employed.

by Cull j-n conducting her role survey of U.H.F..104

104 _-"'rn thl= regard the researcher d.ecided to ignore afew apparent s-hortcomings with curils technique. rór instance,while it was felt that the use of negative númerals on theleft-hand side of the continuums sepárating the erementswithin each set of dichotomous pairè might serve in some wayto bias respondents' ansvrers, the same ñumber-system wasnevertheless used. similarly while it was felt that the
'political vs. managerial/technical' set of elements were not
dichotomous j-n nature (i.e. a t.rade-off in one area \^/as noE-necessary in order for a gain to be made in the other), theynevertheless v/ere used as is.
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However under the circumstances, a complete adoption of Cull's
method was not possible. For one thing, culr only d.escribes

Èhe approach which she took in administering her role survey

to the u.H.F.'s Board. of Directors in a very general *"y.105
She fails to detail the specific instructions given to U.H.F.'s
Board prior to the exercise et.c... similarly cull d.ealt
with a relatively smalI number of people (there were only L2

members on u.H.F.'s Board at the ti-me - only 10 of these fiIled
out, her survey) and as such she was able to use verbal
instructions alone. Because this survey was to be administered
to more than forty individuals and it required a somewhat

longer Èime.period to complete (due to the ad.dition of the

'objectives-feedback' section), it. was felt that some written
instructions were in order.

unfortunately one of c"H.A.M.'s seven Board members did
not att.end the A.G.M.. Because the Board's responses to the
survey were criticar to the analysis, after the A.G.M., the
researcher contacted the 'absentee r Board member and

administered the survey to him ind.ivid.ually.106 rh" results
of the survey as presented. in the following sections,
incorporate the responses given by this particular Board

member.

1o5cot1, u.H.F., p. 56.
106rh. researcher met with this

Malr L977. The instructions given to
essence) to those given at the A.G.M..

Board member on 20th
him were identical (in
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D. Profile Of Member-Respondents

At C.H.A.M.rs Annual Generar Meeting on 7th May, elections
were held and two of the positions on its Board of Dírectors
consequently r^rere filled by member-representatives of two of
its developing co-ops. rn the analysis to follow, it is
interesting to compare the views of the 'old.' Board. as a

group with those of Èhe ,Ne\¿' Board.L07

For purposes of the survey, member-respondents lvere

categorized as follows:
(i) Members of c.H.A.M.'s Board. of Directors (7)108(ii) Charter Members (1)

(iii) Associate Members (Z)
(iv) Members of Existing Co-ops (IO)

(included. here are Carpathj-a, College Housing
Co-op, Village Canadien, and Willow park).

(v) Members of Developing Housing co-ops (1g)
(these included Brandon, pembjna l,Ioods, Seven
Oaks, lrlesÈboine, and Ross pacific¡ .109

Tab.le 9 outli-nes tlre characteristics of the various
individ.uals who completed survey forms.

107rh" rNew' Board. and the 'oldr Board have five membersin common. Any differences in views therefore are attributableto the two 'ne\¡¡' members as opposed to the two rold' members
who left the Board of Directori. The researcher v/as able toid.entify the individual survey forms as filled out by the
members (both 'old' and. 'new') of C.H.A.M.'s Board oi Directorsfrom the information contained on the forms.

108th" responses which were given by the one Board member
who was absent. from c.H.A.,M.'s A.G:M. are includ.ed. here.

109_.---rt, should perhaps be noted that Ross pacific Housingc9-op had yet to take up formal membership with C.H.A.M. atLhe time of the survey. However the respõnses which werereceived to the survey from their 3 representatives have beenincluded in th_. 'deveroping housing co:op' cat,egory as it,is fe1t, Èhat, Èhey were sufficiently knowied.geabÍe år c.H.A.M.and the co-op housing process to warrant inõlusion. Theirresponses did not differ markedly from Èheir counterparts inother developing co-ops.
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As can be noted, 742 of the member-respondents were

male¡ 26? were femare. only 32? were under 40 years of age;

36% were between the ages of 40 and 49; and the remaining 322

v¡ere 50 years or older in age. Most of the member-respondent.s

had been involved with c.H.A.M. for a relatively short period
of t.ime. rn fact 682 had been in contact with C.H.A.M. for
less than two years; some 19? had between 2 and 5 years, and.

only 13u had more than 5 years of C.H.A.M" invorvement.

rn comparing c.H.A.M.'s 'oldr Board with its 'New' Board.,

it is interesting to note that the two members who reft the
Board had been involved with the organization over a fairly
long period of time. Their replacementsr on the other hand,

both had been invorved with C.H.A.M. for two years or less.
E- Results of c.H.A.M. 's Membership's consideration

Of Possible Objectivés

Thirty-seven (37) out of the thirty-eight (39) members

cornmented on whether or not they felt that it was important
for c.H.A.M. to draw up a new set of objectives" sixty-eight
per cent (68?) of those who responded felt that it, was

important, only lIU felt that it was noÈ, and.21? were und.ecid.ed..

rn considering specific objectives, only five (5) of the

member-respondents added. to the list which had been developed

by c.H.A.M. rs Board.110 Those objectives which were ad.ded. to
the list ïrere worded as follows:

llottoo or
eacht the other

these respond.ents provided two objectives
three gave only one each.
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(i) "To provi-de an information pool, expressing
stage of development, problems/successes,
policies, data on costs (etc...) in various
Manitoba housing co-ops so that all may 1earnfrom each other."

(ii) "To become independent of governments and.
responsive to member co-ops."

(iii) "T9 acquire c.R.o.p. (or similar) fundj_ng inorder to fulfill resource group functions tothe member co-ops in this ass.ociation."

. (iv) "To develop a good working relationship withthe Department of Co-op Development anã other
agencies concerned. with co-ops. "

(v) "To work towards developing and. improving theservices now being given to memberé."

(vi) "To educate members living in co-op housing,. "

(vii) "To develop and obtai-n competent construction
and administrative staff to build and maintain
co-op housing. "

Ta-ble 10 outlines the resul-ts 'of the priorizing exercise.
which was done by c.H.A.M.',s member-respond.ents on the
objectives which had been formulated by itrs 'old' Board of
Directors.ll1 rn reviewing Tabre 10 it. is rather interesting
to note that both the 'old' and the rNew'Board of Directors
gave relatively row priority ratings to objective number 12

"To provide co-op housing ed.ucation to the public at large as

well as to those people directly involved in housing co-ops.,,.

111th" ratíngs as outlined in Table 10 were determinedby the relative 'median' priority values given to eachobjective _by the individuals in the various membership categories.one should recall that Èhe 'median' of a set of observationÃarranged in ord.er of magnitude is the mid.dle value or thearithmetic mean of the two middle values. Generallyspeaking the median value will provide a truer indíãation ofthe views of a group of individuals on a particular matterthan will the 'mean' (or average) va1ue.
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TÀBLE IO

OB,]ECTIVES FOR C.H.A.M. AS FORMuLå,ÎED BY IlS
B9A@ Op DIRECTORS AND AS PRTORIZED By ITS ¡4EMBERSHIP

AlphabeÈical Lisrinq Of

Object,ives As Formulated

By C.Iì..A'.M. rs Boa¡d Of Directors

Priority (Median)
RaÈJ-ngs Of
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1. As the representative of member
organizations, to r+ork at the
political level, towards influencing
national and provincial poliry to-qrards co-op housing.

2. To act as a central organization for
housing co-ops and thereby Èo provide
services which are required by tåe
housing co-ops.

3. To act as a liason and spokesperson
between Èhe housing co-ops and the
various goverdnenÈ ag'encies as welL
as the Co-operaÈive Ëlousing Foun-
daÈion (C.H.F.) in ottawa.

4. To build lov¡-cost and mediu¡n priced
homes for co-op housing.

lo develop. conÈinuing co=op housing
in ManiÈoba.

6. To encourage and assisÈ groups ofpeople, who are in need of housing,
to develop housing co-operatives.

7. To encourage the developmenÈ of
housing which is a viable alternative
to privaÈe and publj_c housing.

8. To ensure that C.H.A.M. itself
functions in accordance with co-op
democracy and the six (6)
principles of co-operaÈion.

9. 1o generate the necessarfr revenue to
maintain the organizaÈion (i.e.
c.H.A.M. ) .

10. 1o have credibility in rhe co-op- ]eraÈive and consür¡ction market place I

by operating effecrively. 
I

I

11. To help member organizations achieve I

Èhej-r goa1s 
I

L2. lo provid.e co-op housing ed.ucation Ito the public at large as well as Èo I

-those people directly involved in Ihousi-ng co-ops 
I

13. To work Èovrards providing housing at Ilowest possible cost using the có-op Iarld non-profit formulae. I
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The author suggests that it. is quite possibre that in
giving this particular objective such a Iow ratj-ng, Board.

members (rather than indicating that this aspect of co-op

housing was relativery unimportant to them) may well have

felt that the area of co-op housing ed.ucation should'continue
to be handled more by the provincial government,s Department

of Co-operative Development than by C.H.A.M.. When one

considers the results received for each of the other L2

objectives (as listed in Table 10) , it can be seen that
conclusions reached from the exercise can be very much

influenced not only by one's und.erstanding of the co-operative
housing development process in Manitoba but also by one's

interpretation of Èhe wording of the ind.j-vidual objectives.
The latter becomes particularly evident when one oonsid.ers

in detail the results obtained for objective number 4.

Objective number 4, which reads "To build low-cost
and med.ium priced homes for co-op housing'", received the

lowest overall priority rating from c.H.A.M.'s membership as

a whole. why such a low rating to this object,ive? could it
be that c.H.A.M. rs membership is against rlow-cost and.

medium príced homes' per se? Rather it is perhaps more Iikely
that C.H.A.M.rs membership is .not in favour of it.s direct
involvement in 'building! housing co-operatives (or perhaps

it is more correct to say that it simpry d.oes not consider

that parÈicular aspect of c.H.A.M..'s operations as being of
a high priority) . on the other hand some of the respond.ents
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may also have interpreted. this objective as implying that
c"H.A.M" should aim its co-op housing projects only at low

and moderate income families to the exclusion of those on

higher incomes. Many 'co-operators' are against this
concept. as they feel that co-operative housing should be

built for all types of famiLies.LI2

Perhaps the mosÈ notable conclusion or observati-on which

one can make in reviewing Table r0, is that wide rangies of
opinion apparently exist between c.H.A.M. f s major membership

categories as to the relative importance of the various
objectives. consensus, or rather 'near consensusr of opj-nion

between the membershi-p categories (i.e. between m.embers of
C.H.A.M. ' s Board of Directors (both 'Old' and, 'New') , its
members of developing co-ops and its members of existing
co-ops) in fact occurs on only tv¡o of the thirteen objectives
(these being objectives 3 and 10). Similar d.ifferences of
opinion between the vari-ous membership categories are

evident' from the results which \^/ere obtai-ned. from parts 2 and

3 of the survey (i.e. on the 'Now' versus the 'Should. Be'

issue) .

F. Results of c.H.A.M.rs Membership's Responses To The

Of the thirty-eight (34¡ member-respondents who attempted

the survey, only one appeared. to lack the ability or thought

rt2_---fan Spencer noted
in Ju1y, L976 (see supra.,

this view in his brief to C.¡4.H.C.pp. ss-56).
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processes required to complete parts 2 and 3. one other
member, who described himself as a professional who was

interested i-n co-operatives, wrote the whole exercise off
stating that "the question is dichotomously presented. and

indicative of Nothing". The remaining thi-rty-six (36)

member-respondents approached. parts 2 anð,3 of the survey in
a serious manner and on the whole they displayed a relatively
high level of comprehension in completing the task at hand..

Fignrre 4 outlines the result.s of C.H.A.M. ,s 'OId.'
Board of Directorst responses to the quest,ion "where do you

think C.H.A.M. is now?" and "where do you think C.H.A.M. should

be?". Fígure 5 outlines the responses given by C.H.A.M. rs

rNewr Board to these questions.

As was indicated earlier, the set of 10 d.ichotomous-

pair elements which r¡/ere used in this exercise (and. which are

listed in both Figures 4 and 5) are identical to those which

!ìrere employed by cu1l in her research. cull maintains that
tfie elements on the left hand. side of the continuums relate
to co-operative cont,rol of the process of developing housing

while the elements on the right. hand side represent a

bureaucracy controlled. co-operative housing program.113

while this is perhaps true, it is interesting to note that
the elements on the left hand side tend. also to describe

characteristics which one would expect a co-op housing

113c'rrt:., u.H.F., p. 55.
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resource group in its capacity as a 'social institution' to
ad.opt or to strive to achieve.rr4 on the other handr âs a

'business organization' one would expecÈ a resource group

to tend to operate more in accordance with the elements or
characteristics (with the exception of the first one i.e.
rgovernment control') listed on the right hand. side of the

contj-nuums- To some extent then, this part of the survey can

be seen to represent an attempÈ to determine where C.H.A.M.,s

membership would like to see it'move' in terms of the'rore-
d.j-lemma'which it, faces in its capacity as both a social
insitution and a business orqanj-zation.

Before highlighting vari-ous aspects of C.H.A.M.'s
('Oldr and 'New') Boards of Directors' responses, it is
interesting to note some of Cull 's find.ings. Havi-ng

administered. her rrole survey' Èo u.H.r.,s Board of Directors,
cull found fairly strong agreement about, the way in whj-ch

U.H.F. ü¡as then currently operating. Basically U.H.F.'s
Board members felt that their organj-zation was largely
g'overnment controled, that housing production was more

important to it than the co-operative philosophy, and that
it emphasized product orientation, executive d.ecision-making,

reliance on expert advice, and a centralízed. style of
115operaËr_ons.

As can be seen from Figure 4, C.H.A.M.rs rOldr Board

114 _-- -As noted earrier, resource groups (among oÈher things)generally are intended to promote the 'co-operative \^¡ay of life' .
Aspects of this 'way of life' are included in appendix g.r
which describes the social philosophy of the co:operative
movement.

115cr-,11, u.H.F., pp. s6-57.
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of Directors held fairly wide ranges of opinion as to where

their organization stood with regard to some of the features
listed. Figure 5 indicates that a similar 'Iack of
consensus I appears to prevail on c.H.A.!I. 's 'New' Board..

Table 11 presents this i-nformation in such a way that a

direct comparison of the results can be mad.e with cu1l, s

findings on U.H.F..

Perhaps the most interesting point to note from Tabre

11 is thatr âs a group' u.Il.F. rs Board of Directors appear to
have been much closer together in their thinking on the
rNow' and rshould Be" i-ssues than were either of G.H.A.M.'s
toldr Board or its 'New' Board of Dírectors. rt is also
interesting to not.e that a greater divergence of opinion
appears to exist on C.H.A.M. rs ,New' Board of oireåtors than
previously had been the case with its 'Old' Board.

In her study Cull confirmed the existence of two serious
factions on u.H.F. rs Board of Directors by undertaking a

detailed analysis of their individual replies to the
question "lvhere should u. H . F. be? " . But for the f irst
pair of elements (i.e.' co-operative' versus r gTovernment

conÈroI') cull found that without exception, u.H.F.'s board

members, in answering this question, placed thei_r responses

either always to ttre right or always to the left of the

zero position. rn short., no one on u.H.F.rs Board crossed the
zero line on the "should Be" issue a four-six sprit in fact
had. existed on Èhe Board.116

116_. . --- -Ibj-d. , pp. 57-58.
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TABLE 11

I NOW' VS. I SHOIILD BE I

RANGES OF RESPONSES GTVEN

BY U.H.F.'s BOARD OF DIRECTORS

AS COMPARED WTTH C.H.A.M. Is
IOLDI AND INEVü' BOARDS OF DIRECTORS

SOURCE: Data on U.H.F" is t,aken from Cull, p. 5g (fig. I).
Ðata on C.H"A.M. is taken from Figures 4 and 5 above.
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rn undertaking a similar analysis of c.H.A.M., s 'Nev¡'

Board' of Directors I responses, the researcher found a similar
situation (although not as critical) to exist with c.H.A.M. .rL7
on the 'should Be' issue, three of c.H.A.M.rs 'New' Board

members placed their responses virtually alv¡ays to the reft
of the zero mark (and occasionally at the zero mark), t\¡/o

members placed their responses virtually always to the right
of the zero mark (and occasionally at the zero mark) and

the remaining two Board members consistently placed. their
responses to the 'should Be' issue virtually always right on

the zero mark.rl8 As such, a 3-2-2 split appears Èo exist
on C.H.A.M. I s rNev/' Board of Directors.

Tt is interesting to note that two of the three Board

members who tend to 'lean toward. the left'on the'should
Be' issue appear to fe.el very strongly in their dissatisfaction
with the organization in that they consistently praced to
the right of the zero mark their responses to the question

"where do you think C.H.A.M. is now?". Hence c.H.A.M.

IL7_--'Because one of the two departing members of c.H.A.M.'s
'oldr Board failed Ëo give his views on the 'should Be, issue,a comprehensive analysis of this particurar group was notpossible.

118-.'.---rt. is interesting Èo note that the two Board memberswho were virtually always to the right of the zero mark bothare representatives of ãssoicate meñbers of c.H.A.M. and assuch d9 not play as active a role in a specific housing co-operative (either existing or developing) as is the case withÈhe other 5 Board members. similarly, the two Board memberswho were virtually always 'right on'-ihe zero mark aremember/representatives of ttre same developing housing co-operat.ive i
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presumably has a fairly long way to go before their particular
expectat.ions of it will have been satisfied.

From her analysis culr determined that in spite of the
factions which \¡¡ere present, a general consensus existed
on u-H.F.rs Board that their organization should move

further to the left along each continuumj that is, more in
the di-rection of co-operat.ive control and. emphasis on

co-operatj-ve phj-losophy, membership participation, educational
services, process orj-entation, self-education, consensual

d.ecision-making and increased decentralizatj-on.119 rf one

considers the median values as outlined in Figure 4, it
can be seen thatr âs a group, C.H.A.M.'s 'Old' Board. of
Directors, on Lhe whole, similarly wanted. to see their
orqanízation rshift. to the left' on most of the continuums.

The only real exception to this view occurred on the second

set of pair-elements where c.H.A.M.'s f ord.! Board appear to
have wanted to see a move toward an emphasis on 'housingr
production; and awalz from the 'co-op philosophy' aspect of
its operations. From the median values shown in Figure 5

it appears that c.H.A.M. r s 'New' Board. would also like to
see a general shift to the 1eft along most of the continuums.

The only real exception here occurs on the third set of pair-
elements where it appears that the ,New' Board would like
to see slightly less emphasis placed on 'participation'

119clrtt, u.H.F., p. 57.
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and correspondingly greater emphasís placed on 'efficiency'.
From the relati-ve 'gaps' which occur in the med.ian

values (on the 'Nowr versus 'Shou1d Be' issues) on each of
the continuums as shown in Figures 4 and s, it can be seen

that the rNew' Board of Directors as a group appear to feel
a slightly greater need for change in the organization than
was the case with the 'old' Board of Directors. However,

the results of the survey ind.icate that¡ orr the whoIe, the

'Newr Board is stilr relatively more satisfied. with c.H.A.M.,s
rstatus quo'than is the case with its general membership as

a whole. Figure 6 outlines the responses which v/ere given to
the rNowr versus tshould Bef issue by c.H.A.M.'s membership

as a whole (i.e. incruding its associate members, 9ne charter
member, the members of its Board, of Ðirectors, a¡d, its
members of existing and developing co-ops).

From Fign:re 6 it. is interesting to note that, like its
'Newr Board of Directors, C.H.A.M.rs membership wouId. like to
see the organization shift to the left. on virtually all of
the continuums as presented the lone exception being the
third one ( i - e. 'participation,/ef ficiency' ) where ( as is the
case with its 'New, Board.) slightly more emphasis on
refficiency' appears to be d.esired.. However a detail_ed
analysis of each member's ind.ividuar responses to the 'should
Be' issue failed to yield results which would suggest the
existence of significant factions simi-lar to the ones which
were identified as existing on c.H.A.M. rs 'Nern/' Board of
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Directors (reference is made to the 3-2-2 sprit which was

noted earlier) .L20 This is not to say however that factions
do not exist within c.H.A.M.'s membership; for as was found

in analyzing the results of part I of the survey (please

refer to the results of the objectives-priori zing exercise

as out.lined in Tabre 10 above), a closer look at G.H.A.M.,s

membership t s responses to the 'Nor,,/' versus 'Should Be'

issue, indicates that facÈions are in fact present - but
they appear to be present more so in terms of C.H.A.M.'s
various membership categories than anything else.

Figure 7 outlines the results obtained (on the 'Noh¡'

versus rshould. Be' issue) from c.H.A.M.rs member-respondents

who represented existing housing co-operatives at its Annuar

General Meeting. Figure I outlines the responses mad.e by

the developing co-op members. As can be noted from the median

values contained. in Figure 7, c.H.A.M. rs existing housing

co-op members appear to want the organization to shift to
the left on seven (7) and to shift to the right on three (3)

of the sets of features. on the other hand, Figure g shows

r20 _---ïn fact, of the thirty-one (31) member-respondents(i.e. all members exclud.ing those on c.H.A.M.'s 'l¡ew' Boardof Directors), only five (5) placed their responses to thershourd Be' issue virtually always to the left of the zeromark(andoccasion@mark),on1yoneconsistent1y
placed his responses virtually always 'right on' the zeromark, and ngt one me@r responses virtually

- 

- 
-

always to the right of the zero mark. Most members-ñ-æ
varied their responses from contj-nuum to cont.inuum, therebyindicating perhaps thatr on the whole, they personally haväno strong overall desire to see C.H.A.M. move either Lo theright or to the left..
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I7. consensual -3 -2 -1 0 L 2 3 executi-ve,l

8. self -ed.ucation -3 -2 -I ó f ? 3 advice from
experts

g . political -3 -2 -1 0 I 1 3 managier t?r/
technical

10. decentralization -3 -2 -t o 1 î 3 centrarization

KEY:
rancfe

median "SHOIILD BE"
¿

----..r----
,3-2-10123

Imedian 'NOI^¡"

ranqe
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that the representatives of the d.eveloping co-ops would like
to see a shift to the left on nj-ne (9) out of the ten (I0)

sets of features (while c.H.A.M" appears to be 'right on'

on the 'participationr/efficiency, set of elements as far as

the developing co-ops are concer:ned ) .

A close look at Figures 7 and I confirms that members

of existing co-ops have very different views (and. therefore
expectations) of C.H.A.M. from their counterparts in the
developing co-ops. They tend. in facÈ to be much more service
or business-oriented on the whole. The only exception to this
generalizat.íon occurs quite markedly on the second set of
features (i.e. on 'co-op philosophy' versus 'housing
production') . Here it seems that the members of the existing
co-ops would like to see C.IT.A.M. place a greater emphasis

on the co-operative philosophy than on housing producÈion.

ft would appear then that. since they are already adequately

housed in their respective co-operatives, c.H.A.M.'s active
invorvement in the production of housing is of relaÈivery
Iittle conseguence as far as the member-respond.ents of the

existing co-ops are concerned.

As suggested earlier, insight into the relative levels
of satisfaction (or rather dissatisfaction) with C.H.A.M. (as

perceived by its various membership categories) can be

obtained by comparing the differences in the median values of
their responses on the tNow' versus the tshould Be' issue.
Table 12 provides such a comparision.
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TABLE 12

C.H.A.M. I s MEIV1BERSHIP CATEGORIES

*"ort* ou"* n rn"
ORGANIZATION AS IT 'NOI^I, EXISTS

Dichotomous

Pair-Elements

Point Differences On Meclian
Values 'Now' cf.tShould Berâ

CHAMTs Board Existing
Co-ops

Developing
Co-ops'01d.' tNewt

1. co-op controL/
gov't control

2. co-op philosophyrz
housing production

3. parËicipation,/
efficiency

4. educational-/
technical services

5. information pool/
developer of co-op
housing

6. process/product
orientation

7. consensual/executive
decision-making

B" self-education/advice
from experts

9. political,/
managerial-technical

10. decentraLízaEion/
cent,ralization

')

(1)

0

1

0

1

2.5

0

1

I

2

.5

(1)

0

2

1.5

2

0

1

I

)

4

(

3

5

s)

5

2

1

3

(1)

(1)

I

2.5

2

0

I

2.5

2

3

2

I

3

ToÈaI Point
Spread (absolute) 9-5 11 19.5 19
aA value enclosed. in bracket,s indicates that a shiftto the rright' is desired on that particurar pair oferements. similarly, a value with no brackets indicatesthat. a shift to the 'left' is desired.
SOURCE: Figures 4,5r7, and B, above.
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As can be noted. from Table L2, while on the whore

C.H.A.M. rs rNew' Board of Directors seem to feer a slightly
greater need for change on various aspects of c.H.A.M.'s
operations than was the case with its 'old' Board. as a
group, it still appears to be very much more salisfied v¡íth
the organization than is the case with either of c.H.A.M.'s
existing housing co-operative members or its members of
developing co-ops.

G. InÈerpretations .A,nd. Conclusions

rn this section interpretations of the findings of the
membership survey are outlined. j-n terms of research hypothesis
B together with its two sub-hypotheses. From these interpre-
tations, conclusions are drawn about Èhe stud.y and general
observati-ons related to it are mad.e

Hypothesis B

This hypothesis, which claims that. facti_ons exist
within c.H.A.M. regarding the role that it. should be praying,
was supported. Brandon Housinq co-operative's'activity'
(re. its paper d.earing wiËh 'some euestions About c.H.A.M., s

Roler) prior to c.H.A.M.'s Annual General Meeting, attests
to the fact that concern d.oes exist within C.H.A.M. as to
the role Èhat it should be playing. Further, the ranges of
responses to the survey rvhich vrere made by individual members

at the A.G.M- on the 'Now' versus f should Ber issue, suggests
that opinions vary substantially as to the manner in which
c.H.A.M. should be operat.ing as a resource group. specific
factions were id.entified in terms of the two sub-hypotheses.
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Sub-llypothesis B-1

The assertion in this sub-hypothesis that factions
exist on c-H.4.14.'s Board of Directors was supported.

rn this regard a 3-2-2 split was found to exist on C.H.A.M.'s
Board of Directors as to how individual board members feel
c.H.A.M. 'should be' operating. Three members of the Board

quite clearly indicated that they feel that c.H.A.M. 'shourd
be' placing a greater emphasi-s on the co-operat.ive philosophy,
membershi-p participation, educational services, process

orj-entation, self-education, and. consensual d.ecision-making.

As such, these members appear to prefer to see C.H.A.M.

operate in accordance with characteristics which, to a great
extentr rêflect its role as a social institution. on the

other hand, two other Board members indicated that they are

more concerned. that c.H.A.M. should operate effectively as

a business organizat.ion. Finally the remaining two members

of the Board tend to give equal weight to C.H.A.M.,s roles
as a social instj-tution and as a business organization.

Just how serious these apparent factions on c.H.A.M., s

Board of Directors are, is debateable. Irihile experience

with c.H.A.M.rs 'oldr Board of Directors ind.icat,ed that it
usually was abre to arrive at a consensus on very important
(or rather basic) matters, the author, in lacking ad.equate

first-hand experience with c.H.A.M.'s 'Ne\+' Board of Directors,
is unable to comment on whether or not it in fact is able

to operate in as harmonious a fashion.
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Sub-Hypothesis B-2

similarly, this sub-hypothesis was supported (in part)
in that factions within c.H.A.M.'s membership as a whole were

ident.ified. Factions were found to exist in terms of the
various membershi-p categories within c.H.A.¡4.. rt was

suggested. that each 'categoryr has its own particular needs

and therefore expectations of c.H.A.M. as a resource group.

rn particular, members of existing housing co-operatives
lvere found to be more service- or business-oriented. on the
whole (in terms of their expectations of c.H.A.M.) than were

their counterparÈs from developing housing co-operatives.
similarly, C.H.A.M.'s Board of Directors v/as found to be

much more satisfied with the manner in which c.H.A.M. has

been operating than is the case with its developing co-op
members or its existing co-op members who appear to feel a

much greater need for change.

Just how serious these factions within c.H.A.M.rs
membership are, again is debateable. For instance it is
perhaps not very alarming for one to find that C.H.A.M.,s
Board of Directors as a group is relaÈiveIy satisfied. with
the organization. such a situation could perhaps be

considered to be axiomat.ic in that it likery reflects the
nature of the position of boards of directors generally.
rndeed it could be argued that having presumably played a

major role in 'directing' the manner in which its respective
organization is operating, any board of directors, at a given
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point in time, could be expected to be found to be moïe

satisfied with its organization on the whore than wouId. be

the case with its respective organization's general member-

ship. But what of the fact that existing and developing

housing co-operat.ives have quite different needs and there-
fore expectations of C.H.A.M.? Should this siÈuation nec-

essarily pose a serious problem?

Structurally (re. C.H.A.M.'s organization chart with
its separate operating divisions, etc...) C"H.A.M. appears

to be set up as a business organization in such a !,ray that
it can meet the service needs of it.s developing and existing
housing co-ops quite adequately. As such there appears to

be no reason to suspect that conflict should occur through

the d.ay-to-day provision of services to these two groups.

Simi-1ar112, as a democratically constituted. fed.eration of
non-profit housing co-ops (which itself is a co-operative)

mechanisms exist within C.H.A.M. through which membership

discussion on basic matters of concern can be initiated
and problems may thereby be resolved.

Experience to date has shown that C.H.A.M. has been

reasonably effect.ive in its operations as a resource group.

The membership survey (as described above) identifies
factions which may or may not present a serious threat to

the organization's future. However, these factions are

rather'tinternalt in nature and surely are not Èhe only

facÈors to refrect. upon when considering the organization's
future.
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certainly one very significant event which has ta]<en

place in c.H.A.M.'s external environment, which wilr likellz
affect the organization's operations to some degree, is the

coming to power of the Progressive conservative party as a

result of the recent Manitoba Provincial Government elections.
Under the circumstances a word or two on the possible

implications to c.H.A"M. of a conservative Government would

appear to be in order.

2. Implicetions {'or. C.H.A.M. Of The Recent
Manitoba provinciál

Historically, the Progressj-ve Conservatj-ve party of
Manitoba has not been known to hold the most positive or

favourable of attitudes toward co-operative enterprises.
The former Minister of co-operative Development, the Hon.

Mr. Rene Toupin,' espoused. such sentiments about the conser-

vatives when he wenÈ so far as to claim that prior to 1969

the then conservative Government in Manitoba had passed

legislation which actually prohibited municipalities, school

divisions and other public institutions from obtaining
financi-al services from credit unions .LzL

121rh. Legislat.ive Assembly of Manitoba, ,,Estimates
Co-operative Development", March 31, L977 (remarks of the
Hon. Minister of co-operative Development Mr. Rene Toupin),
pp. 1408 and 1439.

Prior to L969, phrases which v¡ere included. in The
Municipalities Act, The schools Act, and the Manitoba Health
services commj-ssion Act required thaÈ d.eposits of fund.s had
to be made with I chartered. banks' . rt is d.ebateable whether
or not these pieces of legislation were written expressly
to exclude credit. unions.
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Given the widespread acceptance of co-operative enter-
prises that presently see¡ns to exist in Manitoba (as evidenced
by the fact that close to one out of every three Manitobans

is a member of a credit urriorrl22), from a political point of
view, it is quj-te unlikery that. the new conservative
Government will adopt policies of an antagoni-stic nature
toward co-operatives. However the pri-ority, in terms of
the amount of support which the new Government will be willing
to give to co-operatives is stil1 very much of a question
mark.

At the tj-me of writing the new Provincial Government had.

yet to announce its policies with respect to housing.r23
Just how co-op housing in Manitoba will be affected by the
change in government remains to be seen. Need.less to sây, a

drastic cutback in the provincial government,s assistance to
co-op housing has obvious implications as far as c.H.A.M.'s
future (and that of the co-op housing movement in Manitoba

L22rn Lg77 it was estimated. that there
320,000 members of cred.it unions in Manitoba
Survey Department, November, 1977) .

t23-_. . ----v[hi]-e policies have yet to be announced., someaction has taken place. particularly noteworthy in thisregard is the recent cabinet ord.er wñicr, changeã the make-upof the Manitoba Housing and. Renewal corporatiõnrs Boardof Directors. Tt is interesting to note, that of the sixnew Board members which have been appoinùed by the newProvincial Government, at least foul-have dirãct ties with$iinnipeg's property development and real estate industry.unfortunately, the chances of such a board. of d.irectorsadopting a sympathetic attitud.e toward. co-operaÈive housingwould (in the author's opinion) appear to be rather remote.
-lTinn.aper= Ereg= Eræ , "Hòusing eoãid undergoes shuf fle " ,November 18, 1977, p. 1).

\^rere about
(c. c. s.M" ,
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in general) is concerned.

3" C.H.A.M.rs Future

ïn many ways it can be said that the co-operative
Housing Assocj-ation of Manitoba (C.tt.A.M. ) is at a crossroads
in its development as a co-operative housing resource group.

while c.H.A.M. has been active in the co-operative
housing field for many years now, it is only in relatj-vely
recent tj-mes that it has managed to develop a membership

base which has the 'potentiar' (in time) to sustain it. on

the whole this membership base appears to have a fairly
positive attitude toward c.H.A.M.. As one member of a

d.eveloping housing co-operative commented. d.uring a telephone
inÈerview with the author:

"I wouldn't consider C.H.A.M. to be a largeorganization. I haven't seen the type ofbureaucratic bungling thaÈ one typiðáffy
sees with a large organization. As far asI can ascertain, C.H.A.M. is stilI on a
reasonably efficient level. And what is more,I feel that we, as members, are still in aposition to influence the manner in which it,
operates. "

'¡rlhile such a positive attitude does seem to pervade

through the organization, there still appears to be a

certain amount of confusion regard.ing what c.H.A.M.,s role
as a resource group actually is or 'should be'. rn the
process of trying to come to grips with this issue C.H.A.M.

must be very cognizant of the implications of the recent
change which has occured. in the provincial government.

Having prospered through a period in which a sympathetic
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provincial g:overnment provided it with rnuch-needed political
and financiar support, c.H.A.¡4. must now try to prepare for
a rather uncertain future. what this future hold.s in store
for c.H.A.M. i-s anybody' s guess . Two extreme viewpoints in
this regard can be identified.. These very hypothetical

'possible futures' for c.H.A.M" are briefly set forth below.

A more likeIy 'probable future' for c.H.A.M. wilr subsequently

be outlined in the following chapter.

A. A Pessimistic Viewpoint.

A rdie harcl' pessimist wou1d. predi_ct that C.H.A.M.

will go the way of the unj-ted Housing Foundat ion.L2å rn this
regard, the facti,ons which exist on C.H.A.M. I s Board of
Directors will become polarized. and as such it. will be

unable to reach consensus on basic policy issues. Littre
by way of direction to C.H.A.M. rs staff will then emanate

from the Board.

At the same time the new progressive conservative

Government will decide to withdraw all provincial- government

support programs for co-op housing. As such housing co-
operatives will have to find alt.ernative sources of j-nterj-m

financing" Perhaps more importantry they will be without.

readily available provinciar government land on which to
develop" These factors, coupled, with the withdrawar of the
provinciar governmentrs 10u capital grant to housing co-

operatives, will (needless to say) serve to .dramatically
reduce the pace of d.evelopment of housing co-operatives in
Manitoba (this is particularly true if no other agency comes

L24r'oT a detailed.
please see CuIl, U.H.F.,

analysis of U.H.F.rs experience
pp. 23-32.
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forward to at Ieast, in part, firl the void which will have

been left by the provincj_a1 government) .

with fewer housing co-operatives being developed

c"H.A.M. will experience a significant d.ecrease in revenue.

This situation will be aggravated by a complete lack of
a provincial g:overnment operating grant to C.H.A.M. .L25

consequently more and more pressure will come to bear on

c-H.A.M. to operate as efficientry as possibre. The work

of the Development Division, the least rucrative of all,
will likely suffer to the greatest extent during this period.
rn particular, the Development Division wirl feel a need

to speed up the deveropment process to cut corners
wherever possible. ultimately the core working groups, with
which it will be working, will express their d,issatisfaction
with what they will consider to be C.H.A.M.'s 'high powered.

development tactics'. soon C.H.A.M. wirl rose the support of
the majority of co-operative housing groups in Manitoba. rn
the final analysis, C.H.A.M. as we know it today, will die
an untimely death.

B" An Optimistic Viewpoint

An optimist. would say that c.H.A.¡4. wirr continue to
be able to operate effectively within the co-operative housing
development process, wiÈh littre, íf any major stumbling

125rh" reader wilr recall that in recent years theprovincial government has provided c"H.A.M. witi: a g50,0oo
annual grant to help cover some of the costs of its operations.
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blocks presenting themselves to it.
In this regard the factions which exist on C.H.A.M.'s

Board of Directors will in no way hinder the organization.
Indeed they will enhance it as Board. members hold.ing d.ifferent
viewpoints will not only tolerate each other, but will in
fact learn from each other. They will continue to 'give-
and-take' until consensus on vari-ous issues is reached. and

a reasonabre degree of harmony will thereby continue to be

maintained on the Board.

At the same time, the new progressive Conservative

Government will decj-de to contj-nue all provincial government

support programs for co-op housing. As such the pace of
development of housing co-operatj-ves in Manitoba will
continue as in the past and. possibly even increase to some

extent. with more and more housing co-operatives being

buiIt, C.H.A.M.'s revenue base will be broadened and. in
time it. will be able to become financially independ.ent

of governments .126

I^Iith little financial problems plaguing it, C.H.A.M.

will continue to provide satisfactory service to its various
co-operative housing crients. More and more co-ops will
become satisfied. with c.H.A.M. and the role that it wirl be

playing as a co-operative housing resource group. C.H.A.M.,

together with the co-op housing movement in general, wj-lI
continue to prosper in Manitoba.

L26 AE
C.H.A.M. are

least in so far as d.irect operating grants to
concerned.
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CHAPTER SE\rEN

SUl,Il,lARY, CONCLUSÏONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A summary of the thesis as a whole is outlined in this
chapter. conclusions are made regardj-ng c.H.A.M. as welr as

the 'theory of co-operative housing resource g'roups' .

Fina11y, recommendations based on the findings of (and insights
gained through) tfrís research are presented.

1. Summary

As evidenced by C.H.A.M.rs experience to date, the role
of a co-operative housing resource group is not an easy one to
fulfill. Resource groups in effect are both social institutions
and business organizations. The balance between these 'dua1

rolesr which a resource group must strive to achieve constitutes
a basic dilemma. The problems associated with this dilemma

are compounded, by the fact that a resource group must operate

within very real constraints.

In this thesis, C.H.A.M. \^/as seen as being faced with
constraints associated wiÈh its position as a business organ-

ization as well as with its unique position within a dynamic

inter-organizatonar environment in Manitoba. As a business

organization c.H.A.M. must attempt to operate at a reasonable

level of efficiency - to keep its costs down to a minimum while

at the sarne time trying to bring in as much revenue as possible.

similarly, the manner in which C"H.A.M" is able to operate is
further constrained by the fact thatr ërs a resource group, it
must work with a wide variety of organizations, all of which
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have their own partj-cular expectations of C.H.A.M. (some of
r,shich are quite conflictirg) .

The literature which has been written on co-operative

housing resource groups to date, suggests that it is virtualry
impossible for one group effectively to handle, in a direct
manner, all aspects rerating to the co-operative housing

development process. In particular, concern has been

expressed by the various authors that once a resou.rce group

develops the capacity to provide technically-oriented
services (such as consÈruction manag'ement or architectural
services), there is then a tendency for its more socially-
oriented., group development work to decrease in quality, if
not fall by the wayside altogether. The work of one of these

authors (CulI) suggests that factions, which are unable to
work t.ågether effectively, tend. to deverop within such co-

operative housing resource groups. such concerns regarding
resource groups were tested in this Lhesis th::ough a case

study of the co-operative Housing Association of ManiLoba

(C.H.A.M. ) the first co-operative housing resource group

to have been organized. in all of Canad.a.

The central hypothesis to this thesis was stated as follows:
C.H.A.M. as a co-op housing resource group
cannot. effectively provide educational/group
Gvqlopment services while at the same time
offering technical/construction services to
housing co-operatives .

An extensive investigation of c.H.A.Mrs operations failed to
yield j-nformation which could support this hypothesis. rn fact
to a great extent the converse of the hypothesis was found to
be true.
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A ruser-satisfacti-on' study which was done of c.H.A.M.'s
Deveropment Division found that c.H.A.M. (as a resource group

which provides a full rine of services to housing co-ops) is
in fact. quite effective at working with the core working
groups of developing housing co-operatives. The core groups

with v¡hich c.H.A.M. works \^/ere found to be fairly autonomous

bodies, whichr orr the whore, possess a good knowledge of co-op
housing and. the development process. on the whole, members

of these groups indicat.ed that they felt that C.H.A.M. did
not dominate them in their work rather it tend.ed to act
in very much of an advisory or supportative roreo As such,

these groups expressed a relatively high revel of overarl
satisfaction witlr c.H.A.14. 's Development Division's
services.

An investigation was also done to try to d.etermine

whether or not factions were present to a significant.
degree within c.H.A.M. 's membership. A technique, simirar to
that which was employed by cull, rn/as used. in this regard.
Through this approach, factions were in fact identified.
Factions on c.H.A.M. rs Board of Directors \^/gre. found to exist
in so far as some of its Board members appeared to prefer to
see C-H.A.M. operat,e more along the lines of a social
institution than of a business organization; while others
favoured c"H.A.M. emphasizíng more of the business-orj-ented
aspects of its operations. Factions within c.H.A.I4.'s
general membershi-p were identified in t,erms of its various
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membership categories (or client groups). In particular
members of existing housing co-operatives (as a group) were

found to have distinct needs and therefore expectations of
c.H.A.M. which are quite different from their counterparts
in developing housing co-operatives.

An attempt was then mad.e to determine what the future
might. have in store for C.H.A.M. as a resource group.

Factors which hrere taken into account included c.H.A.M.,s
performance as a resource group to date; the implications
for G.H.A.M. of the recent change from an N.D.p. Government

Èo a conservative party Government which has occured at the
provincial level in Manitoba; and. the existence of factions
within c.H.A.M. rs membership. Two extreme 'futures, for
c.H-4.M. hrere set forth - one presenting a pessimistic
viewpoint, the other an opÈimistic one.

2. Conclusions

Through this research a number of conclusions can be

made regarding co-operatj-ve housi-ng resource groups. some

of these apply specifically to the co-operative Housing

Association of Manj-tob.a (C.H.A.M.) ; others apply more generally
Èo the rtheory of co-operative housing resource groupsr as

set forth in chapter Èwo of this thesis.
A. Regarding C.H.A.M.

A glance at c.H.A.M.'s financial situation suggests

that not all aspects of its operations as a resource group

are (or perhaps can ever be) cost-covering. This is parÈicularly
true of much of the work of c.H.A.M.'s Development Division.
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If C.H.A.M. is ever to be financially independent of
governments, it appears, that (under existing circumstances)

it is essential that it maintain its involvement in such

financially lucrative activities as construction management,

architectural drawj-ng, and/or property management services
(as long as it can continue to do so at a profit of course).

Given this situat.ion, it would appear, from a financial point
of view, that because it brought together both profitable
and unprofitable resource group activities, the merger which

took place in June, L976, between C.H.D.D. and C.H.A.M. $/as

a good move.

This merger (at least ín the short term) can also be

looked upon as having been a good move in terms of the

quality of C.H.D.D. 's (or rather C.H.A.M. '.s Development

Division's) services. As was evidenced in this research,

the merger appears to have had. no negative effects on the
quality of resource group services as provided to developing

housing co-operat.ives. rn fact, many of the board. members

of tlre developing housing co-operat.ives which had. worked

through the d.evelopment process with both C.H.D.D. and. C.H.A.M.

indicated that the quality of development services appeared

Èo have improved after the merger had taken place. similarly,
the majority of these board members felt that. all in all
the merger had. been a good. move.

On the who1e, in recent years C.H.A.M. has proven

itserf to be quite capabre of fulfilling its duties as a
co-operative housing resource group. rn many ways it. appears
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to have managed to strike a reasonably acceptable balance

between its role as a social institution and its role as a

business organization. Vlhether or not C.H.A.M" will be

able to continue to operate so effectively in future years

remains to be seen. In the author's opi-nion, the 'future'
whj-ch C.H.A.M. will experience is likely to 1ie some-

where in between the two extreme scenarios which were

presented in chapter six.

First of all, given the rprivate enterprise mentality'
which the new Progressive Conservat.ive Government of Manitoba

has been expousing, and the concern over 'excessivel
government spending which it has expressed. in recent months,

it is rather unlikely that the provincial giovernment will
continue all of its support programmes for co-op housing

As such, the 'optimi-stic viewpoint' which was set forth, is
just, that - i.e. very optimistic.

On the other hand, significant differences appear to

exist between C.H.A.M. rs position today and that, of the

United Housing Foundation as it existed a couple of years

âgo, which suggest that C.H.A.M. f s future should be some-

what more favourable tha¡r that presented in chapter six under

the 'pessimistic viewpoj-nt'. Basj-cal1y it appears that
C.H.A.M. has managed. to avoid developing as great a direct
involvement in its affairs by the provincial government,

that it is not plagued with personality conflicts and factions

to the same extent, that it is more self-sufficient financially,
and thaÈ it is more representaÈive of its member housing
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co-operatives than was the case with U.H.F.. Indeed

such factors, coupled with c.H.A.t4.'s rather commendable

performance as a resource group in recent years, suggest

that it should at least (at the bare minimum) manage to
survive as a resource group over the next few years.

B. Regarding The 'Theory'
This thesis indirectly has explored various aspects

of the ttheory of co-operative housing resource groupsr as

set forth in chapter two. However, a d.efinite conclusion
only can be made regarding one of the principles of this
theory- specifically, the results of this case study of
the Co-operative Housing Association of Manitoba (C.H.A.M. )

indicate that, contrary to the theory, a singre resource
group (at least over the ,short Èerm) apparently can in fact
hand.le in a direct manner all aspects rerat.ing to the co-

operative housing d.evelopment process. However, the question

which still remains is whether or not c.H.A.M.,s experience

over the longer term will te1l the same story.
3. Recommendations

The following recommendations to C.H.A.M. are not
confined to the main findi-ngs of this thesis as written.
To limit this section in such a manner would take much

avray from the potential value assocj-ated with a research

undertaking of this nature. rnd.eed, through the course of
this research, the author was able to gain a considerable

amount of insight into various aspects of c.H.A.M.,s operations
as a resource group. Because some of Èhese faspectsr were

not, basic to the main hypotheses of this study, they have not
been highrighted as such in the preceed.ing pages. Neverthe-
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less, where appropriate, they will be incrud.ed in some of
the following recommendations.

The recoilrmendat.ions are presented in terms of three
main areas; (i) formulation of goa1s, (ii) inter-organizational
relationships, and (iii) funding. The author acknowledges

the fact that some of these recofirmendations are quite similar
to some of those which cull made as a result of her study of
U.H.F.. This should not necessarily be looked upon as

being a shortcoming of this thesis. As co-operative housing

resource groups employing the 'non-profit developer'

strategy, U.H.F. and C.H.A.M. (in spite of their differences
as noted earlier) have (had) a number of things in common

Hence iÈ is not surprising that some of Cull's reconmend.ations

suit C.H.A.M. t s sj-tuation quite well. Because C.H.A.M.

appears to have tits act together' much more than was the

case with u.H.F. in British corumbia, it is i-n a position at
reast to consider and to act upon some of the folrowing
reconmendations if it so wishes.

A. Formulation Of Goals

. (i) C.H.A.M. I s Board of Directors should hold
a special meeting to follow-up on its concern with
formulating long-term goals for the organization. whire
these goals should be generally worded so as to allow for
some degree of frexibility, they nevertheless should. provid.e

a clear st.atement of the organization's purpose.

(ii) consideration should. be given to employing

an outsi-de consult.anÈ to assist C.H.A.M. in its goal-
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formulating exercise. such a consultant should be knowredgeable
about co-operative housing and should have particular
expertise in group facilitation techniques.

(iii) special meeti-ngs to d.ear with long-term
planning issues shourd become a regular feature of c.H.A.l,I., s

Board they should be heId. at least once every year.
B.

(i) The c"H.A-M- Board of Directors should. be

restructured such that it might be more truly representative
of the co-operative movement and. more responsible to it:

a. The size of the Board. should be increased.

to nine (9) members to a1low for greater
di-rect representati-on of ind.ivid.ual housing
co-operatives.

b. No ind.ivid,ual housing co-operative should

have more than one representative on the
C.H.A.M. Board.

c. Eligibility for a position on the C.H.A.M.

Board shourd be restrict.ed to representatives
of existing housing co-operatives and

developing housing co-opeïatives.
d" In order that expertise at the Board 1evel

mighÈ be supplemented., individuals who

possess a particularly valuable expertise
and an interest in and conmítment to co-op

housing should be invited to join the
Board as technical advisors. These
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individuals would be non-voting members

and they would be in addition to the 9

directors of the Board.

(ii) All housing co-operatives which receive

services (of any type) from C.H.A.M. should be required to
formally take up membership with the organization. All
members should be expected to participate in the affairs
of the Association - by attending seminars, maJ-ntaining

communication through the newsletter, etc. . . .
(iii) tfre rMembership-Services Committee' which was

initiat.ed at C.H.A.M.'s L977 Annual General Meeting is a

step in the right direction whereby members are thus able

to participate in the affairs of C.H.A.M. and thereby feel
more a part of it'. It, also is able to fost.er better cornrnunication

between member housing co-operatives and C.H.4.14.. Consideration

should be given to developing a committee structure within
C.H.A.M.. While the chairperson of each committee could

be a Board member, all other commiÈtee members should be

drawn from the various member co-operatives "

(iv) C.H.A.M. should provide greater support toward

the running of the Continuing Co-operative Housing Co-

ordinating Committee (eg. by providing agend.a items to it.
on a regular basis etc...) . Because the Cíty of lrlinnipeg

plays such a major role in the co-op housing development

process¡ ân attempt should be made to have a representative

of the City participate in meet.ings of the Co-ordinatJ-ng

Committee.
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(v) C.H.A.FI. should avoi<l situations in which its
objects might be seriously misunderstood" This is particularly
true of conflict of interests situations (or rather 'perceived.'
conflict of interests situations). As such c.H.A.M. should

di-scontinue its efforts:

a. to employ a project management strategy
in its work. with developing housing

co-operatives.

and b. to have two representatives of either its
Board or staff sit on the provisional

boards of directors of future developing

housing co-operatives .

C. Fundj-ng

(i) In order that C.H.A.M. can be 100U responsible to

its democrati-c co-operative base it must be independent of
government funding. This point cannot be over-emphasized.

Housing co-operatives must accept the responsibility for
C.H.A.M. and the fate of the co-operative movement. Existing
co-operatives must recognize that they have a responsibility to

assist new co-operatives and as such they should support

C.H.A.M.. Housing co-operatives , íf they wish to see the

continuation of C.H.A.M. in the long term, will have to support

the organization financially. Hence a more active scheme of
fund raising and a membership fee system should be introduced.

(ii) The principle of service at cost should be

extended to the operations of all divisions and. not just the

Property Management Division. rf a fee for service can be
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agreed to which involves a small profit; then this profit
should be used to offset costs in other areas of the

organization t s operations.

(iii) Planning for action to be taken in the event
that provincial fund.ing for c.H.A.M. should cease, shourd be

undertaken immediately. c..H.A.M" should. consider applying to
c.M-H.c. for funding under its Community Resource Organizations
Program.
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APPENDTX 8 " 1

SOCIAI PHILOSOPHY OF THE CO-OPERATT\rE MOVEI,IENT

SOURCE: Co-operative College Of Canada, "SeniorOrientation To Co-operat,j-ves " , Course Number
30"

A co-operative is a socio-economic organization of freepeople who, on a basis of equality, self-heÍp and mutual aid,associate together with the purpoée of pro*olittg their socio-economic well-being.
Though the ,immediate objective of the co-operative

movement is to promote economic betterment, its ?inat goalis- to emancipate men for ?nd through their fellow humañ beings.
'rThe goal of co-operation" - writeÃ Georges Fauquet. ,'is
to make men - men with a sense of both iñaiviauãt and. jointresponsibility so that, they may ríse ind.ividually to a fu1Ipersonal life and collectively to a full social -Iine".

co-operation is a way of life based on the belief thatall menr rro matter the differences in colour, race or placeof orgin, are born equal; Èhey have an inalienable r:_gi:t toshare world resources which aie more than sufficient to meetthe needs of all human beings, and that co-operaÈion,'notcompetition, is a humane way to share the boünties of nature.
- co-operative philosophy is opposed. to both "stat,ism"and rigid "capit,a1ism". As àgainsl statism, the co-operative

movement teaches _that people are capable of satisfying their
ovTn economic need.s on the basis of volunÈary co-opãra[,ion;
hence there is no need. for the state to int,-ervene in socio-
economj-c affairs by controrling the means of prod.uct,ion ordistributj-on in the economic fierd, and ny poiicy-guid.e-lines in the intellectual activities.

As against capitalísm, the movement cond,emns the ex-aggerated acquisitive tendencies in man as a destructive
element, in social structure which ought to be subd.ued. and.replaced.by the ideal of mutual aid. r peopre working togetherand_helping one another and learning tõ live in harñony withone's neighbour. rt. encourages a new spirit in industiy andtlade by making the welfare óf each individual the concernof all.
_ co-operative philosophy is opposed to the principleof rugged competition sustãiñed by--the capitalist system.The fight for survival and the survivãl of the ?ittestleads to a constant state of warfare among ind.ividualF,families and nations. The co-operative movement is aboveall-a way of life prompted by an unserfish desire to serveoners fellow men rather than to exploit the weak; it intro-duces new principles in the economic system which aj.m atbetter life for aLl.
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The principles of equality, mutual aid and social
jusÈice, underlying the co-operative movement bri-ng to-
gether varying economic and political views, tend to minimize
differences and make people realize that human needs and
aspirations are similar regardless of differences in race,
corour, social status and national background. co-operatives
tend to lessen social tensions and help people to fina
colnmon ground on which they can work together.
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APPENDIX 8.2

CWC/ GUTDELTNES REQUTREMENTS
CONTINUTNG HOUSING COOPERATIVES

UTILIZÏNG SECTION 15.1 N.H.A. BENEFITS
vürNNrPEc - JULY lg, 1976

SECTION 34 .18 N. H.A.

This section of the Act is an enabling part whereby co-
operative housing organizations can take advantage of
beneficial loans and grants provided to families and
individuals of low and. mod.erate income r âs set out
or referred. to in Section 15.1 N.H.A.

PROVTSTONS AND REQUTREMENTS OF SECTTON 15.1 FINANCTNG

A loan and contribution to be made under Section 15.1
necessitates incorporationr ês a Non-profit continuing
housing co-operaÈive, in a form acceptable to CMIIC.

The housing project must comprise a housi-ng style that.
is modest in size and specifications, whereby ñotising
charges are within the financial capabilities of tlre
persons for whom the project was intended and in an
amount that is viable in a comparative rental market.

The benefi-ts of Section 15.1 f inancS-ng are loans up to
1003 of lending value, interest charges at preferential
rates, capital contributions of up to 10? of acceptable
cost and extend.ed repalzment periods; furthermore, it
is expected. that the sum total of these benefits will
translate into necessary rents that are considered
advantageous in terms of the market"

DEFÏNÏTÏONS

Modest Accommodation The Corporat.ion has
delines fðr W. H.A. assisted

housing programs in an attempt to add. definition
to what is acceptable as modest accominodation. The
guidelines (Appendix A) refer only to maximum
sizes. Their use may not allow for modest accom-
modation in Èerms of cost. In addition to size,
design features may add costs that cannot bejustified in relation to housing charges.

3)

a)
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b) Moderate Income The intended tlsers of housing
projects receiving the benefits of Sect.ion 15.1
financing must be considered as "low to moderate"
income groupsr âs opposed to upper income groups.

Presently, family incomes up to $I8,000.00 would
be considered as meeting the intent of such a
deEinition for l4anitoba, with due respect to variances
in locations outside of Ïriinnipeg.

Incomes are expected to have some relatj_onship to
family formation and required accomrnodation, in
that "target. incomes" for apartrnent. d.wellers
are to be appropriately less than for families
wishing ground.-oriented housing.

RENT TO TNCOME RELATTONSITTPS

(i) Income Factors and Limits
In keeping with the means of the d.esignated user
group (again, low to middle j-ncome), it is in-
tended that f:amily and mixed housing project.s wiII
have an ingoing iñcome limit of 4.0 times the
fuIl recovery rental for "fuIly servj_ced" accom-
modation. However, to promote a good range of
incomes a Rental Surcharg.e pri_nciple is to be
arranged, whereby at initial occupancy up to
Ileo, as a target, , af the houSing uniÈs may be
occupied by people whose incomes are more than
4.0 times but less than 5.0 times the fu1l recovery
rent. for fulIy serviced accomodation.

Tt is important to note that in calculating the rental(housing charge) for establishment of income relation-
ship, the cost for "fully serviced" accommodatj-on
is to be determined, if such things as heat and.
utilities are payable in addit,i-on to those services
provided in the basic rent.

( ii ) Rental Surcharqre
A rental surcharge for family and mixed housing is
to be establi-shed as the averag:e difference per
unit. beÈween the payment,s on the Section 15. 1 , i
mortgages at the preferred interest rate and what.
the payments would be if the mortgage hrere
financed aÈ the regular CMHC market. interest rate,
for the same amortization period. Application of
the surcharge principle reèu1ts in an- assessment of
a portion or all of the calculated surcharg:e in
addition to the full recovery rental, depend.ing on
extent of income up to 5.0 times the rental for
fully servíced accommodation.
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s) MARKET VÏABILTTY

Since contj-nuing co-operatives involr¡e occupancy on
other than an individual ownership basJ-s, project
viability is tested in terms of comparison to "marketrental" for similar accommodaLion.

6) rNco},tElcosr RELATTONSHIP

7)

Appendi-x rrBrr illustrates
Income and Capital CosÈ,
and presuming an average
in rent.

GENERAL COMMENTS

the relationship between
based on Section 15.1 financing
55% mortgage d.ebt component

In appreciation of the aforementioned, Space Guidelines
have a bearing on modest Capital Cost. The Mortgage
d.ebt resultant from Capital Cost is a component of fulI
recovery OperaÈing Expenses which are translated. into
required Economic Rent.s for th_e housing units. The
Economic Rentals on the basis of a fully serviced.
accommodation are in turn compared. to "market".

The need for serving the low to moderate income groups
is a condition absolute for a borrower seeking benefits
of Sect.ion 15.1 fínancing.

All points
and. no one

SPACE GUTDEI,TNES

of reference are considered as being related
factor is looked at in isolaÈion.

FOR N.IT.A. ASSTSTED TTOUSÏNG PROGRAMS

AND TTTE MT]NICIP4I, TNCENTTVE. GRANT PROGRAM

DWELLING UNTT
TYPE

"MAXTMUM" AREA TN SQUARE PEET
NON-A"ARTIVIENT FORMS APARTMENT FORMS

Bachelor
1 Bedroom
2 Bedrooms
3 Bedrooms
4 Bedrooms

Bedrooms
Bedrooms
Bedrooms
Bedrooms

650
900

1,100
1 ,300

950
1 ,150
1,350
1,500

400
600
800

1,000
I,200

Because those who occupy housing in more remote locat.ions(especially in the yukoá ana ¡WgÍ) are more confined to thisaccommodation Èhe following maximum areas will apply forhousing in non-apartment forms:

2
3
4
5



Note that hostel accommodation such as personal
etc. is subject to different criteria avai-labrefrom the CMHC BRÀNCH Office.
CATCULATTON OF MAXIMUM ALLOVTABLE AREAS

(A) NON APARTMENT FORMS :
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care homes,
on request

Livable
|trationa1

For all detached, semi-detached., duplex, and ground
o_riented row/Eown/garð.en housing thä dwelling unitfloor areas wíll be calculated ãs Gross rlooi Areas

;";; ;;-;pã;;=
by_ including exterior walls and onffirt parÈy

'õ7i"""a'il(This equaÈes with the definitioñ' provid.ed
Floor Area (L.F.A.) in the Appraisãt Guide
Housing Regulation 2(h) .

APARTMENT FORMS:

by measuring from inner surface ofE
the unit and not includ.ing_ any storagewithin the unF

for
and

(B)

For all apartment build.ing forms the dwelling unitfloor areas will be calculated as Net Froor Áreas
waIls enclosing
room contai_ned

NorE: Refer to "Residential standards" for minimum alrowable
room si_zes.

rNcoME/cosT RELATTONSHIP

CONTÏNÜÏNG CO;PEññ
UTÏLIZTNG SECTTON 15.1 N.H.A.

N.B. RENT BASED

ANNUAI. ANNUAI MONTHLY
INCOME RENT RENT

ON FULLY-SERVTCED ACCOMMODATTON

PRINCTPAI & TNT. MORTGAGE AMI. CAPTTA.L COST(55U AVETAGE) (83-5oYRS. ) (10U CONTRIBUTTON)

$1,000. $250" $20.83

TARGET TNCOMES

$11.46 $1,700. $1,900.

$18,000. )

$1,900. = 930,400.

3 Bed Townhouse $16,OOO. (Range of $14,000.
252 Rent = $333. Capital Cost - L6 x

2 Bed Apartment - $L2,OOO. (Range of $10,000. $14,000.)
25e" Rent = $250. capital .cost - L2 x $1,900. = çz2,goo.
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APPENDIX 8.3

A COPY OF THE

c.H.A.M. /D.C.D. pApER ENTITLED ROLE OF

CO-OPERATT\rE HOUSTNG ASSOCTATTON OF ]'4ANITOBA L]MTTED

The organizati-on of tlre firsË canadian continuing
Housing co-op in !'Iinnipeg showed the need for d.evelopmentexpertise. The Co-operative Housing Association of Manitoba(c.H.A.M.) was organized as a Federation of non-profit housingco-operatives to promote co-operaÈive housing anã provid.ethe development skills to groups d.esiring to-develãp a housingco-oPeraÈive. The experience of twelve years has s|own thatthe id.ea of a "parent society" is a souná one. The severalhundred co-op housing units presently occupíed and those indevelopment are d.ue in large part to the efforts of G.H.A.M..

The Provincial Government provided financial supportto C"H.A.M. in iÈs role of co-ordinator and promoter ior theorderly development. of continuing housing co-operatives inManitoba. This support exÈends to what has beèome, through
need. and experience, a continuum of services Èo housing .ð-opeqatives, available from conception to completion and. toon-going management. specifically these services are:1. Promotion and organj-zation of housing co-

operaÈives.
2. Assistance in land acquisition.
3. Assistance in design.
4. Assistance in contractural arrangements.
5. Securing financing"
6. Construction and supervision.
7. Assistance in operational management.

ïn the pursuit of its object.ives, C.H.A.M. chose fromthe beginning to have development expertise and construction
management of it,s ownr. so that, economies could be effectedthrough experience and through providing service at cost ona non-profiÈ basis. rn collaboration with the tlanitoba
Housing and Renewal corporation (¡¿.H.R.c.), the main supplierof leased land, c.H.A.M. initiates co-operaÈive housing-projectsby inviting families j-nterested to gather and incorporate acontinuing housing co-operative. c.n.A.M. carries Lhrough andon behalf of the co-operative acts as the project develoier.

A privaÈe,developer uses his skirls to áevelop a ploject.Throughout the development process, even though puoiic i,orÉg.g.funds may be utilized, at no time does he retínqùish hisro_!e as a project d.evelope¡. ff C.H.A.M. is Ëo play aneffective role it must be accord.ed the same recogniiion by theCentraL Mortgage and Housing Corporat.ion (C.¡1.H.ð. ).
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It must be recognized that C.H.A.M. is a service co-
operat.ive, organized to provide emerging and established.
housing co-operatives with services at cost. However, while
funding for the general development of co-operative housing
comes from a Provincial Grant, c.H.A.M. must receive fees
for the other services it provides. After emerging groups
are organized c.H.A.M. offers the housing co-operative a
d.evelopment service at, one per cent of the cost. of the project.
c.H.A.M. is organized to follow through and provide these ñew
groups with construction management which proÈects these
groups in, the construction industry market place by ensuring
services at cost using co-operative principles.

rf co-operative housing is to be provided at the lowestpossibre cost, the repeated. and. revised use of some existing
housing plans must be considered and applied where appropriáte
by new groups instead of starting at square one each li-mé uy
engaging another architect. This service is something c.ri.À.u.
can propose to an emerging group. should the groups prefer
something different, c.H.A.M. can assist the group in selectinga suj-table architect. Public tenders are called ior componenÈs
of the project, and there again the group receives tfre guiaance
of c.H.A.M. to make the right selection òn sub-contractors.

The concept and. role of a "co-operative Housing parent.
organization" is unique in the development and constructi-on
industry and. this should. be recognized. and accepted by c.M.H.c..
should c.H.A.I4. earn a surplus from its operations, il courd
only be applied to the benefit of the member housing co-
operatj-ves that C.H.A.M. was organized to serve.

c-H.A.M. rs financial statements are avai-labIe to c.M.H.c.
C.H.A.M. does not have anything to hide. what is sought from
c-M.H.c. is a beÈter understanding of c.H.A.M. 's objectíves
and. roles so that any obstacles and. misunderstandings re-garding these matters can be removed and these objeõtives canbe carried out.

A Continui-ng Co-operative Housing Co-ordinating Committee
was established in July Lg76 at the suggestion of the DeputyMinister of the Department of Co-operaiive Development of tfieProvince of ttanitoba. one of the purposes being to assess therelationship of agencies within the piogran. ftiis committeeconsisting of representatives from the Department of Co-operative
Development, central Mortgage and Housing corporation and theco-operative Housing Association of Manitoba Limited agreedto the roles of each of the named. agencies. rt is feli
thaË if there has been some change in the assessment of an
agency's ability to deliver the stated services, then this
needs clarification as soon as possibrer so as not Èo imped.ethe development of new housing co-operatj_ves.
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. APPENDTX 8.4

QUESTIONS ASKED OF THE ME¡4BERS OF THE

BOARDS OF DIRECTORS OF PEMBINA !{OODS, SEVEN OAKS AND

WESTBOTNE PARK HOUSTNG CO-OPERATIVES (SPR]NG L977)

ï"
1.

PERSONAT

KNOWLEDGE OF CO-OP HOUSING

Imagine that I was a friend who had never heard. of
co-operative housing and wanted an explanation. How
would you describe it?
!ühat r¡rere the feaËures of co-op housj-ng that attract.ed
you?
will M. H. R. C . (or rather the provincial g'overnment I s
Inii-nnipeg Regional Housing Authority) have any subsidj-zed
housing uniÈs in your co-op? What percentage will it.
be? Do you approve of this? Tnihy?
Will there be an internal subsidy system in your co-op?
How will it work? Do you approve of it?
Have you recommend.ed your housing co-op to a friend orrelative?

SATïSFACTION/VIEWS ON CHAM

What basic services does CHAM provide to your co-op?
Overall, how well do you feel CHAM has provided these
services?
Poor
1234

What position (if any) do you hold on the Board of
Directors?

2 - when did you first register as a member of the co-op?3. How long have you been a member of the Board. of Diróctors?4. I{hich of these age categories do you fa1l into?
20 29 30 39 40 49 50 59 60 69 70+5. Marital Status?

6. No. of Children? No. living at home?
7. Present. Occupation?
I " Have you ever been involved in other types of co-operative

activity (i.e. other than housingr êg. credit unioñ, food
co-op) ? Type?

9. Type of present dwelling unit?
10. Do you ov/n or rent your present unit?
11. Do you plan Èo move into the co-op once it is built?

If not, why not?
12- How did you first hear about co-operative housing?

fr.
13.

L4.

15.

16.

17.

ïïï.
18.
19.

Excellent
5



20"

2I.

22-

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.
29.

30.
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Do you feel that you have enough opportunity to takepart. in decisions which you consider to be important?
How satisfied are you with the amount of consultation
which CHAM has with you before making decisions on
behalf of 1¡our co-op?
Unsatisfied Very Satisfied

12345
Some people have suggested that CHAM should take less
responsibility for developing the housing and have the
co-op members take more of the necessary steps them-
selves. Other people have suggested that co-op
members don't, have enough time and. interest to take on
more responsibility and would rather have CHAM make
most of the dêcisions. What do you think?
Do you feel that your group could. have progressed to
the stage of developing the co-op that you are now at
without the help of CITAM?
At. present CHAM charges LZ of the total cost of theproject for providing its services. Do you feel that
this is a fair charge?
Some people feel that CHAM should get out of the
construction business. Others feel that construction
is a service that a resource group such as CHAM should
províde. What d.o you think?
I understand lhat your co-op didrzdid noÈ choose CHAM
to d.o the construction work for your co-op. !ùhat do
you feel some of the reasons were for this decision?
Since C.H.D.D. amalgamated. with CHAM last suilìmer, do
you feel that the basic services which your co-op
received d.ecreased in quality, stayed aL the samé
quality r or improved. in quality? What do you feel
might be some reasons tor this change?
Do you feel that the amalgamaÈion was a good move? Vfhy?
$fhat do you think of CIIAMT s relatively recent decision
to get into the property management field?
!{ould you like to see CHAM manage your housing co-op once
it is completed?
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APPENDTX 8.5

C.H.A.M. MEMBERSHIP SURVEY

8.5.1 Introduct.ion By Brian Squair, president. of C.H.A.M.

The role of G.H.A.M. and the objectives for its future
are of concern to the Board of Directors and have been for some
time novr as this matter has been on our agenda for the past
six months.

The role of C.H.A.M. (as is the case with other resource
groups) is a contenÈious issue one which is very difficult
to d.ea1 with in specific terms.

The Board wants to better define what the role and the
objectives of C.H.A.M. are; and we want the help of our member-
ship in assj-sting the Board in doing this task.

Now we have asked Harry Finnigan, who is with us today,
to assisL us in this task. Most of you know Harry. He's a
stud.ent in the Department of ciÈy planning at the universíty
of Manitoba and he is doing his Masters thesj-s on the role õf
resource groups (such as c.H.A.M.) in the d.evel0pment of
co-operative housing. Harry has aËtended C.H.A.M. Board
meetings over this past year to give him more insight into
the way in whích we operate and the proË1ems which we must
dear with. He himself is a member of the corlege Housing
co-op (univillage) the student co-op at the university and
he is active on the Board of Directors at that housing
co-operative.

Ðefining the role of an organizatj-on such as C.H.A.M.
is not easy. It is not something that can be resolved
d.ramatically, quickly, suddenly or at one shot at a single
meeti-ng. such a task requires time and consideration and
some strategy to prod.uce an effective result. Here is how
we would like to start out this morning.

At our rast Board meeting we asked Harry to assist us
in formurating possibre objectives for c"H.A"M: " Now we would
like each of your views, personal viewsr orr what these
objectives could be, should be or may be. Tn order to get
everyone's input to this subject, we felt that it would be
appropriate to conduct a form of survey of üre ent.ire
membership at this meeting.

Now some of you may be frightened by the term ,'survey".
However it. is presented to you in a written form to reduce the
time which will be necessary to deal with the subject rather
than dj-scussing it generally for two or three hours. rt is
not perhaps the most effective exercise. But it is intended
to give everyone the opportunity to participate in the
compretion of the survey. rt will be cond.ucted. now. we hope
that you will approach it seriously and honestly. Everybody
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u/ho is here today should participate, as it will be very
helpful in providing important information on which to base
some important d.ecisions regarding our future direction.

Now r wourd like to call upon Harry to introd.uce this
survey which he intend.s to conduct with us and to exprain thetask at. hand. However r should. first add that after thisexercise has been completed there will be further use made ofthis information that is obtained. r shall reave it up toHarry to explaín what tlre nèxt step (or other steps) and
use of this information wil1 be.

on behalf of Èhe Board r should like to ask each ofyou to assist in the completion of this survey es Harry willinstruct. r would. ask that you approach the ãxercise with
some sincerity and honesÈy so that the results rr¡irI be of
some value or benefit.

Another important reason why this survey is being presented.to you at this point in time is to try and avoid any diécussionon the subject matter before the requãst for the reèporrsesare forthcoming from the survey
try !o keep your responses as personal and as genuine aspossible so that it hasn't been influenced., or prejudiced byanything that you may hear. so that the merit ãf trt" sìr,rveyis to d.o Ít at the start of the d.ay rather than at. the end ofthe day. r am sure that if you diá it at the end of the daythe resul-È or the influence that the answers bring with themwould be quite different perhaps than if we had. started. at thebeginning of ttre d.ay

without, anything further r would ask that you hear fromHarry who is going to te1l you what form the survãy which heintends to conduct will také. Harry.

8.5.2 Supplemen ïnsÈructions IIar Finníqan

r'd like to ask Hugo Epp and Al McKalz (both staff
members of C.H.A.M.) to distribute envelopes to each person who
i: he5e today. Now r promised. the Board of Directors of C.H.A.M.that I would have a written deÈailed reporÈ on the findings of
Fi" survey ready for them by their .rexl. meeting which isdue to be he1d. at the end of this month. so you can restassured that the effort that you put into Èhi; exercise willnot be wasÈed - something will coire of it.r have had one hour alrocated for Èhis exercise and rbelieve that we will need every minute of it especially ifeach of you here today do apprõach the survey ii a seriousmanner.

The whole survey has three (3) parts. The fj-rst twoparts are included in Èhe envelope that yoll are receivingright now. r'r1 ask that you complete tÈe first tto"-pãiÉ" and
.Èh"-t when you arg compreteã with -trrem that you put thã pagesback in the envelope that has been providedl rñen if yðu"wiIl
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raise your hand r'11 then distribute the third part. The
third part of the survey is very short it doeèn't take
very long to do. But r wanted you to fill it out withoutreferring back to the first two parts. you wirl see therationale for Èhis as you complete it..

r should perhaps explain one or two of the questions in
case there is any confusion with regards to the suivey form.
The first page just outlines some background. information which
should help some of you in answering sóme of the questions.
The present. objectives of the C.H.A.M" as outlined in the Generalby-laws are included. on the first. page. Below that we have thevarious members of C.H.A.M.. some people are not sure whothe "associate" members are, similarly some people are not
sure who the "charter" members are.

The first guestion if I could just explain. (read
question) r would like to make sure that people who are here
who may occupy more than one position do indicate that theyare j-n Èhat position. As an example - Mark smith for instãnce
who is on the Board of Directors of seven oaks is also on the
Board of Directors of c.H.A.M.. Now he is officially here
as a Board member of G.H.A.M.. r would like him to índicaÈethis. But. r would also like him to indicate that he is arepresentative (unofficial perhaps) of a housing co-op nowdeveloping. Anotfier example would be Claude Cagne (although
f do not see him here today) who would be in a similarposition as he is not only a Board member of c.H.A.M. but heis also a represenÈative of a housing co-op nor¡/ operating.

r would also like the people from the province, say the
Department of co-op Development to fill out the survey.similarly c.M.H.c. or any ottrer people who are here that donrtreally fall into any of the stated categories (e to E). I askyou all to fill in the ,name of your organizatj-on that you are
here with.

Please refer now to page 2 of the survey. euestion #gis a very critj-car question and it takes quite a bit of timeto answer. r ask that you be patient in approaching it. rf r
can just read tlre instructj-ons thaÈ go with the question firsÈ
and then comment on it briefly before r ask you t,o begin. Thequestion I reads (read question).

Now the objectives then are listed alphabetically.
There is space left below for you to add any objectives whichthe Board of Directors might have missed trrát yõu feel are
very important. The third page provides more space to you to
add any objectives which you feel should be included. Áfter
you have done that - i.e. includ.ed any objectives which you
wanted to add; then you should. consíder the priori-ty ratings
Èhat, you may want to give to each one.

Now it does take some time and r should suggest that onthe page that you d.o all of your rough work on the-right hand.side. Tt doesnrt matter how messy it is as ít does tãke some
working and reworking. r wourd suggest that when you go
through the objectives that you note the ones that you strongly
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favour and get those out of the way first. simirarly note the
ones that you strongly disagree with or rather don't feel
that strongly in favour of. The ones "in between" are the
ones that will give you a bit of a problem in raLíng/ranking.
so after you have done your rough work on the right hand side
yoq should put your final rankings in the spaces provided to theleft of each objective.

The rest of the survey is pretty well self-explanatory.
However if you have any question as you go along in óompletiñg
some of the questions, if you could raise your hand, r'11 cometo you individually and try to clarify various points.

Now this in not a test.. r emphasize that. There aïeno right or vrrong anEers to this suivey. we are only askingfor your own impressions/feelings or vièws on various matt.ers.
If you like if you could start nor¡¡. As I said, ífyou have any questj-ons, íf you raise your hand, r'11 be grad.

to come to try to clarify thi_ngs. Thank you.

8.5.3 Copy Of Membership Survey Form.

Please refer to the following 8 pages.



Co-operative Housing
Association of Manitoba
Limited

525 Kylemore Avenue winnipeg Manitoba R3L 185 (204) zB4-9730

I'{EMBERSHIP SURVEY

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PRESENT OBJECTIVES

c.H.A.M. ts present obJectives accordÍng to the c,eneral By-Laws areas follows:
1. To promote continuing co-operative Housing Associ.aËions,

co-operative Building Groups and 1n general to promote
improvemenË in housing conditlons in Manitoba by the use ofco-operative techniques .

2. To build, buy, seIl, leaser arlminl"¡"r, ímprove and rnaintainland, property, bui-ldings owned, and controlled or othe::srise
acquired by the Association on the co-operative plan.

3. To provide., buy, selr and oËhen¡ise uerchandise goods and
serrrices for the members.

MEMBERS

Brandon Housing Co-op Ltd.
Carpathla HousÍng Co-op Ltd.
College llousing Co-op Lrd.
New VÍllage Place Housing Co-op Ltd.
Pembina Woods Houslng Co-op Ltd.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

l.lÍnnÍpeg & District Labor Council
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Seven Oaks Gardens Housing Co-op Ltd.
Village Canadien Co-op Ltee.
I^Iestboine Park.Housing Co-op Ltd.
I{lllow Park Housfng Co-op Ltd.
Willow Park East Housing Co-op Ltd.

Federated Co-operatives Ltd.
Co-operative Fire & Casualty
Co-operative CrediÈ Society

CHARTER MN,ÍBERS

Skapti J. Borgford
James Arthur Coulter
Donald H. Slimon
Trevor I{. Robinson
Ruth Heys Struthers

Coupany Willow Centre
of ManfÈoba

United Grain
Co-operat.ive

Gror¡ers
Life Insurance Company
Inc.

Donald J. I,Jood
PeÈer F. Penner
A. Douglas Rrmsay
Robert Kapillk
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c.H.A.M.

MEì,TBERSHIP SURVEY

PART I

1. In whfch of che following capacitÍes (both official and unofficial)
are you here today?

Check As Many
As Mav Apply

nn
fl
E
tf

A. A represenÈative of

B. A representative of

C. A represenËaË1ve of

D. A Charter Member of

E. A member of C.H.A.M.

F. Other?

2. hltrat is Èhe name of
acËively involved?

a housing co-op now developing.

a housing co-op now operating.

an Associate Member of C.H.A.M..

c.H.A.M..

rs Board of Directors.

the housing co-op v¡ith \./hich you are currently

fl
0-69

fl
70+

3. l{hat posiÈion(s) do you hold with rhat housins co-op? r-r
u Board Member

4, Wtrich of these age categories do you

fl tl fl
30-39 40-49 50-s920-29

5.

6"

Sex: l-l Male f-l Fenate

How long have you personally been

tft]rl
I yr. 1-2 yrs. 2-5 yrs.

Do you feel that 1r is imporËant
obJ ectives?

n
l0* yrs.

f Manager

i] Member

fa1l into?

ínvolved with C.H.A.M. ?

E
5-10 yrs.

for C.H.A.M.7.

I-Jves [_J uo Donr t, Know

to draw up a new seÈ of



Rank
Order

-2- l-70

B. Here is a list of objectÍves which C.H.A.M. fs Board. of Directors have
been considering. They are 1ísEed here in alphabetical order. If you
feel that there are some objectives v¡hich have been mÍssed, please ad.d
them to the list below. Finally, please rank all of these objectives in
order of priority (eg. put a "1" beside the objecÈive which yãu feel to
be the most imporÈant, â "2" beside Ehe second most, important one, and
so on ....).

- As the represent,ative of member organizations, to work at the political
leve1 , towards influencing nationar and provincial policy tor,Tards
co-op housing.

- 1o act as a central organization for housing co-ops and thereby to
provide services which are required by the housing co-ops.

- To act as a liason and spokesperson between the housing co-ops and
Èhe various government agencíes as well as the Co-operatÍve Housing
FoundaÈion (C.H.F.) in Otrawa.

- To build lor^r-cost and medir¡u priced homes for co-op housing.

- To develop contJ.nuing co-op housing in Manitoba.

- To encoúrage and, assist groups of people, who are in need, of housing,
to develop housing co-operatives.

- To encourage the development of housing which is a viable alternaËj-ve
to privaÈe and public housing.

- To ensure that C.H.A.M. itself funcÈions in accord,ance with co-op
democracy and the sÍx (6) principles of co-operation.

- To generate Ehe necessary revenue to maintain the organization (ie. C.H.A.M.).

-To
by

have credibility in the co-operative and const,ruction market plaee
operating effecEively.

- To help member organizaËíons achieve Èheir goals

- To provide co-op housing education to Èhe public at large as v¡e1l as
to those people dÍ.rectly involved in housing co-ops.

- To work tor.¡ards providing housfng aÈ lowesÈ, possible cost using the
co-op and non-profit formulae.

I d addiLLonal
the ÁoLl-owina

ópa"cQ. it neqaíned, pl?ßâe conilLnue. on
paqz. - paqs- 3
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Quescion I continued. .. .. .

i.ank
)rder
'cont td)
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}ßMBERSHIP SURVEY

PART 2

INSTRUCTIONS:

Through your part,icipation in the following exercise you will be

providing information which wirr be of much use Ín assisting c.H.A.M.

(your organization) Eo formulate objectives and, strat.egies for Ëhe future.

The following illustrates how a seven-point scale (Iike the one

included in thj.s exercise) whould be used.

Take, for example, a housing co-op with which you are mosE farailiar

and consider the way it is operating. Consider specifically where it

stands with regards t.o the characteristics - ttd.emocraticrr and, ttautocraticrr.

If you felt that the housing co-op \^¡as operating in somewhat of an

aut,ocratic manner¡ you night circle the nr-urber "1" as ind,icated, berow:

Neutral
t'

? d,emocratic -3 -2 -1 ä ñ ? 3 autocrat,ic¡v\y.

rf, on the other hand, you fert that the housing co-op \^ras operating

in quite a dpmocrati-c manner, you night circle the number "-2":

Neutral

? democraric -3 €Ð -t t L 2 3 aurocraric\_,/
rf you felt that you did not know where the co-op stood on this

continuum, you would circle the "?":

Neutral
Ldemocratic-3-2-10123auËocratic

A number of features r¿hich are characterisËic of any co-op housing

resource groupts (such as C.H.A.M.'s) operations have been identified.

These are Presented on the following page as a set of dichotomous elements.

It would be most helpful if you would go Èhrough the list and lnd,icate r¿here

You feel C.H.A.M. NOl^l stands with regard Êo each pair of elements.



,,WHERE DO VOU THTNK C.H.A.,U. TS NOOJ?"

? co-op control -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 governnerrtcontrol

? co-op philosophy -3 -2 -1 0 I z 3 housing prod.ucrion

? participation -3-2-l0l23efficiency

? educaÈional services -3 -z -1 0 I 2 3 technical services
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-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 developerof
co-op housing

-3-2-10123producr
orientaÈion

-3 -2 -t 0 1 2 3 executivedecisión-
making

? inf ormation
pool

? process
orientation

? consensual
decision-roaking

? self-education -3 -2 -1 0 I z 3 advice from experts

? poliLical -3-2-l0i23manageriaI/rechnical

? decentralization -3 -2 -l 0 1 z 3 centralizaËion

\llten qou havz eomp!.efed tlti¿ exQ.tLcL;e., pl-Q-a.^e-
pu.t. a.L{. pageÁ bacJ¿ ínÍn tlte ønv¿(-ope ulLích h.a¿ beøn pn-ovLded.
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C. H.A.M.

}ß}ßSRSHIP STIRVEY

PART 3

INSTRUCTIONS:

In Part 2 of this survey you rated C.II.A.M. as to where iL now

stands wj.th regards to a series of partieular features.

0n this nexË, series, which includes Lhe same features in the

same order, you are to rate G.H.A.M. on the basis of how it SHOLTLD

ideally be operating - Ëhe way.YOU feel it should be operating as

opposed to how it, actually is.

l

Thä "?" is not included in the scales this tirne as Ít. is.felt

that all members should have some feefing as to where the organization

should be with respecË to each set of features listed.
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,,AHERE DO VOU THTNK C.fr.Á.I,I. SHÖULD BE?"

co-oP conÈrol -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 goverrunentcontrol

co-op philosophy, -3 -2 -1 0 1 z 3 housing prod.uction

participation -3-2-10l23efficiency

educaEional services -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 technícal services

inf orrnatíon
pool

Pro Ces s
orienËa tion

-3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 developerof
co-op housing

-3-2-I0l23producr
orient.etion

consensuat -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 executive decision-
decision-roaki,ng making

self-education -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 ad.vice fron experts

poliÈica1 -3-2-10123uanagerial/rechnical

decentrarization-3-2-I0lz3centralizarion

(ll+en qou lnave compLe-t¿d tltû yta"ge, pLQr's¿
pLLt ¡-t in Ílte e.nve,{,opQ- wíf.ln the otlx¿n- ¿h¿ef.¿.
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APPENDIX 8.6

COPY OF BRÄNDON HOUSING CO-OP's PAPER

ENTITLED SOME QUESTTONS ABOUT C.H.A.M.'s ROLE

Ylr:3=y1g- 1!E -uggþ95- g9sE19s-9g 
=gee - 

Jgçs )-

1) will CHAM lobby senior governments on behalf of its member
HCs? Will it. take a lead role in the co-op housing
movement in Manitoba?

2) ?ViIl CHA.M actively assist its member HCs when they
negotiate with CMHC or MHRC for Iand. or money?

3 ) Will CHAM serve its member HCs' wi-th informati-on and
advice? For example:
(a) An emerging HC needs insurance: Builders All-
Risk first, then Fire and Extended coverage. will copies
of polici-es held by established HCs; the name(s) of the
unde:¡.¡riter(s); the rates and terms involved.; the
adequacy and shortcomings in coveragie provided; etc.
-- will such information be made available through CHAM?(b) An emerging HC wishes to save on lega1 and printing
costs in producing its Housi_ng Agreement. Is there a
st.andard form and wording in Manitoba by no\Ár, plus aprinter who already has the plates and who could make
copies for all the HCs at low cost?
(c) A HC wishes to pre-qualify a professional firm(lega1, manag'erial, architectural, accounting) or a
contractor, tradesman or supplier. Can CHAM assist
or ind.icate how best to go abouÈ it?(d) A HC wants an analysis of its operaÈion or its
plans. Can CHAM send out, a troubleshooter for this
purpose?

4) rs CHAM geared to serve as a clearing-house for news on
existing and emerging HCs?
(a) At what stage of development are our fellow-HCs?(b) l{hat successes have our sister co-ops had that all
of us could cheer about? lrihat snags have they hit, and
what can be learned about them?
(c) How d.o long-time member-residents perceive their HC
as compared. with new member-residents in new HCs?(d) How do Monthly Housing Charges vary among the
different HCs? Have any had recent increases/d.ecreases,

------e!Ê-sþy?--
At cHAlvlrs AGM on sat, May 7/77, would it be possj-ble to have
questions like this clarified? shall member-HCs look to CHAM
as their parent-organization which plays a provincial role
parallel to that of CHF on the national level? Or sha1l member-
HCs regard CHAM principally as a Development company engaged
in building and managing housing co-ops.

Questions raised by the BRANDON HOUSING CO-OP LTD.
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APPENDTX 8"7
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